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Abstract

Background: The global public health and socioeconomic impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic have been substantial, rendering
herd immunity by COVID-19 vaccination an important factor for protecting people and retrieving the economy. Among all the
countries, Japan became one of the countries with the highest COVID-19 vaccination rates in several months, although vaccine
confidence in Japan is the lowest worldwide.

Objective: We attempted to find the reasons for rapid COVID-19 vaccination in Japan given its lowest vaccine confidence
levels worldwide, through Twitter analysis. 

Methods: We downloaded COVID-19–related Japanese tweets from a large-scale public COVID-19 Twitter chatter data set
within the timeline of February 1 and September 30, 2021. The daily number of vaccination cases was collected from the official
website of the Prime Minister’s Office of Japan. After preprocessing, we applied unigram and bigram token analysis and then
calculated the cross-correlation and Pearson correlation coefficient (r) between the term frequency and daily vaccination cases.
We then identified vaccine sentiments and emotions of tweets and used the topic modeling to look deeper into the dominant
emotions. 

Results: We selected 190,697 vaccine-related tweets after filtering. Through n-gram token analysis, we discovered the top
unigrams and bigrams over the whole period. In all the combinations of the top 6 unigrams, tweets with both keywords “reserve”
and “venue” showed the largest correlation with daily vaccination cases (r=0.912; P<.001). On sentiment analysis, negative
sentiment overwhelmed positive sentiment, and fear was the dominant emotion across the period. For the latent Dirichlet allocation
model on tweets with fear emotion, the two topics were identified as “infect” and “vaccine confidence.” The expectation of the
number of tweets generated from topic “infect” was larger than that generated from topic “vaccine confidence.”

Conclusions: Our work indicates that awareness of the danger of COVID-19 might increase the willingness to get vaccinated.
With a sufficient vaccine supply, effective delivery of vaccine reservation information may be an important factor for people to
get vaccinated. We did not find evidence for increased vaccine confidence in Japan during the period of our study. We recommend
policy makers to share accurate and prompt information about the infectious diseases and vaccination and to make efforts on
smoother delivery of vaccine reservation information.
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Introduction

COVID-19 has spread worldwide since its first case in
December 2019 and has become a public health emergency of
international concern [1]. Until September 30, 2021, Japan
experienced 5 waves of the COVID-19 pandemic [2]. The surge
of COVID-19 in Japan occurred during the Tokyo Olympics,
bringing the cumulative number of COVID-19 cases to
1,556,998 when the Games finished. However, with the lifting
of the fourth national state of emergency on September 30,
2021, the pandemic was effectively contained nationwide, and
the number of new confirmed cases abruptly decreased. The
high vaccination rate in Japan was considered to have caused
a decline in the community infections during the fifth wave [3].

A high vaccination rate is thought to be promoted by high
vaccine confidence [4]. According to the US Centers of Disease
Control and Prevention, “Vaccine confidence is the belief that
vaccines work, are safe, and are part of a trustworthy medical
system” [5]. A global survey that did not include Japan showed
that the potential acceptance of a COVID-19 vaccine largely
varied among countries [6]. Japan ranks among the countries
with the lowest vaccine confidence worldwide according to a
survey in 2020 [7]. Another survey conducted before large-scale
vaccination in Japan indicated that Japan ranked last with regard
to confidence in COVID-19 vaccines among 15 countries [8].
Gordon and Reich [9] explained the historical reasons for low
vaccine confidence in Japan. Kunitoki et al [10] proposed that
barriers to vaccine access and use mainly result from effective
public communication and called for rebuilding vaccine
confidence in Japan.

However, Japan’s speed of vaccination has been impressive
since large-scale vaccination was opened up (May 24, 2021).
Japan’s first-dose vaccination rate was approximately 6.8% by
June 1, 2021, and over 70% of the population accepted at least
one dose until September 30, 2021 [11]. Notably, vaccination
was not mandatory and was administered only with the
recipient’s consent. A survey of multiple countries reported the
coexistence of a high level of uncertainty about the safety of
COVID-19 vaccines and a high willingness to get vaccinated
[12], which indicates that Japan may not be a special case. The
reason for the contradiction between the rapid growth in the
COVID-19 vaccination rate and low vaccine confidence in Japan
is worth studying and maybe instructive for propelling
worldwide vaccination against infectious diseases.

Twitter is a widespread social media platform that has attracted
the increasing attention of public health researchers because of
its advantages of large amounts, real-time availability, and ease
of public searching and access [13]. With a large amount of
real-time COVID-19–related posts, Twitter has been widely
used for public opinion mining toward COVID-19 during the
pandemic, providing policy makers with substantiated evidence
[12,14,15]. Lyu et al [14] reported the trend of topics and
sentiments of English tweets for approximately 11 months since
the World Health Organization declared COVID-19 a pandemic.

Yousefinaghani et al [12] reported the dominance of positive
sentiments and more vaccine objection and hesitancy than
vaccine interest. Huangfu et al [15] reported the results of topic
modeling and sentiment analysis of tweets between December
8, 2020, and April 8, 2021. Eibensteiner et al [16] reported
willingness to vaccinate despite the safety concerns of vaccines,
according to a survey on a Twitter poll. Besides, Twitter is the
most popular social media platform in Japan [17], owning 58.2
million users as of October 2021 [18], making Twitter analysis
more powerful for COVID-19 research in Japan. A Twitter
analysis by Niu et al [19] reported that the Japanese public’s
negative sentiment overwhelmed the positive sentiment toward
the COVID-19 vaccine before and at the beginning of the
large-scale vaccination campaign.

This retrospective study aimed to identify public sentiments
and concerns associated with rapid COVID-19 vaccination in
Japan. We hypothesized that the increase in vaccination rates
might be due to subjective factors including increased public
confidence in vaccines (S1) and fear of infection (S2), and
objective factors including adequate vaccine supply (O1) and
effective delivery reservation–related vaccine information (O2).
To test these hypotheses, we collected vaccine-related tweets
posted between February 1 and September 30, 2021. Then, we
preprocessed the collected tweets and conducted a unigram
token analysis, sentiment analysis, and topic modeling.

Methods

Overview
In previous works of large-scale Twitter analyses, after
preprocessing, there are mainly 4 types of natural language
processing (NLP) methods: n-gram token analysis [12,15,20,21],
sentiment analysis [12,14,15,20-25], topic modeling
[12,14,15,20,22-25], and geographical analysis [22,24]. The
geographical analysis is less important in our work because the
range of our research is a whole country instead of subareas. In
this work, we followed previous works in applying n-gram token
analysis, sentiment analysis, and topic modeling. Code in this
work will be shared on the web [26].

Data Collection and Preprocessing
The data used in this study were obtained from a large-scale
public COVID-19 Twitter chatter data set [27] updated by the
Georgia State University’s Panacea Lab. The data set provided
the IDs, posting time, and the languages of all the tweets were
provided in the data set. We downloaded COVID-19–related
Japanese tweets between February 1, 2021, the month the first
person was vaccinated, and September 30, 2021, when the
first-dose vaccination rate exceeded 70%. In addition, data on
the number of vaccination cases were collected from the official
website of the Prime Minister’s Office of Japan (PMOJ) [28]. 

The downloaded tweets were then cleaned and processed.
Retweets were filtered using the Python package tweepy. Tweets
that included no keywords related to vaccines were deleted. The
keywords used in the filtering are listed in Multimedia Appendix
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1. It is worth noting that the three vaccine brands (Pfizer,
Moderna, and AstraZeneca) that were approved by the Japanese
government were included in the keywords. Other vaccine
brands were excluded because we attempted to focus more on
the brands adopted in the vaccination process. Frequent
misspellings (eg, “Modelna”) was also included in the keywords.
Weblinks, special characters, emojis, and “amp” (ampersands)
were removed, and all full-width English characters were
converted to half-width, lowercase characters.

For convenience, all Japanese words in our results were directly
presented in English translations. The English-Japanese
translation table is provided in Multimedia Appendix 1. In order
to minimize the influence of difference between languages, all
the translations in our results were carried out as the last step
by directly replacing the Japanese words in the graphs with
corresponding English words; therefore, they would not
influence the statistical results.

Unigram and Bigram Token Analysis
Tokenization is necessary before many other NLP tasks,
especially for many non-Latin languages, such as Japanese. We
removed the predefined English and Japanese stop words in the
Python packages NLTK [29] and SpaCy [30] and tokenized all
collected vaccine-related tweets using the Python package
SpaCy into unigrams or bigrams for statistical analysis, as
reported by Kwok et al [27]. We sorted the unigram tokens or
bigram tokens in descending order of term frequency over the
entire period. Similar to Liu et al [24], we used the pruned exact
linear time (PELT) algorithm [31] to find the first change point
of the term frequency. Unigrams before the first change point
were regarded as top unigrams, and the term frequencies of the
unigrams after the change point were significantly lower than
those of the top unigrams. Similar processes were carried out
for bigrams. To eliminate the difference in the number of days
between months, the monthly term frequency was defined by
dividing the total term frequency by the number of days each
month for each top unigram or bigram.

Correlation coefficients were widely used in social media
analysis. In Google Trends analysis, correlations were calculated
between reported cases of infectious disease and the trends of
search for relevant keywords. In Twitter analyses, correlations
between the daily cases of infection or death and the number
of related tweets or sentiment scores, were also investigated
[24,25]. In this work, correlation analyses were adopted to find
out the factors from the top unigrams that are most related to
the COVID-19 vaccination campaign. We first calculated the
cross-correlations between the number of tweets containing the
top unigrams or bigrams and the vaccination cases and then
observed the time lags when maximum cross-correlation
appeared for each unigram and bigram. Pearson correlation
coefficients (r) between top unigrams or bigrams and the
vaccination cases were also calculated.

Sentiment Analysis
After n-gram analysis, sentiment analyses were often used to
explore the real-time public attitudes in social media analysis
related to COVID-19 vaccination, which may reflect the
acceptance of COVID-19 vaccines and related policies

[12,14,20,22,24]. The trend of negative sentiments may provide
potential evidence for vaccine hesitancy [23]. In this work,
sentiment analysis was applied to all vaccine-related tweets.
Cloud services were used in this study because there were no
reliable public models for sentiment analysis in the Japanese
language. We selected Amazon Web Services (AWS) for
consistency with previous work [29]. The tweets were divided
into positive, negative, neutral, or a mixture of positive and
negative tweets using the AWS. Fine-grained emotions were
also explored using the Japanese version of the NRC Emotion
Lexicon [32]. The NRC Emotion Lexicon is a dictionary of
words and their associated scores for eight emotions:
anticipation, trust, joy, surprise, anger, disgust, fear, and sadness.
The positive and negative tweets were tokenized, and the degree
of valence (DOV) for the eight emotions was calculated by
adding up the scores for the unigrams that appeared in the NRC
Emotion Lexicon. Finally, we calculated the daily average DOV
by dividing the number of positive and negative tweets on that
day to show the trend of each emotion.

Topic Modeling
Topic modeling were applied to identify fine-grained
information from tweets of different sentiments [12,15,24].
Based on the sentiment analysis results, we summarized the
topics to look deeper into the dominant emotion in the tweets.
Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) is often used in tweet topic
modeling studies [14,15,20,22,23]. In this study, LDA regards
tweets as being generated from different topics, and each topic
generates tweets with a Dirichlet distribution. A Python package
scikit-learn was used to determine the best number of topics.
Log likelihood was adopted as the metric for selection, and
5-fold cross correlation was applied to avoid overfitting. As
shown in Multimedia Appendix 1, we chose 2 as the number
of topics for LDA modeling, which showed the highest log
likelihood score. We used scikit-learn for LDA topic modeling
and displayed the top 10 keywords and their weights related to
each topic. The weights were the pseudocounts of the keywords
in a topic. The themes of topics were summarized from the top
10 keywords by 3 volunteers. The volunteers were first asked
to work out the themes of the topics independently, and then
they had a meeting to finally reach an agreement on the themes.

We then checked the trends of tweets related to different topics.
Defining the i-th tweet in all collected tweets as di, and the j-th
topic of the LDA model as tj, the probability of a tweet di

coming from tj was calculated using the fitted LDA model as
pij. For tweets posted each day, the expectation of the number
of tweets generated from topic j was calculated by summing pij

on that day. The ratio between the expected number of tweets
generated from each topic was also plotted to show the trend
of public attention under dominant emotion.

Ethics Approval
This study used publicly available and accessible tweets
collected by Georgia State University’s Panacea Lab, allowing
free download. We assert that our analysis is compliant with
Twitter's usage policy in aggregate form without identifying
specific individuals who published the Twitter posts.
Furthermore, the number of vaccination cases downloaded from
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the PMOJ are open government data. Therefore, the activities
described do not meet the requirements of human subject
research and did not require review by an institutional review
board.

Results

Data Summary
We downloaded 979,636 Japanese tweets posted between
February 1 and September 30, 2021, according to the ID and
region information in the data set. After filtering, 190,697
vaccine-related tweets were selected. As a result, the total
number of vaccine-related tweets increased from 14,758 tweets
in February to 34,692 in August and then decreased to 27,824
in September.

Unigram and Bigram Token Analysis
The change point of unigram term frequencies detected by the
PELT algorithm was 6, and the top 6 unigrams were Japanese
words for “infection,” “Japan,” “reserve,” “Pfizer,” “venue,”
and “mutation.” The unigram “side effects,” related to the safety
of vaccines, ranked eighth overall. The unigrams “infect,”
“reserve,” and “venue” gradually ranked in the top 3 from
February to September, as shown in Figure 1.

The change point of bigram term frequencies detected by the
PELT algorithm was 5, and the top 5 were Japanese bigrams

for “Astra + Zeneca,” “reserve + available,” “article + Reuters,”
“venue + reserve,” and “medical-care + workers.” The bigrams
“reserve + available” and “venue + reserve” ranked in the top-2
from June to September, and the ranking of “Astra + Zeneca”
decreased since May, as shown in Figure 2.

Regarding correlation analysis of unigrams, the time lags for
“reserve” and “venue” were 0, and the vaccination cases led the
number of tweets containing “infection” for 5 days. After
calculating r between the daily number of tweets containing
each top unigram and vaccination cases, significant r values
(P<.001) were obtained for all unigrams except “mutation.”
The largest r value for the daily vaccination cases was from
unigrams “infection” (r=0.746), “reserve” (r=0.829), and
“venue” (r=0.908). We then checked the daily number of tweets
containing all the combinations of the 3 unigrams showing a
strong correlation and found the highest r value (r=0.912;
P<.001) for tweets containing both “reserve” and “venue.” By
randomly selecting 5 days and checking the source of all the
tweets on those days, we found that the 95% CI of tweets
containing both “reserve” and “venue” posted by official
accounts or mainstream media was 96.0%-100%. The trend of
tweets containing both unigrams “reserve” and “venue”
compared with the daily vaccination cases is shown in Figure
3.

Figure 1. Translation of the top 10 unigrams of each month. The lengths of the bars represent the monthly term frequencies in tweets of each month.
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Figure 2. Translation of the top 10 bigrams of each month. The lengths of the bars represent the monthly term frequencies in tweets of each month.

Figure 3. Trend of tweets containing both unigrams “reserve” and “venue,” and the curve for daily first-dose vaccination cases.

As for bigrams, the bigram “venue + reserve” overlapped with
the unigram analysis and was excluded from this part. The time
lags for bigrams “reserve + available” and “article + Reuters”
were 0, and vaccination cases led “Astra + Zeneca” and
“medical-care + workers” for 116 and 63 days, respectively.
The bigrams “reserve + available” and “article + Reuters” had
the highest cross-correlations than the others. The bigrams
“Astra + Zeneca” (r=–0.331), “reserve + available” (r=0.908),
and “article + Reuters” (r=0.229) showed significant correlations
(P<.001) except for “medical-care + workers” (r=–0.055). On
manual evaluation by 3 volunteers, we found that 95.4% of the

tweets that contain the bigrams “reserve + available” were the
same as those of containing the combination of unigrams
“venue” and “reserve.”

Sentiment Analysis
For all tweets, 4453 (2.3%) were positive, 19,340 (10.1%) were
negative, 164,687 (86.4%) were neutral, and 2217 (1.2%) were
mixed positive and negative sentiments. A comparison between
the daily numbers of tweets marked as positive and negative is
shown in Figure 4. Negative sentiments overwhelmed positive
sentiments for all days.
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Figure 4. Comparison between the daily number of tweets marked positive (orange) and negative (green).

The DOVs for the 8 emotions are shown in Figure 5. The daily
average DOV of anger (0.404), disgust (0.268), fear (0.659),
sadness (0.486), overwhelmed anticipation (0.163), trust (0.173),
joy (0.118), and surprise (0.081). Fear was the dominant emotion

during this period. Here, we defined the peaks of emotion as
larger than 3 times the daily average DOV for that emotion.
Trust peaked (1.114) on February 18, 2021. From May 13 to
18, 2021, there were several peaks of fear.

Figure 5. Daily average degree of valence of 8 emotions in the vaccine-related tweets.
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Topic Modeling
The top 10 keywords for each LDA topic are shown in Figure
6. The theme of topic 1 is “infect,” and that of topic 2 is “vaccine
confidence.” It is also noticeable that the weight of “infect”
(14,895) in topic-1 was over 3 times that of the second keyword
“Japan” (4359), but the weight of “Pfizer” (4348) in topic 2 was
only 15.5% larger than the second keyword “die” (3763).

The ratio between the expectation of the number of
“infect”-related tweets and “vaccine confidence”–related tweets

is shown in Figure 7. The total expectation of the number of
tweets generated from topic 1 (“infect,” n=30,288) is larger than
that generated from topic 2 (“vaccine confidence,” n=27,572),
and the mean ratio between the expectation of the daily number
of tweets generated from topics 1 and 2 is significantly larger
than 1 (P<.01). On 68.2% of days, the expectation of the number
of tweets generated from “infect” was larger than that generated
from “vaccine confidence.”

Figure 6. Top 10 keywords of 2 topics by latent Dirichlet allocation modeling. The bars represent the weights, which can be regarded as the pseudocounts
of the keywords in each topic.

Figure 7. Ratio between the expectation of the number of “infection”-related tweets and “vaccine confidence”–related tweets.

Discussion

Principal Findings
A high vaccination rate is thought to be promoted by high
vaccine confidence [16,33-36], but Japan achieved a high

vaccination rate in several months, with the lowest vaccine
confidence in the world. This retrospective study aimed to
determine the reasons for the fast vaccination process in Japan,
which may be instructive for propelling worldwide vaccination
for infectious diseases. Based on previous studies [16,34-37],
we hypothesized that subjective factors, including increased
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vaccine confidence (S1) and fear of infection (S2), and objective
factors including adequate vaccine supply (O1) and effective
delivery of reservation-related vaccine information (O2). Our
results indicate that hypotheses S2 and O2 might have driven
the public to be vaccinated. No evidence supporting hypothesis
S1 was found in our results. Evidence for hypothesis O1 can
be found in the history of vaccine supply on the official website
of the PMOJ (Prime Minister of Japan and his Cabinet) and is
not discussed in this paper.

Several results support hypothesis S2. In the unigram token
analysis shown in Figure 1, the keyword “infect” ranked among
the top 3, except in February, and ranked first from May to
August during Japan’s fourth and fifth wave infections. The
keywords “venue” and “reserve” also ranked up from May. No
keywords related to increased vaccine confidence were found.
The sentiment analysis shown in Figure 4 showed that negative
sentiment overwhelmed positive sentiments, consistent with
the results of Chen et al [35] that Japan showed dissatisfaction
compared with neighboring countries. Combined with our result
that “infect” was the top keyword and “side effect” ranked
eighth in the unigram token analysis, our results support that
the Japanese public was more concerned about infection than
the side effects of COVID-19 vaccines.

More evidence for hypothesis S2 was obtained from the topic
modeling results. From the keywords of topic 1 (“infect”), we
can see that the public was concerned about the infection and
death rate. The mutated virus and empowered cases also led to
fear. Willis et al [37] found that less fear of infection may lead
to a lower willingness to be vaccinated, which is complementary
to our results. From the keywords of topic 2 (“vaccine
confidence”), we can see that the side effects of the vaccines
were the most concerning, but the following keywords were
related to the effectiveness of vaccines on the mutated virus,
reservation of vaccines, and medical care conditions. Previous
surveys in different countries have indicated that fear of vaccine
safety is the key factor for low vaccine acceptance [38,39].
Furthermore, the “side effect” weight in topic 2 was much less
than that of “infect” in topic 1. The top keywords in the two
topics indicated that people were more concerned about
COVID-19 rather than the side effects of vaccines. Bendau et
al [40] reported a significant positive correlation between fears
of infection and vaccine acceptance and a significant negative
correlation between fear of vaccine safety and vaccine
acceptance. Therefore, it is important to distinguish the
mainstream fear emotion to determine the reason for the high
vaccination rate. Figure 7 provides details about the ratio
between the expected number of tweets related to “infect” and
“vaccine confidence.” In most cases, the ratio was larger than
1, indicating that the public was more concerned about infection
rather than the safety and effectiveness of vaccines. Higher
ratios were observed in April and from July to end-September,
which were periods of Japan’s fourth and fifth waves of
infection. There was also a relatively long period of less than
one ratio from mid-February to mid-March, which was the
period when the vaccines were less effective against the mutated
virus (February 10), severe side effects of the AstraZeneca
vaccine were observed (March 12), and several side effects were
observed in Japan (February 21, March 7, and March 10).

However, the ratio soon increased because of the fourth wave
of infections. This example also proved that fear of infection
overcame the vaccine safety concern.

We also provide evidence of a strong relationship between
vaccination and hypothesis O2. Bigram analysis in Figure 2
showed that “reservation + available” ranked first since June,
shortly after large-scale vaccination started, which might reflect
the strong concerns about vaccine reservation by the public.
Unigram token analysis in Figure 3 showed that tweets including
the keywords “reserve” and “venue” were significantly highly
correlated (r>0.9; P<.01) with the daily number of vaccination
cases in Japan, and most of them were from government official
accounts. The bigram “reservation + available” also showed a
high correlation (r>0.9; P<.01) with the daily vaccination cases.
Because reservation information should always lead to the actual
vaccination, this result indicated that in addition to sufficient
vaccine supply, reservation information delivery might also be
important in large-scale vaccination. Furthermore, the time lag
for the maximum cross-correlation was 0, which may indicate
the efficiency of the reservation information posted on Twitter.
Our results were consistent with Fu’s [41] finding that inflexible
information systems for vaccine reservation can impair
immunization services in the community.

We did not find any evidence for hypothesis S1. Macaraan
reported a shift from hesitancy to confidence toward the
COVID-19 vaccination program among Filipinos [36]. Okubo
[42] reported a shift from hesitancy to confidence but also
admitted that the shift might come from the differences in the
survey metrics in previous studies [43]. Following these studies,
we looked for a similar shift in sentiment or emotions from
negative to positive, but negative sentiments overwhelmed
positive sentiments as shown in Figure 4, and fear dominates
all the emotions in Figure 5. The positive emotions
“anticipation,” “trust,” and “joy” did not increase during the
entire period. These two results made it difficult to conclude
increased vaccine confidence.

Our results were partially related to the 5 C model (confidence,
competence, convenience, calculation, and collective
responsibility) measuring vaccine hesitancy [36,44]. Confidence
and complacency are two subjective measures that are directly
related to individuals. In our work, the LDA theme “vaccine
confidence” belonged to “confidence,” and “fear of infection”
belonged to “complacency.” In Japan, fear of infection may
drive a high vaccination rate. The delivery of reservation
information may be an extension to “convenience,” which was
previously defined as “physical availability, affordability and
willingness-to-pay, geographical accessibility, ability to
understand (language and health literacy), and appeal of
immunization service affect uptake” [45]. Our work indicates
that information about vaccination reservations should also be
considered for the convenience of vaccination.

Limitations
We admit that our research might have some potential
limitations: (1) the imbalance of the demographics of Twitter
users in Japan [46] may cause bias in the results; (2) the status
of the user on a certain day (at home or not, other events on that
day, etc) may also bias the data set [47]; (3) owing to the lack
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of a reliable public model for sentiment analysis in the Japanese
language, the cloud service AWS was used for sentiment
analysis; (4) filtering keywords may include irrelevant or
missing related tweets; (5) antivaccine tweets, especially rumors,
were not distinguished or analyzed separately in this study.
However, feature works can be combined with classical surveys
to train the sentiment analysis model and model to distinguish
rumors from tweets to overcome these limitations.

Conclusions
This retrospective study aimed to determine the reasons for the
fast vaccination process in Japan, which might be instructive
for propelling worldwide vaccination toward infectious diseases.

In conclusion, our work indicated that awareness of the danger
of COVID-19 increased the willingness to be vaccinated; with
a sufficient supply of vaccines, effective reservation information
delivery might provide more opportunities for people to be
vaccinated. Models measuring vaccine hesitancy might also
need to add efficiency in delivering reservation information as
a metric. Based on our findings, we recommend public health
policy makers and the government to share accurate and prompt
information about the infectious diseases and vaccination.
Furthermore, efforts on tied cooperation among multilevel
relevant organizations and new media operations may help
achieve smoother delivery of vaccine reservation information.
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Abstract

Background: Patient portals that provide access to electronic health records offer a means for patients to better understand and
self-manage their health. Yet, patient access to electronic health records raises many concerns among physicians, and little is
known about the use practices and experiences of patients who access their electronic health records via a mature patient portal
that has been available for citizens for over five years.

Objective: We aimed to identify patients’ experiences using a national patient portal to access their electronic health records.
In particular, we focused on understanding usability-related perceptions and the benefits and challenges of reading clinical notes
written by health care professionals.

Methods: Data were collected from 3135 patient users of the Finnish My Kanta patient portal through a web-based survey in
June 2021 (response rate: 0.7%). Patients received an invitation to complete the questionnaire when they logged out of the patient
portal. Respondents were asked to rate the usability of the patient portal, and the ratings were used to calculate approximations
of the System Usability Scale score. Patients were also asked about the usefulness of features, and whether they had discussed
the notes with health professionals. Open-ended questions were used to ask patients about their experiences of the benefits and
challenges related to reading health professionals’ notes.

Results: Overall, patient evaluations of My Kanta were positive, and its usability was rated as good (System Usability Scale
score approximation: mean 72.7, SD 15.9). Patients found the portal to be the most useful for managing prescriptions and viewing
the results of examinations and medical notes. Viewing notes was the most frequent reason (978/3135, 31.2%) for visiting the
portal. Benefits of reading the notes mentioned by patients included remembering and understanding what was said by health
professionals and the instructions given during an appointment, the convenience of receiving information about health and care,
the capability to check the accuracy of notes, and using the information to support self-management. However, there were
challenges related to difficulty in understanding medical terminology, incorrect or inadequate notes, missing notes, and usability.

Conclusions: Patients actively used medical notes to receive information to follow professionals' instructions to take care of
their health, and patient access to electronic health records can support self-management. However, for the benefits to be realized,
improvements in the quality and availability of medical professionals’ notes are necessary. Providing a standard information
structure could help patients find the information they need. Furthermore, linking notes to vocabularies and other information
sources could also improve the understandability of medical terminology; patient agency could be supported by allowing them
to add comments to their notes, and patient trust of the system could be improved by allowing them to control the visibility of
the professionals’ notes.
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Introduction

Patient portals that provide access to electronic health records
(EHRs) are becoming increasingly common. Such access to
EHRs offers the means for patients to better understand personal
health issues, treatment plans, and decisions [1], thus supporting
personal health management [2] and informing patients between
time- and resource-consuming clinic visits or phone
appointments [3].

“Open notes,” which are clinical notes that are shared with
patients [4], can be considered an essential part of any
patient-accessible EHR. In some countries, for example, Sweden
[5], Norway [6], and Finland [7], nationwide patient-accessible
EHR services, including open notes, are offered to most citizens
through national patient portals.

Moreover, the majority of studies in recent reviews [3,8,9]
highlighted benefits of patient access to EHRs. Patients were
satisfied with the communication and engagement with
clinicians, as well as better self-care, achieved as a result of
patient access [8]. Improved doctor–patient relationships and
patient outcomes were also found to be benefits [3].

Despite these benefits, health care professionals often criticize
patient access to EHR [10]; patients, on the other hand, would
like more doctors to offer access to their notes [11]. Patient
access to EHR changes the physician–patient relationship and
power dynamic; physicians have raised concerns [10,12] that
such access may worry patients, cause misunderstandings, or
cause extra work for physicians [13,14]. Physicians have also
been worried that patients who find mistakes or errors would
call and ask for corrections to notes which would increase the
workload for health care [10].

Many studies [15-18] have also reported lower than anticipated
levels of patient uptake of EHR access. Thus, in order to realize
the potential of such access to support patient self-management,
a better understanding of patient practices, motivations, and
challenges is necessary. As de Lusignan et al [15] pointed out,
there is still a need to understand how web-based access to EHR
might be “redesigned to guide and teach patients in a way that
promotes self-management and ultimately improves health.”

Patient experiences with access to EHRs have often been
explored using surveys, whereby patients were asked to rate
usability [19] and attitude [5], usefulness [6], ease of use [20,21],
and benefits and risks [22]. In addition, Bell et al [23] used a
Likert-scale to study how reading notes affected patient–doctor
relationships. Qualitative data have also been collected to
understand patient views of access to EHRs. Mishra et al [24]
included open-ended questions to identify positive and negative
themes related to the usefulness, understandability, and worries
caused by patient access; Gerard et al [25] used open-ended
questions about the value of reading notes and providing
feedback on open notes; Rexhepi et al [26] interviewed patients

with cancer and found that patient access helped them prepare
for doctor visits and understand their medical issues; and
Eriksson-Backa et al [27] conducted focus groups with older
adults and identified the uses, enablers, barriers, and behavioral
outcomes of the national My Kanta patient portal.

In Finland, My Kanta, a nationwide patient portal, was
introduced in 2010 and varied functions were adopted in a
step-by-step manner [28]. Since 2015, the My Kanta patient
portal has enabled all citizens using public health care services
to access their health records and prescriptions, and to renew
the latter [28]. The use of My Kanta is very established, with
63% of Finnish adults having accessed the patient portal during
the period from 2010 to 2018 [7], and 92% of adults (from 18
to 65 years) used the patient portal in 2021. The most used
functions among pharmacy customers were browsing
prescription information (97.4%) and health records (96.3%)
[20].

The goal of this study was to understand patients’ experiences
using My Kanta to access their EHRs. While My Kanta has
been available for all patients to use for 7 years, little is known
about patient use practices and experiences. Thus, we
specifically focused on understanding patients’ perceptions
related to the usability of the patient portal and the benefits and
challenges of reading the clinical notes written by health care
professionals.

Methods

Design
We conducted a cross-sectional survey to capture patients’
experiences using the My Kanta patient portal.

The My Kanta Patient Portal
My Kanta is a web-based patient portal for all residents with a
Finnish personal identity number and access to electronic
identification. Patients can view their own or their dependents’
health data (consisting of records of health care visits, diagnoses,
critical risk factors, laboratory tests, x-ray examinations,
referrals, health and care plans, and medical certificates,
statements [20], and e-prescriptions), request a prescription
renewal, and save living wills and organ donation testaments
[29].

My Kanta is a part of national Kanta services that integrate and
save medical, health, and prescription data for health care
providers, citizens, and pharmacies [28]. All public and private
health care providers that use electronic patient record systems
are obliged by law to send prescription and health data to Kanta
services [7]. Health data, test results, and prescriptions can be
used by health care units with patient consent [28], which can
be given or withdrawn on My Kanta.

According to international benchmarking, My Kanta provided
patients and their caregivers with the best access to their health
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record data alongside Korea in 2019 [30] and also provided the
most functions in 2016 [31]. However, My Kanta does not allow
typical patient portal functions, such as appointment booking
or communication with health care professionals.

Questionnaire
The web-based questionnaire included 4 open-ended questions
and 11 questions with Likert scale or multiple choice response
options (Multimedia Appendix 1). The topics of the questions
were (1) reasons for logging into the patient portal and whether
the visit was successful or not and why; (2) subjective usability
of the patient portal; (3) usefulness of the features of the patient
portal; (4) the benefits and challenges of reading health care
professionals’ notes and discussing their notes with them; (5)
improvement ideas for the patient portal; (6) guidance on reading
the notes; and (7) background information.

To assess perceived usability, a 2-item questionnaire based on
the Usability Metric for User Experience [32]—the
UMUX-LITE scale [33]—was used. UMUX-LITE scores were
transformed, using a corrective regression formula [33], to
System Usability Scale scores. The System Usability Scale is
the most frequently used questionnaire for measuring the
subjective usability of eHealth apps [34]. Borsci et al [35] tested
UMUX-LITE with health care professionals and found it to be
appropriate for use in the context of health care technology [35].

Open-ended questions about respondents’ experiences of the
benefits and challenges of reading health care professionals’
notes were used in order to collect qualitative data about the
most relevant issues from the patients’ perspectives. The
web-based questionnaire was dynamic; only respondents who
reported having read the notes at least once (ie, had actual use
experience) were asked the open-ended follow-up questions. If
a respondent rated reading the notes as “not useful,” they were
only asked about challenges (to avoid unnecessarily asking
these respondents questions about benefits). The survey was
available in both official languages of Finland: Finnish and
Swedish.

The questionnaire was reviewed by 2 researchers in the field
and 2 experts from the Social Insurance Institution of Finland,
which was the organization responsible for developing My
Kanta. In addition, we pilot-tested the questionnaire with 3
patients who filled in the questionnaire and simultaneously
talked aloud about how they understood the questions. The
questionnaire was subsequently revised to clarify wording.

Conducting the Survey
Data were gathered during the period from June 4, 2021 to June
14, 2021 using a web-based questionnaire. Patient users of My
Kanta in Finland received an invitation and a link to the
questionnaire when they logged out of the patient portal. Thus,
all respondents had used the patient portal just before they
responded to the questionnaire. Participation was voluntary and
anonymous.

Ethics Approval
The study protocol was reviewed and approved by the Ethical
Review Board of Aalto University (ethics approval number
D/957/03.04/2020 Nordic eHealth for Patients).

Analysis
Descriptive statistics were calculated for quantitative data
(respondents’ characteristics: age, gender, and portal usage).
We performed content analysis (Atlas.ti, version 8.4.5;
ATLAS.ti Scientific Software Development GmbH) on the
responses to open-ended questions. One researcher first read
through the data and used open coding to identify themes in the
data without predefined categories. Short sentences were chosen
as the analytical unit; themes were defined using in vivo coding,
and to ensure that the themes represented the original meaning
of the respondents, we used respondents’ sentences to label the
themes. The number of respondents who mentioned a theme
was calculated, and the themes were categorized. A second
researcher then reviewed the results. The researchers discussed
similarities and differences in themes and combined categories,
until a version was agreed upon as the final version.

Results

Respondents
Of 449,922 users who logged in, 3139 users responded to the
survey (response rate 0.7%). Most users reported either weekly
(889/3112, 28.6%) or monthly use (1120/3112, 36.0%) (Table
1). The frequency of use was comparable to that of My Kanta
in May 2019, when users used My Kanta on an average of 2.4
times per month [7]. The proportion of users over the age of 50
years was high (2681/3135, 85.5%). The proportion was 2-fold
that in 2021 (44%). Although the frequency of use may vary
notably between users, this may suggest overrepresentation of
older age groups among respondents.
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Table 1. Respondent characteristics (n=3135).

Respondents, n (%)Characteristic

Gender (n=3118)

2104 (67.5)Female

962 (30.8)Male

52 (1.7)Other

Age (years) (n=3115)

5 (0.2)<18

93 (3.0)18-35

336 (10.8)36-50

1082 (34.7)51-65

1173 (37.6)66-75

395 (12.7)76-85

31 (1.0)>85

Frequency of use (n=3112)

194 (6.2)Daily

889 (28.6)Weekly

1120 (36.0)Monthly

878 (28.2)Less than once per month

31 (1.0)First time user

Success of the visit (n=3125)

2247 (71.9)Yes

766 (24.5)No

112 (3.6)Do not know

Device used (n=3053)

1836 (60.1)Computer

690 (22.6)Smartphone

522 (17.1)Tablet

5 (0.2)Something else

Has discussed the notes with a health care professional (n=3039)

1046 (34.4)Yes

1993 (65.6)No

Experiences With the Patient Portal
The total mean score for the System Usability Scale
approximation was 72.7 (SD 15.9).

The most common reasons for visiting the My Kanta patient
portal were viewing medical notes (978/3135, 31.2%), results
of examinations (693/3135, 22.1%) or prescriptions (548/3135,
17.5%). Many people also visited the patient portal to renew a
prescription (477/3135,15.2%), because there is no other method
for renewing prescriptions electronically. At the time of the
survey, COVID-19 vaccinations had started in Finland, and
many (229/3135, 7.3%) logged into the patient portal to view
their vaccination certificates. Other functions were used by only
a few respondents (n=6-21). Some users (n=24) tried to use

functions that did not exist, such as making appointments or
checking their appointments (n=18), contact health care
professionals (n=4), or looking for information about the reason
that their prescription had not been renewed (n=2).

The most used functions were also deemed to be the most useful
(Figure 1); for example, 96.4% (2511/2605) of users considered
prescription renewal and 91.9% (2749/2992) of users considered
viewing health care professionals’ notes to be very useful or
somewhat useful; however, the majority of users also considered
less rarely used functions useful, with the lowest percentage
(759/1165, 65.2%) of users considering self-reported wellness
data, and the highest percentage (1483/1759, 84.3%) of users
considering living will to be very useful or somewhat useful.
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Figure 1. Usefulness of My Kanta patient portal features.

Benefits and Challenges of Reading Notes
Most respondents (2183/3135, 69.6%) answered the open-ended
question and mentioned one or more benefits of reading notes
(Table 2). Of the perceived benefits, most often respondents
stated (560/2178, 25.7%) that notes supported remembering
things:

One can recall afterwards what happened in the
health care visit and what was discussed about.

Respondents often mentioned that they felt tense or
overwhelmed during their appointment, and notes helped in
remembering what was said and which instructions were
received.
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Table 2. Themes of perceived benefits of viewing medical notes.

Mentions (n=2178), n (%)Benefits

560 (25.7)Supports remembering

505 (23.2)What a doctor or a nurse said

55 (2.5)The care history

495 (22.7)Provides information

223 (15.0)About health and care

74 (3.4)To check the state of health and remain up-to-date

70 (3.2)On how I and my disease are perceived

43 (2.0)On all information concerning myself

34 (1.6)That is more detailed and was not said during the appointment

30 (1.4)About what was done during an appointment

21 (1.0)On diagnoses

449 (20.6)Convenience of patient portal access

155 (7.1)Ability to return to view all the saved information

98 (4.5)Can be checked at leisure

73 (3.4)No need to call or contact health care

57 (2.6)Easy of finding information

56 (2.6)Fast access

10 (0.5)Clear and reliable information

339 (15.6)Helps in understanding

326 (15.0)Own condition or what was said

13 (0.6)Whether more can be asked if something was unclear

234 (10.7)Ability to check the notes

142 (6.5)Identifying potential errors and misunderstandings

65 (3.0)Asking for error corrections

21 (1.0)Checking that all essential information was written

6 (0.3)Increases transparency and reliability

175 (8.0)Supports self-management

63 (2.9)Checking the care plan and next steps

36 (1.7)Following the course of care success

29 (1.3)Preparing for the next appointment

14 (0.6)Looking for further information

14 (0.6)Helps in communicating with health care professionals, learning to express yourself

13 (0.6)Supports self-care

6 (0.3)Enables peace of mind

Respondents appreciated that notes provided information about
their health and care. They were able to follow the course of
their care and remain up-to-date. Furthermore, they wanted to
identify doctors’perceptions of them and their diseases. Several
mentioned that it is important to have all the information
concerning themselves:

My life and my own information are certainly of
primary importance.

Respondents also noted that the information is provided
conveniently in one place, and they can check the information
whenever they want. Notes were also perceived as helping them
to understand their health conditions and what health care
professionals had said during appointments. In addition, many
respondents wanted to check the notes to ensure there were no
errors or misunderstandings.

Many stated that the reason for accessing the information and
remaining up-to-date was to actively self-manage their health.
Respondents wanted to be aware of their care plans and to follow
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the course of their success. They subsequently prepared
themselves for the next appointment and looked for further
information related to their condition and care. A few
commented that the notes helped in communicating with health
care professionals and supported learning to express themselves,
and 1046 out of 3135 (33.4%) respondents also discussed the
notes with health care professionals.

One-third (1175/3135, 37.5%) of respondents also reported one
or more challenges in reading notes (Table 3). The most

commonly mentioned challenge was the difficulty in
understanding the notes and the medical terminology. For
example, one respondent stated:

Language that I don’t understand. Wikipedia may
help in translation work, when you don’t understand
the crucial words.

Many mentioned that they used Google to interpret the
unfamiliar terms, codes, and abbreviations, and they wanted
plain language to be used instead.

Table 3. Perceived challenges of viewing medical notes.

Mentions (n=1175), n (%)Challenges

707 (60.2)Notes are difficult to understand

523 (44.5)The medical terminology is difficult to understand

73 (6.2)Abbreviations are difficult

44 (3.7)Examination and test results are difficult

44 (3.7)Notes in general are difficult to understand

23 (2.0)Diagnoses are not understandable

232 (19.7)Notes are not available

121 (10.3)Delay in access

105 (8.9)Missing information

6 (0.5)Children’s information is not visible

217 (18.5)Notes are incorrect or inadequate

80 (6.8)Incorrect information or errors

28 (2.4)Health care professionals’ misinterpretations

27 (2.3)Imprecise notes

16 (1.4)Very brief notes

15 (1.3)Negligent writing

12 (1.0)Irrelevant or too detailed information

10 (0.9)Repetition

9 (0.8)Poor language

7 (0.6)Wrong language (eg, Finnish instead of Swedish)

5 (0.4)Too personal

4 (0.3)Inappropriate

4 (0.3)Follow-up is unclear

167 (17.4)Problems with usability

85 (7.2)Information was difficult to find

37 (3.1)Errors are difficult or impossible to correct

25 (2.1)Could be easier to use

25 (2.1)Disorganized

8 (0.7)No interactivity

5 (0.4)The search process is cumbersome

5 (0.4)Worries about privacy

5 (0.4)Comparing examination results is difficult

5 (0.4)Reading on mobile devices is difficult

4 (0.3)The text is small
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However, the notes were not always available because there
were delays in access and some visits were not recorded or
visible. It was mentioned that it could take days or weeks before
the notes were available, and some information was not available
at all.

Many respondents perceived notes to be incorrect or inadequate.
Most commonly, they were seen as having errors—some were
not significant, such as a wrong date, but some were more
severe, such as having a wrong diagnosis or another patient’s
information. Respondents described,

Mainly the challenge is that the communication has
been wrongly recorded or it is misunderstood. People
should have possibility to say their views on My Kanta

and

Sometimes there have been erroneous information
and diagnoses. For example, a cancer that I don’t
have.

Many also reported that the notes differed from what they had
experienced themselves. Several also wished for more detailed
notes. In contrast, some felt that it was unnecessary to include
all personal details that they had mentioned during an
appointment or the whole message that they had sent. One
person also mentioned that they did not want to talk about
certain issues, because they would be recorded and seen by all
professionals.

Finally, there were challenges related to the usability of the
system. Most commonly, it was mentioned that it was difficult
to find information. The information was not always in
chronological order, and some examination results were not
linked to the appropriate appointments. A few respondents also
mentioned that there is no interactivity in the system, and they
wanted to comment on the notes or request corrections.
Furthermore, it was noted that a patient should receive a
notification when new information is available.

Discussion

Principal Results
Respondents evaluated the My Kanta patient portal as useful
and usable, which is consistent with the findings of earlier
studies [20,21]. The total mean score for the System Usability
Scale approximation was 72.7 (SD 15.9), which can verbally
be described as good usability, according to Bangor et al [36,37].
Prescription renewal and viewing were indicated to be the most
useful functions, but viewing medical notes and the results of
examinations were the most frequent reasons for visiting the
patient portals, which 91.9% (2749/3135) and 92.9 %
(2770/3135) of respondents, respectively, considered useful.

Furthermore, respondents explained in their responses to
open-ended questions that they appreciated having access to
EHRs and information via a patient portal, which supports
earlier findings [6,22]. Because My Kanta has been used
nationally for several years, respondents were already familiar
with the portal and actively used medical notes to prepare for
their communications with health care professionals and to take
care of their health.

The qualitative responses provided a rich and versatile
description of the benefits of patient access to EHRs.
Specifically, reading the notes was described as convenient,
because they could be accessed easily and quickly, whenever
suitable and at leisure. Therefore, easy access via patient portals
may help patients to be engaged in self-management of their
health. Reading notes were described as supporting remembering
and understanding what health professionals said. They were
able to check the state of health and care plans, remain
up-to-date, look for further information, prepare for the next
appointment, and ask further questions if something was unclear.
We suggest that these activities support patients in learning
about their disease or care, which motivates them to take care
of their health.

Furthermore, reading notes can provide information that is not
directly addressed during visits with a health care professional.
As previously suggested [38], this may improve patient
autonomy by reducing dependence on individual health care
professionals and providing the opportunity to consult medical
literature or other health care professionals to better understand
health status and options for care or treatments.

Many respondents stated that it was important to be able to
check the notes to identify potential errors and
misunderstandings. They were also interested in professionals’
perceptions of their situations. Reading the notes was thus seen
to help them understand what health care professionals had said
and prepare for the next appointment. Thus, patient access to
EHR supports patient–provider communication.

Very few patients were concerned about privacy or felt the notes
were too personal or inappropriate. Some patients found
incorrect information, and a few mentioned serious errors. It
was very rarely mentioned, but a few respondents also felt that
the notes included irrelevant information or personal information
that was too detailed. Although rarely mentioned, the notes
sometimes included information about very personal issues that
patients were unwilling to share with all health care personnel.
In particular, when a patient portal does not allow patients to
correct errors or express their views with a comment, we
presume that some patients may feel that their self-determination
is violated.

It is noteworthy that respondents did not perceive reading the
notes to be harmful per se but that challenges, such as
understandability of medical terminology, incorrect or
inadequate notes, missing information, or difficulties in finding
information, interfered with the benefits of reading the notes.
Finnish law requires that professionals’ notes are sufficiently
comprehensive, clear, and understandable and that only
commonly known terms or abbreviations are used [39].
Nevertheless, this is clearly not fulfilled according to the survey
results.

In order to realize associated benefits, improvements in the
quality and availability of medical professionals’ notes are
needed. In addition to educating health care professionals, the
availability of information can also be supported by providing
a standard information structure. Because the information
structure was confusing to patients, a standard structure would
make finding and reading information easier from patients’
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perspectives. It is important that the order of the notes is logical
from their point of view and that examination results are clearly
linked to corresponding appointments. Linking the notes to
vocabularies and other information sources could also improve
the understandability of medical terminology without increasing
the workload of professionals. In addition, patient agency and
trust could be supported by enabling them to add comments to
their notes, mark some entries as sensitive, and control the
visibility of entries.

Limitations
This was a cross-sectional survey study examining patients’
self-reported experiences of the national patient portal in
Finland, and the results may not be generalizable to other
countries or patient portals. The survey was available only to
My Kanta users after logging out of the patient portal. Not all
users may have actively logged out the portal or noticed the
invitation, which may have contributed to the low response rate.
Thus, the results do not represent all My Kanta users or the
population of Finland. A similar survey study in Sweden [5]
also had a low response rate (0.61%).

In addition, the only demographic information available from
the survey was age and gender; health and socioeconomic status
of the respondents, literacy, and health literacy remained
unknown. It is possible that the survey respondents represented
users who were most interested in the patient portal and most
capable of using it. Our sample did not include persons who
had stopped using the portal or were not able to use it. Thus,
nonrespondents may differ in their use of the patient portal and
may experience barriers (eg, [40,41]) that were not identified
in this study.

Moreover, My Kanta includes many functions that were recently
added and, thus, not widely used. Therefore, the usefulness of
all the functions could not be reliably evaluated. Furthermore,
the portal does not have all the potentially useful functions that
users could have experienced. As a few respondents complained,
My Kanta does not have much interactivity—patients are not
allowed to comment on notes or request corrections in the portal.
In addition, the lack of notifications on added content frustrated
respondents, because they often logged in to look for notes or
test results that were not available yet.

By asking open-ended questions on the benefits and challenges,
we improved the reliability of the answers as respondents
reported their experiences using their own words and were not
guided by having to choose from certain options. Because the
number of respondents was high, the data that we collected were
rich and versatile. However, respondents may have focused on
the most significant benefits and challenges they experienced,
and they may not have been able to verbalize those that were
more abstract and less obvious. Therefore, we believe that our
mixed methods survey study complements previous quantitative
studies [5,6,19-23].

Comparison With Prior Work
The main benefits experienced by patients were very similar to
those identified in a smaller study [25] conducted at a single

institution in the United States over a 12-month pilot period, in
which participants reported that reading notes helped them to
better remember next steps, provided positive emotions, and
gave them faster access and results. The participants in the study
[25] also valued the opportunity to correct any possible
misunderstandings and give feedback to their providers, which
are functions that patients also wished were available on My
Kanta. In addition, Rexhepi et al [26] and Pyper et al [42]
identified similar benefits, in studies in Sweden and the United
Kingdom, respectively. Thus, our study provides further details
in understanding self-management practices that patient access
to EHR can support.

Moreover, several studies [6,20,24,26,27,42-44] have identified
that some parts of medical records are difficult to understand.
In addition, Johansen et al [14] found that 25.6% of
administrative staff and 15.4% of health care professionals had
received feedback from patients or their relatives regarding
mistakes or missing information in their EHR. In our study, the
number of serious mistakes was seldom mentioned, which was
not the case in a recent US survey [45] with 29,656 respondents,
in which 1 in 5 patients reported finding a mistake, and 40%
perceived the mistake to be serious. It is possible that the number
of respondents who found errors would have been higher in our
study if we had specifically asked about this. This should be
explored in future studies.

Pyper et al [42] also found that patients identified errors and
omissions and had differences of opinion when they accessed
electronic records for the first time. In this context, our study
shows that unclear or inadequate notes are very common even
when patients are familiar with use of the EHR and the
challenges do not disappear when health care professionals gain
experience in conveying information to patients. Thus, the
findings support the need for applications that provide
explanations of medical terms in EHR notes (eg, [46,47]).

Thus, patients’ basic needs and self-management processes
seem to be similar regardless of the context—benefits and
challenges experienced by patients are remarkably similar across
countries, different health care systems, and EHRs.

Conclusions
Our findings indicate that patient access to EHR can support
self-management—patients actively used medical notes to
understand and remember what health care professionals said
and to take care of their health. The challenges interfered with
the benefits of reading the notes. In order to realize benefits,
improvements in the quality and availability of medical
professionals’ notes are needed, and patients should be
encouraged to discuss their concerns with them. In addition,
the availability of information can also be supported by using
a standard information structure. Specifically, linking the notes
to vocabularies and other information sources could also
improve the understandability of medical terminology.
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Abstract

Background: Phenotype information in electronic health records (EHRs) is mainly recorded in unstructured free text, which
cannot be directly used for clinical research. EHR-based deep-phenotyping methods can structure phenotype information in EHRs
with high fidelity, making it the focus of medical informatics. However, developing a deep-phenotyping method for non-English
EHRs (ie, Chinese EHRs) is challenging. Although numerous EHR resources exist in China, fine-grained annotation data that
are suitable for developing deep-phenotyping methods are limited. It is challenging to develop a deep-phenotyping method for
Chinese EHRs in such a low-resource scenario.

Objective: In this study, we aimed to develop a deep-phenotyping method with good generalization ability for Chinese EHRs
based on limited fine-grained annotation data.

Methods: The core of the methodology was to identify linguistic patterns of phenotype descriptions in Chinese EHRs with a
sequence motif discovery tool and perform deep phenotyping of Chinese EHRs by recognizing linguistic patterns in free text.
Specifically, 1000 Chinese EHRs were manually annotated based on a fine-grained information model, PhenoSSU (Semantic
Structured Unit of Phenotypes). The annotation data set was randomly divided into a training set (n=700, 70%) and a testing set
(n=300, 30%). The process for mining linguistic patterns was divided into three steps. First, free text in the training set was
encoded as single-letter sequences (P: phenotype, A: attribute). Second, a biological sequence analysis tool—MEME (Multiple
Expectation Maximums for Motif Elicitation)—was used to identify motifs in the single-letter sequences. Finally, the identified
motifs were reduced to a series of regular expressions representing linguistic patterns of PhenoSSU instances in Chinese EHRs.
Based on the discovered linguistic patterns, we developed a deep-phenotyping method for Chinese EHRs, including a deep
learning–based method for named entity recognition and a pattern recognition–based method for attribute prediction.

Results: In total, 51 sequence motifs with statistical significance were mined from 700 Chinese EHRs in the training set and
were combined into six regular expressions. It was found that these six regular expressions could be learned from a mean of 134
(SD 9.7) annotated EHRs in the training set. The deep-phenotyping algorithm for Chinese EHRs could recognize PhenoSSU
instances with an overall accuracy of 0.844 on the test set. For the subtask of entity recognition, the algorithm achieved an F1
score of 0.898 with the Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers–bidirectional long short-term memory and
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conditional random field model; for the subtask of attribute prediction, the algorithm achieved a weighted accuracy of 0.940 with
the linguistic pattern–based method.

Conclusions: We developed a simple but effective strategy to perform deep phenotyping of Chinese EHRs with limited
fine-grained annotation data. Our work will promote the second use of Chinese EHRs and give inspiration to other
non–English-speaking countries.

(J Med Internet Res 2022;24(6):e37213) doi: 10.2196/37213
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deep phenotyping; Chinese EHRs; linguistic pattern; motif discovery; pattern recognition

Introduction

Currently, electronic health records (EHRs) are increasingly
becoming an important source for clinical data mining and
analysis [1]. Phenotype information that describes patients’
clinical manifestations is one of the most valuable clinical
information types in EHRs [2]. However, phenotype information
in EHRs is mainly recorded in free text, which computers have
difficulty using directly [3,4]. Therefore, it is important to
develop natural language processing (NLP) technology to
effectively structure phenotype information in free text. The
NLP technology for structuring phenotype information in EHRs
is called EHR-based phenotyping [5].

There are two key factors involved in EHR-based phenotyping
[6]. The first factor is the development of an information model
that can define the normalized target of phenotyping [7]. The
second factor is the development of a phenotyping algorithm
that can process phenotype information into a predefined
information model [8]. In recent years, the focus of EHR-based
phenotyping methods has shifted from the coarse-grained level
to the fine-grained level [9,10]. Compared with coarse-grained
phenotyping, fine-grained phenotyping can capture more
phenotype details, including the phenotype concept and its
associated attributes [11]. For example, in the free-text
description “a sudden severe pain in the right-lower abdomen,”
a fine-grained deep-phenotyping method not only considers the
phenotype “pain” but also its associated attributes of body
location (“abdomen”), temporal pattern (“acute”), and severity
(“severe”). EHR-based phenotyping that can characterize
phenotype details at a fine-grained level is called EHR-based
deep phenotyping [12].

Deep-phenotyping methods can characterize phenotype
information in a high-fidelity way, which can potentially
improve the accuracy of EHR-based applications, such as
disease diagnosis and treatment [13]. Hence, deep phenotyping
has become the focus of medical informatics. In recent years,
a series of deep-phenotyping methods for English EHRs have
been developed. For example, Peterson et al [14] used the
MetaMap tool [15] to recognize phenotype concepts in EHRs,
along with a neural network model to predict attribute values
associated with phenotypes. They finally characterized English
EHRs with the Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources
(FHIR) model [16]. Xu et al [17] developed a bidirectional long
short-term memory and conditional random field
(Bi-LSTM-CRF) model to recognize phenotype concepts in
EHRs, together with a machine learning method to predict
attribute values, and finally represented the phenotype

information in English EHRs with the clinical element model
(CEM) [18]. Compared to the progress of deep-phenotyping
English EHRs, the method for deep-phenotyping Chinese EHRs
is still in its infancy. Regarding the existence of linguistic
differences, the established strategies [14,17,19,20] for
deep-phenotyping English EHRs cannot be directly used for
Chinese EHRs. Moreover, developing a deep-phenotyping
algorithm requires fine-grained annotation data. However, it is
hard to obtain a large volume of annotation data because of the
high annotation cost. This means that the development of a
deep-phenotyping algorithm for Chinese EHRs suffers from
the challenge of low-resource scenarios [8], so it is worth
considering how to develop a generalized algorithm for
deep-phenotyping Chinese EHRs with limited fine-grained
annotated data.

In previous work, we developed a fine-grained information
model named PhenoSSU (Semantic Structured Unit of
Phenotypes) [21], which can accurately characterize phenotype
information from medical guidelines with 12 attributes from
SNOMED CT (Systematized Nomenclature of
Medicine–Clinical Terms). To explore an effective strategy for
deep-phenotyping Chinese EHRs, we tried to annotate some
Chinese EHRs with the PhenoSSU model. During the annotation
process, some linguistic patterns of PhenoSSU instances were
found to frequently occur in the free text of Chinese EHRs. For
example, there is a linguistic pattern of “attribute + attribute +
attribute + phenotype” in a given Chinese sentence “患者反复
出现(attribute)剧烈(attribute)腹部(attribute)疼痛(phenotype)”
(English translation: “patients with repeated severe abdominal
pain”). If the linguistic patterns of PhenoSSU instances could
be effectively learned from the corpus of Chinese EHRs, it
would be possible to perform deep phenotyping of Chinese
EHRs by scanning linguistic patterns of PhenoSSU instances.
Therefore, how to effectively learn linguistic patterns of
PhenoSSU instances from the corpus of Chinese EHRs has
become an important question.

Although linguistic patterns of PhenoSSU instances can be
observed and summarized manually, this is a time-consuming
process that depends on experienced experts. In the field of
linguistic pattern mining, the Apriori-based method is one of
the most representative algorithms, which was based on the
principle of frequency counts of keyword occurrences [22]. The
Apriori algorithm is well suited to simple linguistic pattern
mining based on word co-occurrence. For example, a recent
study used the Apriori algorithm to learn linguistic patterns of
cyberbullying behaviors in a social networking service [23].
When two keywords co-occur frequently, they are considered
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to constitute a potential linguistic pattern, such as the
co-occurrence of “foolish” and “abuse.” However, the linguistic
patterns of the PhenoSSU instances are more complicated. Thus,
Apriori-based methods are not competent at mining linguistic
patterns of PhenoSSU instances because they cannot handle the
co-occurrence of a phenotype and several attribute values
simultaneously. Inspired by the work of Ofer et al [24], which
considered biological sequences, such as DNA sequences, as
human language and used advanced NLP tools to tackle
biological tasks, we aimed to model Chinese EHRs as DNA-like
sequences and mine linguistic patterns with advanced
bioinformatics tools. In a recent review, Castellana et al [25]
surveyed 16 classic DNA motif discovery tools and evaluated
their ability to discover sequence motifs nested in 29 simulated
sequence data sets. The MEME (Multiple Expectation
Maximums for Motif Elicitation) motif discovery tool performed
best among the 16 classic DNA motif discovery tools. In this
study, we characterized phenotypes as “P” and attributes as “A”
to transform the free text into a single-letter sequence that could
be analyzed with the MEME motif discovery tool. The sequence
motifs discovered in this single-letter sequence could be viewed
as linguistic patterns of PhenoSSU instances in Chinese EHRs.
Based on the linguistic patterns discovered in EHRs, we could
identify PhenoSSU instances by recognizing linguistic patterns
in free text. To summarize, the task of deep phenotyping of
Chinese EHRs could be converted into two consecutive steps
of sequence motif discovery and linguistic pattern recognition.

Following this idea, we aimed to identify linguistic patterns of
PhenoSSU instances in Chinese EHRs with a biological
sequence motif discovery tool and develop a deep-phenotyping
algorithm for Chinese EHRs by scanning linguistic patterns in
free text. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The first
section introduces the composition of the PhenoSSU model and
its common linguistic patterns in free text. The second section
introduces the method for using a biological sequence motif
discovery tool to learn linguistic patterns from the corpus of
Chinese EHRs. The third section introduces the method for
recognizing PhenoSSU instances from Chinese EHRs based on
linguistic patterns. The final section introduces a case study to
illustrate the potential application of the deep-phenotyping
algorithm. Although the deep-phenotyping algorithm developed
in this study can only deal with Chinese EHRs, the underlying
methodology can also be illuminating for other
non–English-speaking countries.

Methods

Overview
In this study, a data-driven approach was proposed for learning
linguistic patterns from Chinese EHRs. By using a pipeline of
encoding the training set as a single-letter sequence and
analyzing the sequence with the MEME motif discovery tool,
we learned of six regular expressions and then introduced them
into our pattern recognition–based algorithm for attribute
prediction. The whole pipeline for the linguistic pattern–learning
method is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The pipeline for the linguistic pattern–learning method. A: attribute; C: punctuation; EHR: electronic health record; MEME: Multiple
Expectation Maximums for Motif Elicitation; O: other information; P: phenotype; PhenoSSU: Semantic Structured Unit of Phenotypes; re.compile: a
Python method used to compile a regular expression pattern; SNOMED CT: Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine–Clinical Terms.
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The Design of the PhenoSSU Model for Representing
Phenotype Information in Chinese EHRs
PhenoSSU is essentially an entity-attribute-value model
consisting of phenotype terms along with standardized attributes
from SNOMED CT. Compared with two commonly used
information models named CEM and FHIR, the PhenoSSU
model is more suitable for the task of deep phenotyping for two
reasons. First, it has been shown that the PhenoSSU model is
better at representing phenotype information in medical text
than CEM and FHIR models [21]. Second, the PhenoSSU model
puts more focus on characterizing phenotype traits with
standardized attribute and value sets; as well, the attribute and
value sets of the PhenoSSU model are easier to adjust according
to the study-specific corpus.

To develop a fine-grained annotated corpus, 1000 Chinese EHRs
of respiratory system diseases were manually annotated based
on the PhenoSSU model, whose design was based on infectious
diseases with a large proportion of respiratory diseases [21].
These 1000 Chinese EHRs were obtained from the EHR
database of the Iiyi website [26]; all of the patients’ private
information in these EHRs have been masked by the Iiyi
website.

During manual annotation, we optimized the attributes included
in the PhenoSSU model to make them suitable for Chinese
EHRs. The optimized PhenoSSU model contained 10 attributes,
which could be further divided into two subtypes: (1) attributes
for phrase-based phenotypes, such as “heavy cough” or “fever,”
including assertion, severity, temporal pattern, laterality, spatial
pattern, quadrant pattern, and body location, and (2) attributes
for logic-based phenotypes, such as “WBC [white blood cell]

12.5 × 109/L,” including specimen, analyte, and abnormality.
The composition of the PhenoSSU model is shown in Figure
S1 and Table S1 in Multimedia Appendix 1, as well as the
definitions, typical values, and SNOMED CT codes of attributes
included in the model.

The phenotype information in free text could be structurally
represented by the PhenoSSU model. For example, the

description “a sudden severe pain in the right-lower abdomen”
could be represented as a PhenoSSU instance consisting of the
phenotype concept “pain,” the assertion attribute “present,” the
temporal pattern attribute “acute,” the severity attribute “severe,”
the quadrant pattern attribute “right-lower,” and the body
location attribute “abdomen.” Meanwhile, logic-based
phenotypes (ie, qualitative and quantitative test results) were
also included in the PhenoSSU model. For example, “WBC

12.5 × 109/L” could be represented as a PhenoSSU instance
consisting of the analyte “WBC” and the abnormality attribute
“abnormality: higher,” which was combined and normalized as
a concept of the “increased blood leukocyte number
(414478003)” in SNOMED CT (Figure 2, A). The relevant
knowledge came from our previous study, LATTE (transforming
lab test results) [27], which was integrated into this work,
including sample sources, analyte names, and reference ranges
for 1098 laboratory tests. Detailed information about the
knowledge base is shown in Figures S2 and S3 in Multimedia
Appendix 1.

Based on the annotation guideline of the PhenoSSU model in
our previous work, two Chinese authors with medical
backgrounds (LC and SL) manually annotated these medical
records independently. Annotations were made on the brat rapid
annotation tool platform [28]. The initial annotating agreement
measured with the Cohen κ statistic was 0.851. All inconsistent
annotations were decided by the project supervisor (TJ).

During annotation, we found some linguistic patterns of
PhenoSSU instances in the EHR text. For example, the
description of a phrase-based phenotype, “右下腹部突发剧烈
疼痛” (English translation: “a sudden severe pain in the
right-lower abdomen”), could be summarized as “attribute
(right-lower) + attribute (abdomen) + attribute (acute) + attribute
(severe) + phenotype (pain).” Similarly, the description of
logic-based phenotypes had common linguistic patterns in free

text, such as “analyte (WBC) + number (12.5 × 109) + unit
(cells/ L)” (Figure 2, B). If we can mine linguistic patterns of
PhenoSSU instances from Chinese EHRs, it would be possible
to develop pattern recognition–based deep phenotyping.
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Figure 2. Free-text phenotype descriptions and linguistic patterns. A. Examples of structuring free text by the PhenoSSU model. B. Examples of
linguistic patterns in free text. A: attribute; L: analyte; N: number; P: pain; PhenoSSU: Semantic Structured Unit of Phenotypes; U: unit; WBC: white
blood cell.

Learning Linguistic Patterns of PhenoSSU Instances
From Chinese EHRs Using MEME: Workflow

Overview
In order to learn linguistic patterns of PhenoSSU instances from
the Chinese EHR corpus, 1000 annotated Chinese EHRs in the
study were divided into a training set (n=700, 70%) and test set
(n=300, 30%). The workflow of linguistic pattern mining is

shown in Figure 3, which includes two stages: pattern discovery
and pattern enrichment. In the stage of linguistic pattern
discovery, we used the MEME motif discovery tool, which
solves the problem of motif mining with a maximum likelihood
method [29] to obtain seed linguistic patterns of PhenoSSU
instances. In the stage of linguistic pattern enrichment, a
semiautomatic method was developed to check and fill linguistic
pattern gaps. Through pattern discovery and enrichment, we
built a linguistic pattern library of PhenoSSU instances.

Figure 3. The workflow of learning linguistic patterns of the PhenoSSU model from the corpus of Chinese electronic health records (EHRs). PhenoSSU:
Semantic Structured Unit of Phenotypes; re.compile: a Python method used to compile a regular expression pattern.
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Stage 1: Linguistic Pattern Discovery
First, free text in the training set was encoded into single-letter
sequences. To represent EHRs as the input of the MEME motif
discovery tool, we encoded them as single-letter sequences with
the following criteria: the phenotype (ie, “fever” and “cough”)
was encoded as “P” and the attribute (ie, “severe”) was encoded
as “A.” In the description of phrase-based phenotypes, “P” and
“A” could be directly recognized in the original text. However,
to calculate the abnormality of a logic-based phenotype, we
need to combine the specimen (“S”), analyte (“L”), number
(“N”), and unit (“U”). Specifically, the source of laboratory
examination (ie, “blood” and “urine”) was encoded as “S,” the
analyte (ie, “leukocyte”) was encoded as “L,” the number was
encoded as “N” (ie, “37”), and the unit (ie, “°C”) was encoded
as “U.” Meanwhile, the punctuation (ie, a comma) was encoded
as “C,” and other information was encoded as “O.” In this study,
EHRs were encoded using the FlashText tool, a tool for
string-based concept recognition and replacement [30].
FlashText can find and replace keywords based on the trie
dictionary data structure, which is 82 times faster than regular
expressions. Because of its efficiency in processing text, we
chose the FlashText tool for encoding text as single-letter
sequences. Note that FlashText can retain the index of the strings
in the original text. For example, the free-text description “患
者主诉(O)急性(A)呼吸困难(P)...右下(A)腹部(A)突发(A)剧
烈(A)疼痛(P)...没有出现(A)发热(P), (C)乏力(P)” (English
translation: “Patient complained of acute dyspnea...A sudden
severe pain in the right-lower abdomen...No fever and fatigue”)
could be encoded as “AP...AAAAP...APCP.” During this stage,
we finally obtained single-letter sequences from whole EHRs
in the training set.

Second, the MEME motif discovery tool was used to mine
motifs in the single-letter sequence. The pipeline of MEME
motif discovery is composed of three steps: finding starting
points, maximizing the likelihood expectation, and scoring the
discovered motifs.

The input was a set of unaligned sequences, and the output was
a list of probable motifs. The statistical significance of the motifs
in MEME was evaluated by the E value, which is based on the
log-likelihood ratio. The settings of the MEME motif discovery
tool were optimized as follows:

1. Motif discovery mode: classic mode. In classic mode, only
one sequence needs to be provided. The algorithm will find
the repeated sequence fragments in the sequence by
likelihood ranking.

2. Select the site distribution: any number of repetitions. This
option means selecting motifs that occur repeatedly.

3. How wide can motifs be: from 2 to 30. This number is the
width (ie, characters in the sequence pattern) of a single
motif. MEME can choose an optimal width of each motif
individually by using a heuristic function. In the process,
there were some motifs containing “O” (ie, other
information), which was irrelevant to phenotype
descriptions. Therefore, we separated out the motifs with

the letter “O” to generate sequence segments that may
represent linguistic patterns of PhenoSSU instances.

Third, we built regular expressions based on the discovered
motifs. To make the motifs available in our algorithm, regular
expressions were built. For example, we built a regular
expression “A+P” based on motifs or sequence segments
generated from motifs like “AP,” “AAP,” “AAAP,” and
“AAAAP.”

Stage 2: Linguistic Pattern Enrichment
In this stage, a linguistic pattern recognition–based method was
first used to automatically recognize PhenoSSU instances from
Chinese EHRs in the training set. The workflow of linguistic
pattern recognition is shown in Figure 4, which includes the
following steps:

1. Encoding text as single-letter sequences. For example, the
description “右下腹部突发剧烈疼痛” (English translation:
“a sudden severe pain in the right-lower abdomen”) was
encoded as the single-letter sequence “AAAAP.” The
FlashText tool could record the position index of Chinese
characters in every single letter, making it possible to map
single letters to the original text. An example of the position
index recording is shown in Figure S4 in Multimedia
Appendix 1.

2. Scanning the single-letter sequence with the linguistic
patterns. In this case, “AAAAP” matched the linguistic
pattern “A + P” perfectly, meaning that the four attributes
were associated with the phenotype.

3. Mapping these letters to the original text by index. A:
right-lower; A: abdomen; A: acute; A: severe; P: pain.

4. Filling phenotypes and associated attributes in the
PhenoSSU model. Finally, the description “右下腹部突发
剧烈疼痛” could be transformed into a PhenoSSU instance
consisting of the phenotype “pain,” the assertion attribute
“present,” the temporal pattern attribute “acute,” the severity
attribute “severe,” the quadrant pattern attribute
“right-lower,” and the body location attribute “abdomen.”

Based on the above steps, we discovered the unrecognized
PhenoSSU instances by comparing the automatically recognized
instances with manual annotation. For example, the description
“没有出现(A)发热(P),(C)乏力(P)” (English translation: “No
fever or fatigue”) could be encoded as “APCP,” in which “AP”
matched the regular expression (“A + P”) in our pattern library.
By mapping to the original text, “没有出现发热，乏力” was
transformed into a PhenoSSU instance consisting of the
phenotype “fever” and the assertion attribute “absent.” However,
“absent” was also the attribute of the phenotypes “diarrhea” and
“weight loss,” which were not recognized by the algorithm.

Finally, to check why these PhenoSSU instances were not
recognized, all of them were encoded as single-letter sequences,
which could be scanned with linguistic patterns. If no pattern
matched, we collected such sequences to build new regular
expressions and add them to the linguistic pattern library. In
this example, sequences such as “APCPCP” were enriched into
a regular expression “(A + P (CP) +).”
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Figure 4. The workflow of recognizing PhenoSSU instances from free text via linguistic pattern recognition. The numbers within the square brackets
represent the position indexes of single letters in the original text. A: attribute; P: phenotype; PhenoSSU: Semantic Structured Unit of Phenotypes;
re.compile: a Python method used to compile a regular expression pattern.

Recognizing PhenoSSU Instances From Chinese EHRs:
Workflow
The recognition of PhenoSSU instances could be divided into
two subtasks: entity recognition and attribute prediction. To
find the best strategy for the two tasks, it was essential to
compare our proposed method with current state-of-the-art
methods.

The first subtask was entity recognition, which aimed to
recognize the text spans corresponding to phenotype and
attribute entities. For the subtask of named entity recognition
from Chinese EHRs, the Bidirectional Encoder Representations
from Transformers (BERT)–Bi-LSTM-CRF model has proven
its effectiveness in the CCKS (China Conference on Knowledge
Graph and Semantic Computing) 2018 Task 1: Named Entity
Recognition in Chinese Electronic Medical Records, which
achieved the best F1 score of 91.43 [31]. Therefore, we
compared algorithm performances of the BERT-Bi-LSTM-CRF
model and the classic dictionary-based method in this study.
The parameters of the BERT model were trained with the
Kashgari package in Python (version 3.6.1; Python Software
Foundation). In the dictionary-based method, the knowledge
base of phenotypes was derived from the Chinese translations
of the International Classification of Diseases, 10th Revision
and 11th Revision, and the Human Phenotype Ontology (details
in Table S2 in Multimedia Appendix 1). Further, the knowledge
base of attribute trigger words was from the annotation of the
training set. Entity recognition, combined with the other coding
rules, was applied to encode free text as single-letter sequences,
which would be used in the subsequent attribute prediction
subtask.

The phenotype’s attribute recognition was the second subtask,
which aimed to predict appropriate values for the 10 attributes
in the PhenoSSU model. The encoded single-letter sequences

from the free text and the developed pattern recognition
algorithm in the first subtask were used for attribute prediction.
For the subtask of attribute prediction, we did not compare our
pattern recognition algorithm with currently existing methods
because the PhenoSSU model is a relatively new information
model, and algorithms for deep-phenotyping Chinese EHRs
based on the PhenoSSU model are very scarce. However, we
have referred to state-of-the-art algorithms for deep-phenotyping
English EHRs. For example, our previous work showed that
the support vector machine (SVM)–based model performed
best in the task of deep phenotyping of English clinical
guidelines. That is why the SVM model was compared with the
linguistic pattern–based method in this study. Three features
were used in the SVM model: (1) the distance between
phenotype and attribute words, (2) the number of pauses
between phenotype and attribute words, and (3) the
characteristics of attribute words (eg, some attribute words were
only on the left side of phenotype words). The SVM model was
built with the scikit-learn package (version 1.1.0) in Python.
The parameter tuning of the SVM model was based on a hybrid
search strategy. In this study, we did not use deep
learning–based methods, because our previous work showed
that they were not good at recognizing PhenoSSU instances,
owing to the lack of training samples [21].

Evaluation of Algorithm Performance for Recognizing
PhenoSSU Instances
To evaluate the algorithm’s performance for recognizing
PhenoSSU instances, we used the evaluation metrics in SemEval
(Semantic Evaluation) 2015 Task 14: Analysis of Clinical Text
[32].

In the subtask of entity recognition, the F1 score was taken as
the evaluation metric. When a predicted entity word entirely
coincided with a gold-standard text span, it was considered as
a true positive. The precision metric was calculated as the
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fraction of correctly predicted entities among all entities
identified by the algorithm, and the recall metric was calculated
as the fraction of correctly predicted entities among all entities
identified by the annotators. The F1 score was calculated as the
harmonic mean of precision and recall.

In the subtask of attribute prediction, the average accuracy and
weighted average accuracy were taken as the evaluation metrics
because the weighted average accuracy thoroughly considered
the distribution of each attribute value in the corpus, which
could better evaluate those attribute values with little
distribution.

For the evaluation at the PhenoSSU-instance level, we used the
combination of the F1 score for entity recognition and weighted
average for attribute prediction. A PhenoSSU instance was
considered correct when the phenotype and associated attribute
values annotated by the algorithm were the same as the
corresponding PhenoSSU instance annotated by experts.

Ethical Considerations
The 1000 Chinese EHRs of respiratory system diseases used in
this study were obtained from the EHR database of the Iiyi
website [26]. No ethics approval was needed because the data
from downloaded EHRs, including patients’private information,
were all masked by the Iiyi website.

Results

Linguistic Patterns of PhenoSSU Instances Learned
From Chinese EHRs
A total of 51 sequence motifs were discovered from the Chinese
EHRs in the training set (details are shown in Figure S5 in
Multimedia Appendix 1). Based on the 51 motifs, we built six
regular expressions (Table 1), namely linguistic patterns of the
PhenoSSU instances in the Chinese EHRs. Among the regular
expressions of phrase-based phenotypes, “AP +” appeared most

frequently. The most common description of this regular
expression was “absent” plus phenotypes, which could be used
for differential diagnosis in clinical practice. The second
frequent regular expression was “A + P,” which usually
corresponded to a detailed description of phenotypes, such as
“body location + severity + phenotype.” There were also
complex linguistic patterns to be generalized as “A × PC × A
+,” for example, “严重(A)咳嗽(P)，(C)呈持续性(A)” (ie,
severe cough, consistently). Among the regular expressions of
logic-based phenotypes, the most typical was “S × LNU,” such

as the description “WBC 12 × 109/L.” There were also linguistic
patterns that directly interpreted laboratory examination results:
“S × LR [results of laboratory examination],” such as “血糖升
高” (ie, high blood glucose). The above results suggest that
there are inherent linguistic patterns in Chinese EHRs. The
detailed frequency of linguistic patterns is shown in Table S3
in Multimedia Appendix 1.

In this study, six regular expressions were learned from 700
Chinese EHRs in the training set. However, the size of the
training set could be smaller than 700 in order to build the six
regular expressions. To explore the potential smallest size of
the training set, we conducted an experiment to explore the
minimum number of EHRs that could match all six regular
expressions. In the experiment, we randomly selected EHRs
from the training set with stepwise increased data size, which
were scanned with the six regular expressions. When all six
regular expressions could be matched, that data size was
recorded. This process was repeated 1000 times to calculate the
mean and SD of the EHR sums that covered the six regular
expressions. Results showed that in a mean of 134 (SD 9.7)
EHRs, the six regular expressions could be matched. We did
not use the pattern discovery method illustrated in this study
because there was a semiautomatic step in the method.
Repeating the pattern discovery method 1000 times would be
time-consuming. A line graph was plotted to show five examples
among all 1000 tests (Figure S6 in Multimedia Appendix 1).
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Table 1. Six regular expressions based on linguistic patterns of the Chinese electronic health record corpus in this study.

Example in Chinese (English translation)Phenotype category and regular expressions

Phrase-based phenotypes

“无/A咳嗽/P、/C发热/P” (no cough or fever)re.compilea(“Ab+Pc(CdP)+”)

“严重/A腹痛/P腹泻/P” (severe abdominal pain and diarrhea)re.compile(“AP+”)

“右下腹/A严重/A疼痛/P” (severe right-lower abdominal pain)re.compile(“A+P”)

“咳嗽/P，/C呈持续性/A” (cough, consistently)re.compile(“A×PC×A+”)

Logic-based phenotypes

“白细胞/L 12×109/N /L/U” (WBCi 12 × 109/L)re.compile(“Se×LfNgUh”)

“血/S糖/L升高/R” (high blood glucose)re.compile(“S×LRj” )

are.compile: a Python method used to compile a regular expression pattern.
bA: attribute.
cP: phenotype.
dC: punctuation.
eS: specimen.
fL: analyte.
gN: number.
hU: unit.
iWBC: white blood cell.
jR: results of laboratory examination.

The Best Strategy for Recognizing PhenoSSU Instances
Based on the linguistic patterns of Chinese EHRs, we developed
a pattern recognition–based method to identify PhenoSSU
instances. To find the best strategy for recognizing PhenoSSU
instances, we developed and compared different methods in the
subtasks of entity recognition and attribute prediction. The
results in Figure 5 show that the best strategy was to recognize
entities using the deep learning–based method and then predict
the attribute values using the pattern recognition–based method.

Specifically, in the entity recognition subtask, the method of
deep learning (ie, BERT-Bi-LTSM-CRF) achieved the best

performance, with an F1 score of 0.898 (Figure 5, B). As a
comparison, the dictionary-based method achieved an F1 score
of 0.804. In the subtask of attribute prediction, the pattern
recognition–based method had the best performance, with an
accuracy of 0.977 and a weighted average of 0.940 (Figure 5,
C). The SVM-based method achieved an accuracy of 0.783 and
a weighted average of 0.709. The deep-phenotyping algorithm
for Chinese EHRs had an overall accuracy of 0.844 on the test
set. The detailed performances of the two models for predicting
attribute values are shown in Table S4 in Multimedia Appendix
1.
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Figure 5. Determining the best strategy for recognizing PhenoSSU instances. A. The workflow of recognizing PhenoSSU instances from free text. B.
The performance comparison between the dictionary-based method and the deep learning–based method in identifying phenotype concepts. C. The
performance comparison between the SVM-based method and the pattern recognition–based method in recognizing a phenotype’s attributes. PhenoSSU:
Semantic Structured Unit of Phenotypes; SNOMED CT: Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine–Clinical Terms; SVM: support vector machine.

Case Study: Exploring the Real-World Evidence That
Deep-Phenotyping EHRs Can Update Knowledge in
Guidelines
With the pattern recognition algorithm, we could effectively
structure phenotype information in Chinese EHRs. To
demonstrate the potential application of deep phenotyping, a
case study was conducted to update clinical guidelines by
information retrieval of EHRs. In the case study, we selected
the latest Chinese clinical guideline and 300 Chinese EHRs of
chronic bronchitis. To recognize PhenoSSU instances from the
guideline and the EHRs, we used the optimized hybrid strategy
mentioned previously.

A total of 9 and 29 PhenoSSU instances were identified from
the clinical guideline and the EHRs of chronic bronchitis,
respectively (details are shown in Tables S5-S7 in Multimedia
Appendix 1). The 9 PhenoSSU instances identified in the clinical
guideline appeared in the EHRs, which meant another 20
PhenoSSU instances in the EHRs were not covered in the
clinical guideline. For example, “cough: chronic” and “cough:
recurrent” both appeared in the clinical guideline and the EHRs.
However, the current guideline could not give suggestions to
accurately diagnose patients with occasional cough or severe
cough as having chronic bronchitis (Figure 6). This real-world
evidence hints at the feasibility of updating knowledge in clinical
guidelines through deep phenotyping of large-scale EHRs.

Figure 6. The comparison of PhenoSSU instances extracted from the clinical guidelines and electronic health records (EHRs) of chronic bronchitis.
PhenoSSU: Semantic Structured Unit of Phenotypes.
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Discussion

Principal Findings
In this study, we developed a simple but effective strategy to
perform deep phenotyping of Chinese EHRs. The core of this
strategy is learning linguistic patterns of PhenoSSU instances
with a motif discovery tool from the field of bioinformatics.
According to this research, biological sequence motif discovery
tools could be used to effectively identify linguistic patterns of
phenotype descriptions from medical texts after encoding them
as DNA-like sequences. Meanwhile, the process of identifying
linguistic patterns does not require too much annotation data;
thus, our strategy is suitable for low-resource scenarios of
deep-phenotyping Chinese EHRs.

This study was a preliminary attempt to use bioinformatics tools
to tackle problems in medical informatics. By modeling natural
language as single-letter sequences, it is possible that other
advanced tools for analyzing biological sequences could also
be used for processing natural language. For example, some
researchers in the NLP field have applied a classic informatics
algorithm, named the Basic Local Alignment Search Tool
(BLAST), [33] to the text reuse detection task [34]. In Vesanto’s
work [35], the 23 most-used English letters in the data set were
calculated to form a simple one-to-one mapping between English
letters and arbitrary amino acids. In this way, text was encoded
into single-letter sequences that BLAST could handle to
calculate similarities between texts. It is believed that future
communications between bioinformatics and medical
informatics will become more frequent [36].

It can be concluded from this study that there exist some regular
linguistic patterns for phenotype narratives in Chinese EHRs.

The origin of these linguistic patterns may be the common
writing habits of clinicians who try to save time by recording
clinical information faithfully in as few words as possible [37].
The reason our strategy does not require large annotation
samples is that it uses the inner knowledge of linguistic patterns.
As we know, data-hungry strategies, such as machine learning
and deep learning, require many training samples to effectively
identify patterns from data. However, there are many
low-resource scenarios in practice that lack sufficient annotation
samples for machine learning or deep learning. This is perhaps
the reason why the majority (60%) of NLP studies in the medical
domain have continued to use a knowledge-based approach
rather than a machine learning–based approach [4]. In recent
years, researchers have become increasingly focused on
integrating machine learning with human knowledge [38], which
is expected to become a new paradigm to deal with low-resource
scenarios in medical informatics [39].

Limitations
One limitation of this study was that linguistic patterns were
learned from EHRs of respiratory diseases, which may not be
applicable to other diseases. In addition, limited by the data
size, the linguistic patterns in our study might be incomplete.
In the future, we will continue to improve the algorithm with
more Chinese EHRs from different hospital departments.

Conclusions
We developed a simple but effective strategy to perform deep
phenotyping of Chinese EHRs with limited fine-grained
annotation data. Our work will promote the second use of
Chinese EHRs and bring inspiration to other
non–English-speaking countries.
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Abstract

Background: High-quality online health information (OHI) can reduce unnecessary visits to health professionals and improve
health. One of the ways that people use OHI is to support others with health conditions through proxy OHI seeking. Members of
a person’s social circle may help them overcome information-seeking barriers and illness challenges. There are several models
on proxy information seeking. Yet, we know little about the use and outcomes of OHI on behalf of someone else.

Objective: The objectives of this paper are to explore and revise a framework on the context and outcomes of proxy OHI
seeking

Methods: We conducted a mixed studies literature review integrating qualitative and quantitative evidence with thematic analysis
of the findings of 28 studies, followed by framework synthesis incorporating the derived themes.

Results: We explored 4 main themes: (1) characteristics of proxy seekers, (2) context of proxy OHI seeking, (3) use of OHI to
provide social support, and (4) outcomes of proxy OHI seeking. Our conceptual framework incorporates these themes and builds
on previous work.

Conclusions: By better understanding how people use information together, information providers can adapt the information
to meet all users’ needs.

(J Med Internet Res 2022;24(6):e34345) doi: 10.2196/34345

KEYWORDS

online health information; information seeking behavior; proxy information seeking; surrogate seekers; information outcomes;
social support; health information; online information

Introduction

Background
Two-thirds (67%) of respondents to the American Health
Information National Trends Survey between 2008 and 2017
reported turning to the internet first for health information [1].
Similarly, 69% of Canadians reported using the internet to
search for health information in 2020 [2], and the proportion of
adults seeking online health information (OHI) in other
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) countries more than doubled between 2008 and 2017
[3]. The use of OHI can improve quality of life and is generally

associated with positive outcomes, such as increased
empowerment of seekers and their families and improved health
outcomes [4-7].

Based on the results of a recent systematic review on the
outcomes of OHI seeking (hereafter, OHI outcomes), several
contextual factors associated with these outcomes were
identified, such as age, education, income, and eHealth literacy
[8]. Another contextual factor is social support, defined broadly
as “support accessible to an individual through social ties to
other individuals, groups, and the larger community”[9]. Social
support is an important factor because one of the ways people
use OHI is to support family members or friends with health
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conditions [10]. In fact, recent studies report that 61%-66% of
OHI seekers are proxy seekers, meaning they seek OHI on
behalf of someone else [11,12]. Moreover, findings from a study
exploring internet use trends between 2008 and 2013 showed
a significant increase in the use of family and friends to obtain
health information [13].

However, while proxy information seeking has been explored
in the literature, especially as it relates to health information,
little is known about its relationship with the outcomes of OHI.
This is a critical knowledge gap; previous research examining
how to reduce negative outcomes of OHI suggests that OHI
seekers may be able to overcome low eHealth literacy by
discussing the information they find with others [14]. People
are sometimes more likely to turn to their social circle to make
sense of information they find rather than discuss it with a health
professional [11,15]. Members of a person’s social circle may
help them overcome information-seeking barriers and illness
challenges (eg, if they are too physically weak or mentally
incapacitated to search themselves) [15].

By better understanding how people and their social circles use
information together, information providers can better adapt
the information to meet both their needs, and public health
interventions can target patients’ friends and family with
information for dissemination and use [16]. Accordingly, the
purpose of this paper is to contribute to our understanding of
the role of social support in online health information outcomes
by focusing on the outcomes of proxy OHI seeking.

This review will focus on the intersection of 3 main constructs:
proxy information seeking, social support, and OHI outcomes.

Proxy Information Seeking
Information seeking encompasses “all the information that
comes to a human being during a lifetime, not just in those
moments when a person actively seeks information” [17]. In
active information seeking mode, monitoring and directed
searching are ways to answer known information needs (that
are recognized and articulated). There are intervening variables
that may be related to personal characteristics, social or
interpersonal issues, or environmental considerations [18]. They
can be defined as “those who seek information in a
nonprofessional or informal capacity on behalf (or because) of
others without necessarily being asked to do so” [15]. Proxy
seekers may also be “experts,” such as health librarians or health
care professionals, with the specialized knowledge or skills to
use the information with the person with whom they share a
personal relationship [19].

The role of proxy information seeking has been explored in the
literature and has also been referred to as surrogate seeking or
lay information mediation [12,20]. In one of the earliest models
on information seeking behavior, Wilson [21] used pathways
to explain different patterns of information seeking. In his
model, the user encounters “information systems” that can be
technology (eg, the internet) and mediators, and these systems
connect the user to “information resources” or actual
information. Of 10 pathways proposed in this model, 2 indicate
seeking that is “conducted by a mediator to fulfill an information
request” [21]. This phenomenon is also described in McKenzie’s

[22] 2-dimensional model of information practices of women
pregnant with twins. In her model, one of the modes of
information practice is “by proxy,” where the person interacts
with information through another agent, including
“intermediaries or gatekeepers” such as friends or family
members.

Social Support
Social support is one of the positive products of “social
relationships” that may have short- and long-term effects on
health, for better and for worse, depending on their quality and
quantity [23]. A 2004 model by Uchino [24] describes 2 broad
dimension of support: structure and function. Structural aspects
of support are the extent or composition of one’s social network
(size, contact, type, density, and strength) and the
interconnections among them. Functions have 4 aspects that
are highly related to each other: emotional, informational,
tangible, and belonging. Most relevant to this review is
informational support, which includes the provision of advice
or guidance and may provide direction and carry an emotional
message when received from a close source. Informational
support could be construed as supportive, unsupportive, or
mixed depending on the context [25-27].

Social support has consistently been linked to better health
[24,28,29]. Several theories have been proposed to explain why
this occurs; for example, social support can act as a mediator
of stress that reduces its impact, thereby improving mental health
[23]. Several studies have reported that those who perceive low
social support experience increased stress and report a greater
number of stressful events, while those who feel more
satisfaction with their received social support report fewer
emotional problems [30-33]. Another theory to explain the link
between social support and better health is the provision of
informational support, which encourages the receivers to manage
their health. If we use pregnant women as an example, those
who were more satisfied with perceived and received social
support initiated prenatal care earlier than those who were less
satisfied [34]. Pregnant women who received more informational
support from people in their social network delivered babies
with higher Apgar scores and higher birth weights [34,35].

Online Health Information Outcomes
A theoretical framework on OHI outcomes and the factors
associated with these outcomes was developed by Pluye and
colleagues [8] based on a systematic review with a framework
synthesis. This framework was derived from previous research
by the authors and combines the information theory and
psychosocial theory of behavior. It includes 4 types of contextual
factors that influence OHI outcomes: (1) individual factors (eg,
health literacy); (2) social and technical factors (eg, access to
the internet); (3) relationships with professionals (eg, satisfaction
with health care provider); and (4) education, health, and social
services (eg, access to a family doctor). It also includes 4 levels
of individual outcomes of OHI seeking: (1) situational relevance,
(2) cognitive/affective impact (eg, being able to understand the
information or not liking the information found), (3) use (eg,
in discussions with a health care provider or to make a medical
decision), and (4) subsequent health/well-being outcomes of
use (eg, improved health or reduced worrying) of information.
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These levels are presented in Figure 1. For each level, different
types of outcomes were identified and validated using systematic
mixed studies reviews and qualitative, quantitative, and mixed
methods primary research studies [10,36,37].

However, this framework is focused exclusively on an individual
perspective: it is the same person that starts the OHI seeking
process and experiences the outcomes of this process. Studies
that tested this framework therefore focused on people who
used the OHI for their own health care and reported the health

outcomes they themselves experienced. Little is known about
what happens when the information need is to answer a question
about someone else’s health or what is involved when the
information is used with someone else (for providing social
support) [14]. Therefore, to adapt this framework to the context
of proxy OHI seeking, we are interested in 4 sections of this
framework: (1) influencing factors of OHI seeking, (2) OHI
seeking behavior including information needs, (3) OHI use, and
(4) outcomes of OHI use.

Figure 1. Online health information (OHI) outcomes conceptual framework.

Intersection of the 3 Concepts
There appears to be no comprehensive conceptual model on the
outcomes of proxy OHI seekers using OHI to provide social
support. Reifegerste et al [38] modified and extended the
existing Comprehensive Model of Information Seeking (CMIS)
with concepts of social network ties to predict proxy information
seeking and the resulting social support intentions. They
developed hypothetical scenarios (N=607) of people with
varying severity in depression and with varying relationship
closeness. Structural equation modeling was used to test the
associations between the health-related factors (including
demographics), proxy health information seeking intentions,
and social support intentions. They hypothesized that support
is the resulting action of proxy OHIS. This is an important study
that modifies an existing information seeking model to proxy
seeking; however, seeking and support were measured only as
intentions. Moreover, the demographic characteristics were not
found to be relevant, potentially due to the low variance of the

study sample. Therefore, our review aims to build on this work
by further exploring the context of proxy OHI seeking and the
outcomes of using OHI to provide social support.

Methods

Design
A mixed studies review was conducted using a data-based
convergent synthesis design in which qualitative and quantitative
data were analyzed together using a qualitative thematic analysis
[39,40]. A mixed studies review is ideal in this context because
the evidence is from diverse fields of inquiry, and it uses diverse
methods to provide a rich and highly practical understanding
of complex health interventions [41,42]. Framework synthesis
was then conducted to produce a revised conceptual framework.

Eligibility Criteria
Table 1 lists the inclusion and exclusion criteria that were
deemed appropriate for identifying relevant studies.
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Table 1. Inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Exclusion criteriaInclusion criteria

Not empirical research or a literature review (eg, commentary,
editorials, reports)

Primary and secondary research (ie, qualitative, quantita-
tive, and mixed methods empirical studies and literature
reviews)

Research methods

OHIa •• No mention of OHIFocus on online health information seeking
• •Online resource about health and medical topics Offline health information resources (eg, books or pamphlets)

• Studies that tested specific online interventions (eg, testing
the use of an e-kiosk or e-mental health services)

Explore the phenomenon of proxy OHI seeking:Proxy OHI seeking • No mention of proxy OHI seeking
• No mention of seekers that are physical members of the social

circle that the person knows and is in contact with on a regular
or semi-regular basis (eg, anonymous social media or online
forum members)

• Characteristics of proxy seekers
• Context of proxy OHI seeking
• Use of OHI
• Outcomes of OHI

• Exclude parents of young children or surrogate decision-
makers of incapacitated adults (eg, unconscious patients in

an ICUb)

aOHI: online health information.
bICU: intensive care unit.

Sources and Search Strategy
Papers were searched in 5 databases (Medline, PsycInfo,
CINAHL, LISA, and Scopus) from inception to May 25, 2021.
A search strategy was compiled with the help of a health
librarian and included 2 main concepts: OHI and proxy OHI
seeking or social support. The term “surrogate seeking” was
discovered after reviewing articles from the first 4 databases
and was thus added to the Scopus search strategy. The sets were

combined using Boolean operators depending on the database
being searched, as presented in Table 2. The search was limited
to English and French languages, with no limit on years. All
the records were transferred to a reference manager software
(EndNote x8) and duplicates were removed using the Bramer
method [43]. After the selection stage, additional potentially
relevant records were retrieved by tracking the citations
(snowballing) of the selected documents.

Table 2. Search strategy.

Records, nSearch termsDate of latest searchDatabase

82*social support/ AND online.mp. AND “Health Information”.af.May 20, 2021Medline

14“informational support”.mp. AND online.mp. AND “Health Information”.af.

16“online health information” AND “social support”May 20, 2021CINAHL

5“online health information” AND “informational support” 

141*social support/ AND online.mp. AND “Health Information”.af.May 20, 2021PsycInfo

36“informational support”.mp. AND online.mp. AND “Health Information”.af.

54“proxy” AND “information seeking” AND “online health”May 20, 2021LISA

294“social support” AND “online health” AND Information

25“surrogate” or “proxy” AND “information seeking” AND “online health”May 20, 2021Scopus

118mediator AND “online health information”

Selection of Relevant Studies
The 775 records were then imported into DistillerSR, a
web-based application for conducting systematic reviews for
selection [44]. For each record, eligibility codes were assigned
according to the criteria described in Table 1. For every included
record, the corresponding full-text publications were retrieved.
Subsequently, full texts were imported into DistillerSR again
and coded using the same eligibility criteria. Included studies
were then exported into NVivo (Version 12).

Data Extraction and Synthesis of Included Studies
Characteristics of the included studies and results related to the
role of social support in OHI seeking and outcomes were coded
in NVivo. A deductive-inductive analytical approach was
adopted for thematic analysis of the extracted evidence [45]. A
coding manual was developed following the framework
proposed by Pluye et al [8] that included (1) characteristics of
proxy-OHI seekers, (2) context of proxy-OHI seeking, (3) use
of OHI by proxy seekers, and (4) outcomes of OHI use for the
seeker and recipient. The codes were then progressively
clustered into major themes and subthemes.
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Framework Synthesis
The initial framework in Figure 1 was revised following the
qualitative synthesis stage. An iterative collaborative process
was adopted over a series of meetings. All major themes were
placed into textboxes and added to the figure representing the
initial framework. Alternative figures were proposed until
consensus was reached among the authors. The framework was
then reviewed by 2 peer reviewers and presented at 2 research
meetings (1 local and 1 international), and the feedback received
was used to produce the final framework.

Results

Characteristics of Included Studies
Of 775 unique records identified in our search, 28 were deemed
relevant and included in our review (Figure 2). Those referred
to 15 (53.6%) quantitative studies (including 1 experimental
study), 10 (35.7%) qualitative studies, 1 (3.6%) mixed methods
study, and 2 (7.1%) systematic reviews. Over half (n=16, 57.1%)
of the empirical studies were conducted in North America. The
corresponding 28 full-text articles were divided into 3 groups
depending on who the focus of the study was: OHI proxy seekers
(n=9, 32.1%), OHI recipients (n=2, 7.1%), or both (n=17,
60.7%). Full details of the study characteristics are in presented
in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Figure 2. PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) flow diagram.
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Characteristics of Proxy Seekers
The results of a telephone survey of 18,750 European citizens
show that 61% of those seeking OHI searched on behalf of
someone else, and of those, 26.6% exclusively searched on
behalf of someone else. These surrogate OHI seekers were more
likely to live with others and more likely to search on behalf of
their partners, children, or other family members rather than for
friends or colleagues [11]. This finding was echoed in several
studies that reported that the proxy seeker was most often a
member of the same household or with whom the person had
close ties [12,15,46-51].

This was especially highlighted in relationships where the proxy
seeker considered themselves responsible for someone else’s
health. We found 5 studies that focused on informal (unpaid)
caregivers who reported higher and more constant proxy seeking
behavior than noncaregivers [46,52,53]. A study exploring
information seeking in families affected by multiple sclerosis
describes the disease as a shared concern or responsibility that
necessitates sharing information about it [54]. Dutta et al [55]
described 3G households (3 generations of family members
residing together) in Singapore, where the children and
grandchildren play vital roles as sources of health information
for grandparents.

Several other proxy seeker characteristics influenced OHI
seeking behavior. One important factor is gender; 7 studies

reported that most people who searched OHI on behalf of others
were female [11,15,48,50,54,56,57]. Proxy seekers were
generally younger and more educated [11,15,47,48,53,56,58]
although 1 study reported that age, education, and income were
not significant factors that influenced proxy OHI seeking
behavior [59]. Another factor is related to the proxy seeker’s
experience with OHI: respondents in several of the included
studies were reported as having higher health literacy [12,54]
and engaging in frequent OHI seeking behavior [11].

Information Needs and Triggers of Proxy Seeking
OHI seeking was triggered by different reasons and at different
times in the included studies (Table 3). The proxy seeker may
be asked explicitly to search for OHI on behalf of someone who
is unable to search for themselves, who has a complex health
situation, or who needs to confirm information they had found
online themselves [51,55,60,61]. On the other hand, more studies
report that the proxy seeker initiates the search unsolicited out
of interest [15,61], when they do not have enough information
to support a person living with a health condition [47,54],
immediately following a diagnosis [62-65], or following a visit
with a health care provider [62,66]. Finally, the proxy seeker
may also initiate the search themselves as a coping mechanism
to help deal them with their emotions following the diagnosis
of a loved one [53,61].

Table 3. Information needs and triggers of proxy seeking.

ExcerptCode

“The carer may be asked to search for information on behalf of the person with cancer. This mostly occurs in situ-
ations where the patient does not have access to the internet or is not internet savvy or the person with cancer finds
they are too ill to search.” [61]

Explicit request

“Both patients and caregivers also mentioned that they surfed the internet again at specific moments later during
the lung cancer treatment trajectory, such as during chemotherapy, at the appearance of new symptoms or disease
progression, or when having to make a choice between 2 treatment options.” [63]

To make a decision

“A high percentage of the 795 caregivers (87%) had used [the] internet to search for information about the disease
of the patient they were taking care for in the last year prior to the survey.” [47]

To support someone with a
health condition

“For Gina, a 26-year-old Chinese participant, her role as a granddaughter constitutes her interpretation of HISa as
she mostly seeks out information for her grandparents. Jamila, a 37-year-old Malay woman, seeks out health infor-
mation from the internet when one of her family members is not feeling well.” [55]

Out of interest or obligation

“Patients and caregivers mentioned that their need to seek information often arose once they had time to rest and
think about what they had been told, often at a time when their questions could not directly be answered by the
treating specialist anymore: ‘Once you have come home, you have forgotten half of what you have been told, which
is exactly the moment you would want to ask something.’” [63]

Following a health care practition-
er visit

“Carers also tended to act as ‘gatekeepers’ of information, and constantly sought new information as a means of
coping.” [53]

Coping mechanism

aHIS: health information seeker.

How Proxy Seekers Use OHI
Proxy seekers used OHI to better understand someone else’s
illness or to help themselves feel more empowered in their role
as caregivers [49,64,65,67]. Several studies reported the sharing
of information between caregiver and patient either directly by
sending them a link or printout or indirectly by discussing the
information found [49,50,57,60,64,68]. One study describes
sharing and resharing the information among a social network
so that it reaches a larger number of people [55] or so that a

larger number of people are involved in making sense of the
information [57].

One aspect of providing informational support involves acting
as gatekeeper and controlling incoming information flow for
the person [15]. An included literature review exploring the role
of caregivers of cancer patients identified this role in 3 included
studies, potentially as a way to manage the cancer experience
of the patient [61]. Families developed strategies for controlling
information sharing, either explicitly with the patient or
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implicitly, especially if the information was potentially
distressing or could lead to conflict [54,63].

Proxy seekers used the information in discussion with health
care providers at a clinical visit [49,55,61,62,64]. This led to
asking more questions and feeling more empowered during the
visit, as well as involving the provider in the interpretation of
the information [49,61,67]. In some cases, it led to requesting
more testing or to trying a new treatment plan [62,69]. On the
other hand, especially if the provider was not receptive to
discussing the information, it also led to confronting or
challenging the provider’s decision [62].

Proxy seekers also used the information to provide emotional
[51,62] and material support, especially as informal caregivers
[46,61] to the person. They used the information to change that
person’s lifestyle; for example, mothers in 1 study cooked
healthier food and encourage their families to walk together as
a form of exercise [55]. In another study, the authors report that
family members used the information to exert control on the
patient, using techniques such as pushing or guilting [68].

Outcomes of OHI Use
The outcomes reported by the included studies were
overwhelmingly positive. Empowered by the informational they
received, proxy seekers and effected individuals felt better

informed and more confident, were able to discuss the
information with their health care providers, and request
different management options [61,62,69]. Information helped
people make a health behavior change like quitting smoking
[15]. It also helped lessen worries about their own health [15,66].
One study described a 87-year-old participant who reported she
feels calmer when her grandchildren print out information and
explain treatment options for her [55]. People described how
having proxy seekers “care so much” about their health made
them feel supported [51] and allowed them to have someone to
talk to about their health [64].

Negative outcomes were rarely reported. A literature review
found limited reports of patients’ anxiety or decisions to refuse
cancer treatment [61]. There were 2 studies that reported that
the proxy seekers themselves experienced more anxiety,
sometimes because of information overload [65,66]. The proxy
seeker and the person did not always have the same approach
to OHI: in situations where the person did not want to “know”
or ignored the information, this led to tensions and conflict
[54,68].

Revised Conceptual Framework
Figure 3 shows the revised conceptual framework after the
review. The following paragraphs describe proxy seekers, their
motivations, how they seek information, and their outcomes.

Figure 3. Outcomes of proxy online health information (OHI) seeking framework.

Who Proxy Seekers Are
Proxy seekers are more likely to be female and are also more
likely to share health information with others, as they are
considered the “central nodes” of health information within a
community [70,71]. Moreover, they are more likely to be more
educated, with higher eHealth literacy, and frequent internet
users in general. Proxy seekers are likely to be in frequent
contact with the people for whom they are seeking OHI and to
report strong social ties with these people (eg, family members
of the same household).

Why And When Does Proxy Seeking Occurs
The OHI seeking process is triggered by an explicit or implicit
information need. Explicit information needs may be
communicated to the proxy seeker with or without a request for
informational support. Proxy seekers who are also informal
caregivers may initiate OHI seeking as part of their caregiving
responsibilities. The proxy seeker may also initiate the search
themselves out of curiosity, for reassurance, or as a coping
mechanism to help deal with their emotions following a
diagnosis of their loved ones.
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How Proxy Seekers Use Information
When proxy seekers find a situationally relevant information
object that they understand or agree with (examples of positive
cognitive impacts on the seeker), they can use it to provide
social support for someone else. This support is most commonly
informational: either by sharing the OHI found directly or
discussing it with the person to help them make sense of it.
Support may also be emotional or material, such as offering to
cook meals. The proxy seeker also acts as an information
gatekeeper by filtering the information for the person to reduce
stress due to information overload.

Outcomes of OHI Use by Proxy Seekers
Using the information will lead to separate outcomes
experienced by the person and the proxy seeker, which are
generally positive; for example, feeling more confident
discussing the information at a clinical visit. In situations where
the information is conflicting or unsolicited, it may lead to
negative outcomes such as increased worrying or worsening of
an interpersonal relationship.

Discussion

Principal Results
To our knowledge, this is the first review to explore the
outcomes of proxy OHI seeking and use of OHI to provide
social support to others. We adapted a framework on individual
OHI outcomes to proxy seekers and described and explained
the context, use, and outcomes. Although there are 2 included
reviews that reported interesting results, they did not fully
address our question: the first explored the role of the internet
in supporting and informing caregivers of people with cancer
[61], and the second explored how informal caregivers of
children with health care needs used internet-based health care
services and resources [72]. Another relevant review that
explored the proxy OHI seeking behavior of parents for their
children and describing a conceptual model was not included
in our review because parents are also proxy decision-makers
for their children [73]. Another recent study adapted the existing
Comprehensive Model of Information Seeking to surrogate
health information seeking but did not explore the outcomes of
social support [38].

Comparison to Existing Models on OHI Seeking
Outcomes
In his revised 1996 model, Wilson [74] added “information
processing and use.” Our conceptual framework goes further
and, in addition to describing the context of information seeking
behavior by the proxy seeker, also explores OHI use and
outcomes. Similar to the OHI outcomes framework by Pluye
[8], our framework includes factors that influence information
seeking behavior and leads to 4 levels of outcomes. The use of
OHI in our framework revolves around types of social support,
and the health and health care–related outcomes are reported
by both the proxy seeker and the affected person. Moreover,
we identified 2 additional consequences of informational
support: sharing misleading information and acting as a
gatekeeper to the information.

Our findings echo those of other studies exploring offline proxy
health information seeking. In situations where the information
need is explicit and the proxy seeker has high health literacy,
informational support is associated with positive emotional
support, and other outcomes are generally positive. First, people
who can discuss the information they found with others are
more likely to better understand the information, use that
information to make decisions about their health care, and
experience better health outcomes such as reduced worries
[75-78]. Other potential outcomes include improvement in the
receiver’s health, buffering of potential negative outcomes, and
increase in perceived social support [9,32,79]. This is especially
true if the provider has higher health literacy than the receiver,
in that they are better able to explain, contextualize, or validate
the information [80,81]. Some people may prefer information
avoidance, defined as “any behavior designed to prevent or
delay the acquisition of available but potentially unwanted
information” [82], which may lead to tensions between the
proxy seeker and the affected person.

Second, for the seekers themselves, these outcomes include a
change in their relationship with the person (improved or
worsened) and feeling more involved in the health care of others
[83]. Moreover, social support providers who reported feeling
more satisfied with their interaction with the person and who
felt better about themselves after providing informational
support were more likely to continue doing so and more likely
to seek information from other sources [83]. Negative outcomes
for the seekers reported include increased anxiety due to
information overload. This is defined as “when the information
processing demands on time…exceed the supply or capacity of
time available for such processing” [84].

In situations where the informational support is unsolicited and
the person does not feel that the information is relevant to their
situation, interpersonal tensions may develop [14]. This may
also occur in relation to sharing sensitive or intimate information
with family members; for example, a study examining the effects
of discussing information on sexuality and contraception on
mother-daughter relationships reported that a strain in the
relationship may develop [85]. In addition, sharing misleading
health information from unreliable sources may also lead to
negative health outcomes, as described in 2 recent systematic
reviews [86,87]. More specifically, in this context, the seekers
do not intend to cause harm and are in fact spreading
misinformation that may lead to delayed care, decreased quality
of life, and increased risk of mortality.

Limitations
There are some limitations to our review. Unlike in a systematic
review, only 1 reviewer carried out the selection phase, so some
relevant studies may have been missed. However, our goal was
to revise a framework and not necessarily to be exhaustive (in
contrast to the needs of a systematic that aims to measure
effectiveness of an intervention). Similar to other reviews, there
may have been underreporting of negative outcomes due to
publication bias. Finally, systematically reviewing all the models
on information seeking behavior was beyond the scope of this
review, but we reviewed and discussed the most common
models with a specialized expert librarian.
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Directions For Future Research
Most studies on information seeking behavior do not explore
how the information is used by proxy seekers, and what happens
next [88]. While this review explores the outcomes of OHI
proxy seeking, few studies report outcomes for the seekers
themselves. As such, future empirical studies can focus on these
outcomes from the seekers’ perspectives. Furthermore, little is
known about which contextual factors or seeker characteristics
are associated with positive and negative OHI outcomes. Future
studies can test our framework in different contexts, revise it,
and propose research-based solutions to help the proxy seekers
use OHI with others.

Conclusion
The outcomes of proxy OHI seeking constitute an important
topic for both information specialists and health care
practitioners. Members of a person’s social circle may help

them overcome information-seeking barriers and illness
challenges (eg, when they are too physically weak or mentally
incapacitated to search themselves) [15]. People are sometimes
more likely to turn to members of their social circle to make
sense of OHI they find rather than discuss it with a health care
professional [11]. By better understanding how affected people
and their social circle use OHI together, OHI providers can
better adapt their platforms and information to meet both their
needs, and health care practitioners can target patients’ social
circles with information for dissemination and use [16]. Potential
public health intervention strategies can focus improving proxy
OHI seeking and OHI use to promote positive outcomes for
proxy seekers and the people they seek for through strategies
that help proxy OHI seekers find relevant OHI, evaluate it, and
use it appropriately. Strategies can also include extending social
support networks for people without an effective social circle
by identifying social support interventions from previous work
that may be applicable in the context of proxy OHI seeking.
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Abstract

Background: The Dutch Institute for Clinical Auditing (DICA) Medicines Program was set up in September 2018 to evaluate
expensive medicine use in daily practice in terms of real-world effectiveness using only existing data sources.

Objective: The aim of this study is to describe the potential of the addition of declaration data to quality registries to provide
participating centers with benchmark information about the use of medicines and outcomes among patients.

Methods: A total of 3 national population-based registries were linked to clinical and financial data from the hospital pharmacy,
the Dutch diagnosis treatment combinations information system including in-hospital activities, and survival data from health
care insurers. The first results of the real-world data (RWD) linkage are presented using descriptive statistics to assess patient,
tumor, and treatment characteristics. Time-to-next-treatment (TTNT) and overall survival (OS) were estimated using the
Kaplan-Meier method.

Results: A total of 21 Dutch hospitals participated in the DICA Medicines Program, which included 7412 patients with colorectal
cancer, 1981 patients with metastasized colon cancer, 3860 patients with lung cancer, 1253 patients with metastasized breast
cancer, and 7564 patients with rheumatic disease. The data were used for hospital benchmarking to gain insights into medication
use in specific patient populations, treatment information, clinical outcomes, and costs. Detailed treatment information (duration
and treatment steps) led to insights into differences between hospitals in daily clinical practices. Furthermore, exploratory analyses
on clinical outcomes (TTNT and OS) were possible.

Conclusions: The DICA Medicines Program shows that it is possible to gather and link RWD about medicines to 4 disease-specific
population-based registries. Since these RWD became available with minimal registration burden and effort for hospitals, this
method can be explored in other population-based registries to evaluate real-world efficacy.

(J Med Internet Res 2022;24(6):e33446) doi: 10.2196/33446
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Introduction

Regulatory authorities approve the majority (76%) of new cancer
drugs based on evidence provided by randomized controlled
trials (RCTs) [1]. These RCTs have high internal validity and
are widely considered the gold standard for establishing the
efficacy of new drugs [2]. Many new cancer drugs have been
recently approved based on very specific patient groups,
surrogate outcomes, and lower patient numbers; these drugs are
increasingly approved in accelerated tracks [3,4]. The selected
patient groups and well-controlled setting of these RCTs has
led to criticisms of their external validity [5]. In addition, recent
research has shown that almost one-half of RCTs that applied
for marketing authorization for new cancer drugs in Europe had
a high risk of bias. This increased risk of bias was caused by
their design, conducted analyses, and conduct deficits [1].
Further, due to the increase in newly approved cancer and
rheumatic disease drugs, health care costs have increased. The
total expenditures by hospitals on expensive medicines in the
Netherlands reached €2.1 billion (US $2.2 billion) in 2019 [6].

Following market entry, new cancer drugs are prescribed to a
broader group of patients with different characteristics. This
leads to a gap in clinical outcomes evidence between RCTs and
the real world [7,8]. During routine clinical practice, real-world
data (RWD) are generated and registered in validated
population-based cancer registries. Clinical quality registries
are an important tool for quality assessment and improvement
in hospitals, consequently leading to demonstrable
improvements in patient outcomes [9]. Comparing the quality
of care across hospitals results in insights into differences in
outcomes, which can lead to improvements in care [9,10].
Furthermore, data from quality registries are used for outcomes
research and to study practice variation between centers using
quality indicators [11]. Besides clinical quality registries,
detailed administrative and declaration data are available
specifically on the use of (expensive) drug treatments. The
combination of these data in clinical quality registries, hospital
administrative data, and declaration data of drugs used in these
indications could be valuable to bridge the efficacy-effectiveness
gap.

Previous initiatives linked various databases on drugs to clinical
data. This linkage made it feasible to study drug use, health
resource use, costs, effectiveness, and the safety of medicines
[12]. However, a gap remains for recently approved expensive
cancer drugs.

To better understand the effectiveness of expensive cancer
medicines in a real-world population, the Dutch Institute for
Clinical Auditing (DICA) initiated the Medicines Program in
2018. The program aims to identify variation in use and clinical
outcomes of expensive medicines, provide postmarketing
authorization data, provide a tool for clinicians to benchmark
their practice on the use of expensive medicines, and stimulate
interactions between clinicians to share best practices. In this
program existing data sources were used. This study aims to
describe the potential for the addition of declaration data to
quality registries to provide participating centers with benchmark
information about the use of medicines and associated outcomes.

Methods

Ethics Approval
In compliance with Dutch regulations, the DICA quality
registries were approved by the medical ethical committee of
the Leiden University Medical Center and was not subject to
the Medical Research Involving Human Subjects Act.

Data Sources
Different existing data sources were used in the DICA Medicines
Program; these data sources were linked. The first data sources
were national population-based registries that are managed by
the DICA. The DICA is a nonprofit organization that facilitates
23 population-based registries on different disciplines and
diseases. These registries include information on clinical
characteristics but contain limited data on the use of medicines.
The DICA Medicines Program uses the Dutch Colorectal Audit
(DCRA) [10], the Dutch Lung Cancer Audit [13], and the
National Breast Cancer Organization Breast Cancer Audit
(NBCA) [14]. These quality registries include information on
patient, tumor, and treatment characteristics, and are used to
compare hospitals on structure, processes, and clinical outcomes
[15,16]. A previous study has shown that the data entered in
the DICA registries are accurate and complete [17].

The second data source was financial and administrative data,
including hospital pharmacies’ declarations of expensive
medicines for health insurers. These expensive medicines are
listed as expensive (>€1000 per patient per year, equivalent to
>US $1058.39) by the Dutch Healthcare Authority [18]. This
data source includes precise and valid information about the
diagnosis, date of prescription, dose, and quantity of a prescribed
drug. Administrative data from hospitals include declarations
for the reimbursement of expensive medicines. Only expensive
medicines that were relevant and related to the diagnosis were
linked to the clinical data.

The third data source includes the Dutch diagnosis treatment
combinations (DBC) information system, which contains
information on in-hospital activities, such as computerized
tomography (CT) scans, infusions, hospital admissions, day
treatments, and radiology treatments. The DBC information
system is used for the registration and reimbursement of hospital
and medical specialist care. This system was introduced in the
Netherlands to increase the transparency of care. Furthermore,
DBC information systems were initiated to create a supply-led
system, increase efficiency, and facilitate competition between
health care providers [19]. Because the DCRA and NBCA
quality registries only include patients undergoing surgical
operations, patients with metastasized cancers who do not
undergo surgical operations are missing. To include patients
with metastasized colorectal and metastasized breast cancer,
the DBC data were used and linked to the fourth data source.

The fourth data source was survival data from the national
claims database (VEKTIS) from health insurers [20]. VEKTIS
is the national insurance database, which contains administrative
data from Dutch national health care insurers, covering
approximately 17 million individuals. By adding this data
source, we could assess overall survival (OS) from diagnosis
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and the start of systemic therapy. Data were retrospectively
collected from patients treated from 2017 to 2020. Although
the DICA Medicines Program was established in 2018, data
from 2017 were available from the hospitals and were therefore
linked.

Data Linkage and Privacy
The first step in data linkage was identifying patients diagnosed
with colorectal cancer, lung cancer, breast cancer, and rheumatic
disease using the DBC information system. The DBC
information system is used for the registration and
reimbursement of health care in the Netherlands. The second
step was to identify whether these patients used relevant

expensive drugs, and the third step was to determine whether
these patients are registered in the national quality registry.
Information on the date of death from the VEKTIS database
was added for deceased patients (Figure 1). Data were linked
based on hospital patients’ ID. A third party pseudonymized
patient IDs. The results were visualized in dynamic web-based
dashboards in which (systemic) treatments were linked to
clinical parameters. Filters on patient and tumor characteristics,
clinical outcomes, and therapy varied for the different diagnoses,
depending on relevance. Furthermore, participating hospitals
were compared, and practice variation was visualized and
discussed to share knowledge on medical treatment differences.

Figure 1. Visualization of the patients included in our study and the different data sources used.

Statistical Analysis
The analyses in this manuscript are exploratory. Descriptive
statistics were used to assess patient, tumor, and treatment
characteristics. Time-to-next-treatment (TTNT) and OS were
estimated with the Kaplan-Meier method. Survival times were
calculated from the start of a systemic therapy until subsequent
treatment (TTNT) or until death from any cause (OS). Patients
who were alive or lost to follow-up were right censored at the
time of their last registered expensive medicine use. All the
statistical data were analyzed using R (version 4.0.2; R

Foundation for Statistical Computing) within the RStudio
environment (version 3.5.2; RStudio PB; packages tidyverse
[21], TableOne [22], Survminer [23]).

Results

Database
A total of 21 Dutch hospitals participated in the DICA
Medicines Program and were included in this study. Of these
hospitals, 9 were top clinical hospitals, 11 were peripheral
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hospitals, and 1 was an academic hospital. The geographic
location of these hospitals is shown in Figure 2, which indicates
they are spread across the country. The DICA Medicines
database included a total of 7412 patients with colorectal cancer,

1981 patients with metastasized colon cancer, 3860 patients
with lung cancer, 1253 patients with metastasized breast cancer,
and 7564 patients with rheumatic disease.

Figure 2. A map of the Netherlands including the geographic location of the participating hospitals in the Dutch Institute for Clinical Auditing Medicines
Program (red dots).

Benchmarking
The DICA Medicines Program provides the ability to compare
results between hospitals to improve the quality of care
provided. Hospitals were provided with web-based dynamic
dashboards (Multimedia Appendix 1), continuously comparing
their data to the benchmark. The benchmark consisted of all
other participating hospitals. An example of benchmarking is
the use of systemic therapies at the end of life in patients with
metastatic colorectal cancer. This varied between hospitals from
4.2% (5/119) to 27.8% (5/18), with a median of 13.4%. The
dashboards also provide information on the type of systemic
therapy used at the end of life. A signaling function is included
in the dashboard if hospitals deviate from the benchmark
(Multimedia Appendix 2). Deviation from the benchmark was
defined as a ranked average calculated as follows: (Percentage

of cases within hospital X – Percentage of cases within the

benchmark)2 + Total number of patients in the benchmark.

Use of Medicines and Patient Characteristics
The linkage of different data sources led to new insights into
hospitals’use of medicines and patient populations. The patient
and tumor characteristics are listed for each medicine in the
dashboard as a table that hospitals can compile with available
variables. One of the participating hospitals discovered a
deviation from the benchmark in the percentage of mesothelioma
using the dashboard (Multimedia Appendix 3). This was 9.2%
(14/153) for the specific hospital, compared to only 18%
(105/3480) in the benchmark.
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Treatment Information
Linking clinical data to systemic treatment information also led
to detailed information for each medicine, such as treatment
duration in months and the number of cycles per patient. An
example is the number of courses of capecitabine and oxaliplatin
for the adjuvant treatment of colorectal cancer (Figure 3).
Furthermore, administrative data were used to visualize
treatment steps in Sankey diagrams in the dashboard, which

can be adjusted for specific filters on patient, tumor, and
treatment characteristics. Figure 4 shows the Sankey diagram
for patients with metastasized colon cancer who were treated
between 2017 and 2020. The dashboards also contain detailed
information on diagnostic imaging (CT and magnetic resonance
imaging scans), the number of consults (or teleconsults), clinical
admissions, and emergency room visits pre- and post treatment
for each medicine (Multimedia Appendix 4).

Figure 3. Number of courses of capecitabine + oxaliplatine for the adjuvant treatment of colorectal cancer patients per hospital.
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Figure 4. Treatment patterns in patients with stage III colon cancer treated between 2017 and 2020 (N=1668). The Sankey diagram shows the flow of
patients from the first treatment step to the second treatment step and from the second treatment step to the third treatment step. The width of the lines
corresponds with the number of patients. Systemic therapies with less than 5 patients are not displayed in this graph. Cap-B: Capecitabine plus
bevacizumab; Capox: Capecitabine plus oxaliplatin; Capox-B: Capecitabine plus oxaliplatin plus bevacizumab; Folfiri-B: Fluorouracil plus irinotecan
plus bevacizumab; Folfox: Fluorouracil plus oxaliplatin.

Clinical Outcomes
The DICA Medicines Program also provides hospitals with data
on clinical outcomes, such as TTNT and OS. Figure 5 shows
the TTNT of patients with metastasized lung cancer treated with
first-line pembrolizumab or pembrolizumab and pemetrexed

combination therapy. The median TTNT was 22.5 (95% CI
17.0, upper range not available) months and 14.9 (95% CI
12.4-21.6) months for pembrolizumab monotherapy and the
combination of pembrolizumab and pemetrexed, respectively.
The OS of these treatments is presented in Figure 5. Each
hospital’s outcomes are compared to the benchmark. It is also
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possible to compare clinical outcomes between treatments in
exploratory head-to-head comparisons for hospitals specifically

or the benchmark in specific patient populations.

Figure 5. (A) Time-to-next-treatment of lung cancer patients treated with first-line pembrolizumab or pembrolizumab + pemetrexed between 2017
and 2020 and (B) overall survival of lung cancer patients treated with first-line pembrolizumab or pembrolizumab + pemetrexed between 2017 and
2020.

Costs
Use of the financial and administrative database from hospital
pharmacies provided us with access to detailed information on
the costs of systemic therapies (total costs per treatment and

costs per patient) in certain subgroups. Hospitals can upload
their paid prices to the dashboard, which is then connected to
the medicine and patient information (Multimedia Appendix
5). Prices paid by other hospitals are not shown due to
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confidential agreements between pharmaceutical companies
and hospitals.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This paper reports on the initial results on the potential
applications of data from the DICA Medicines Program; in this
program, RWD are generated by linking 4 data sources,
including data from quality registries, financial pharmacy data,
in-hospital activities systems data, and reimbursement data from
21 Dutch hospitals. In this paper, we reported on the potential
of this program in terms of benchmarking, treatment
information, clinical outcomes, and costs. To be able to use the
data as benchmark information, the data were visualized in
web-based dashboards available to clinicians, insurers, and
researchers; this led to insights on medication use, clinical
outcomes, and costs without any additional registration burden
for hospitals. Benchmarking hospital performance is relatively
uncommon in the field of medical oncology in contrast to
surgical oncology, where many quality registries exist that
monitor the quality of care in every hospital [10]. Benchmarking
information can support hospital pharmacists, oncologists, and
other medical professions involved in the systemic treatment
of patients to reach a certain level of care. RWD on the use and
efficacy of systemic therapies are needed in daily clinical
practice. As the real-world setting differs from the RCT setting,
these data are needed after marketing authorization. This project
provides real-world evidence, for which there is growing
interest. One should be cautious when making definitive
conclusions based on observational data. Minor observed
differences could be the result of unknown confounding factors
[24]. Other initiatives on the linkage of administrative data are
similar and link patient-centered health data such as
patient-reported outcome measures and clinical laboratory
measurements but involve small patient groups [25] or limited
patient and tumor characteristics [12].

Strengths
First, data are validated at the time of delivery from the hospitals
with the clinicians. A lot of effort is put into the validation of
the algorithms that are used in the dashboards, for example, in
building Sankey diagrams for treatment sequences in specific
patient populations. The second strength of the DICA Medicines
Program is the use of existing data sources, thereby minimizing
the extra registration burden for medical specialists. This
strategy could also be used by other parties to minimize
registration burden and maximize the value of available RWD
sources. Variables that could easily be derived from the
declaration data were the number of expenses, start dates of
medications, and the total dosages. Third, the program consists
of many participating hospitals within a widespread geographic
location, resulting in the inclusion of many patients, who are
representative of the Dutch population. Another strength is the
linkage of survival data to the other data sources. The database
from the national health insurers is a valid source as health care
insurance coverage stops when a patient dies. The final strength
is that the data are up-to-date and representative of the current
situation. This is especially valuable in situations such as the

COVID-19 pandemic, where the systemic treatment of some
patients with cancer was adjusted. Since the data are updated
quarterly, it was possible to monitor the impact of COVID-19
in certain subgroups of patients in the dashboard. The DICA
Medicines Program led to various insights into medication use.
Questions related to the use of (expensive) medicines can be
answered using the dashboards, in which users can select patient
populations or treatments of interest.

Limitations and Future Perspectives
In the clinical registries used for this study, some indications
had incomplete data. The DCRA only includes patients
undergoing surgical operations, which leads to incomplete
clinical data on patients with metastasized cancers and colorectal
cancers. This was also the case for patients with metastasized
breast cancer. In this subpopulation of patients with breast
cancer, essential tumor information, such as receptor status, is
lacking. In addition, we are unable to extract information about
weight, response status, date of progression, or toxicities from
the declaration data. These are mostly data registered in
unstructured text in electronical medical records. However, our
intention is to complement the clinical data of these patient
groups with other techniques that do not lead to further
registration burden, such as text mining. Second, due to privacy
regulations in the Netherlands [26], it is not permitted to
follow-up on patients when they are referred to other hospitals
for treatment. An individual patient may seek a second opinion
from another hospital. This may have led to incomplete
treatment information and individual patients being included
twice in the database. Especially for university hospitals, where
many patients are referred, it is necessary to have the complete
treatment information. Previous analyses on the entire
population of patients with lung cancer showed this was the
case in <5% of all patients in the Netherlands. In this study,
there may be an overestimate in the number of patients but not
the number of prescriptions as these are validated declarations
made by the hospitals. Third, more information on patient and
tumor characteristics is needed to allow for head-to-head
comparisons of medicines. Registries should therefore include
information on response status and detailed treatment-related
toxicity within each line of treatment. At this moment,
emergency room visits and hospital admissions are linked to
the use of medications and presented in the dashboards.
However, these are only surrogate outcomes and do not give
insight into the exact response or toxicity. Adding more
outcomes of systemic therapies will also be an opportunity for
surgical quality registries to become multidisciplinary, where
both surgeons and medical oncologists register specific patients’
characteristics and outcomes. We are currently exploring text
mining opportunities to add information on toxicities and
response statuses to the quality registries.

Presently, hospitals use dashboards to benchmark their results
against those of other hospitals and gain insights into the use
of medications and patient populations, as we showed in this
study. The dashboards can also be used for multiple other
purposes and by different stakeholders in the future. First,
dashboards and RWD can serve as communication tools between
physicians and their patients. Based on specific patient and
tumor characteristics, clinical outcomes can help patients better
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understand their disease course and improve shared
decision-making. Second, registration authorities can also
benefit from data as presented in this study. Data on newly
approved medicines used in clinical practice are included in
financial pharmacy data and can be linked to population-based
registries. Especially for postapproval measurements, this
information is valuable in monitoring the safety and
effectiveness of medicines [27]. This can, in certain cases,
eventually lead to the replacement of postapproval clinical
studies, which will save time and financial resources. The
European Medicines Agency and US Food and Drug Agency
are increasingly interested in RWD for the evaluation of
medicines [28,29]. Furthermore, health care insurers are
interested in these data for reimbursement and effective use of
expensive medications in the real-world setting [30].

In the future, accurate data from DBC’s and financial
information could automatically prefill quality registry items.
The DICA quality registry items are now entered manually,
which is time-consuming and prone to registration errors.
Reusing these data sources will lower the registration burden,
reduce missing data, and validate data. These data can be used

to complete registries and reduce hospital differences.
Furthermore, RWD can also be used in health technology
assessment decisions. This will be explored in the near future
within European Union programs [31]. However, other data
sources, such as pathology databases, must be linked to enrich
the data. This additional data on histopathology and mutation
status are essential as certain medications targeting specific
mutations can influence outcomes. To improve shared
decision-making, additional data sources, including
patient-reported outcome measurements, must be linked to
existing data sources.

Conclusions
The DICA Medicines Program has shown that it is possible to
gather and link RWD sources pertaining to medicines. In
addition, these data became available with minimal registration
burden and effort for hospitals. This method of providing RWD
can be used in other population-based registries. The DICA
Medicines Program provided participating centers with
benchmark information and tools to evaluate the effectiveness
of expensive medicines in real-world settings.
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Multimedia Appendix 1
The medication page of the dashboard shows the active ingredients in a selected patient population and the percentage of patients
treated with that active ingredient versus the benchmark. This page also shows the trend over the years. This overview can be
adjusted with the filters to show the use of medicines in a specific population or year. Furthermore, it is also possible to receive
an overview of the medicines with the number of courses instead of usage. The patients list contains the data of all patients that
are selected for the shown results.
[PNG File , 96 KB-Multimedia Appendix 1]

Multimedia Appendix 2
The signals page of the dashboard shows the insights of the dashboard in which a hospital deviates from the benchmark. There
are also some specific signals to stimulate improving patient care.
[PNG File , 105 KB-Multimedia Appendix 2]

Multimedia Appendix 3
There is a deep-dive function for every medicine in the dashboard that shows detailed information about the use of these medicines.
The deep-dive also shows baseline patient and tumor characteristics of patients treated with this specific medicine, compared to
the benchmark.
[PNG File , 131 KB-Multimedia Appendix 3]
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Multimedia Appendix 4
Details on the diagnostics are included per medicine in the dashboard for the hospital versus the results in the benchmark. These
are related to the moment of medicine use (pre- or post treatment).
[PNG File , 143 KB-Multimedia Appendix 4]

Multimedia Appendix 5
The costs page of the dashboard shows the total costs and the costs per patient for the hospital and the benchmark. This page can
be adjusted for specific patient populations by using the filters.
[PNG File , 116 KB-Multimedia Appendix 5]
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Abstract

Background: Persons who are deaf are more likely to avoid health care providers than those who can hear, partially because
of the lack of means of communication with these providers and the dearth of available interpreters. The use of video remote
interpretation, namely the video camera on an electronic device, to connect deaf patients and health providers has rapidly expanded
owing to its flexibility and advantageous cost compared with in-person sign language interpretation. Thus, we need to learn more
about how this technology could effectively engage with and respond to the priorities of its users.

Objective: We aimed to identify existing evidence regarding the use of video remote interpretation (VRI) in health care settings
and to assess whether VRI technology can enable deaf users to overcome barriers to interpretation and improve communication
outcomes between them and health care personnel.

Methods: We conducted a search in 7 medical research databases (including MEDLINE, Web of Science, Embase, and Google
Scholar) from 2006 including bibliographies and citations of relevant papers. The searches included articles in English, Spanish,
and French. The eligibility criteria for study selection included original articles on the use of VRI for deaf or hard of hearing
(DHH) sign language users for, or within, health care.

Results: From the original 176 articles identified, 120 were eliminated after reading the article title and abstract, and 41 articles
were excluded after they were fully read. In total, 15 articles were included in this study: 4 studies were literature reviews, 4 were
surveys, 3 were qualitative studies, and 1 was a mixed methods study that combined qualitative and quantitative data, 1 brief
communication, 1 quality improvement report, and 1 secondary analysis. In this scoping review, we identified a knowledge gap
regarding the quality of interpretation and training in sign language interpretation for health care. It also shows that this area is
underresearched, and evidence is scant. All evidence came from high-income countries, which is particularly problematic given
that most DHH persons live in low- and middle-income countries.

Conclusions: Furthering our understanding of the use of VRI technology is pertinent and relevant. The available literature
shows that VRI may enable deaf users to overcome interpretation barriers and can potentially improve communication outcomes
between them and health personnel within health care services. For VRI to be acceptable, sign language users require a VRI
system supported by devices with large screens and a reliable internet connection, as well as qualified interpreters trained on
medical interpretation.

(J Med Internet Res 2022;24(6):e32439) doi: 10.2196/32439
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Introduction

Background
Accessible information and communications technology (ICT),
mobile phones, and tools such as video remote interpretation
(VRI) aim to enable effective communication between persons
who are D/deaf (“Deaf” refers to the linguistic minority while
“deaf” refers to persons with hearing impairment) and hard of
hearing and those who use sign language as their first language
(hereafter, deaf or hard of hearing [DHH] sign language users)
and health care personnel. VRI refers to a video camera on an
electronic device, either a computer or tablet, that is used to
connect patients and health providers with a sign language
interpreter via video call. Its use has rapidly expanded owing
to its flexibility and advantageous cost compared with in-person
sign language interpretation [1]. The cost-efficiency of such
technology is a serious concern given that 80% of the DHH
population live in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs),
where resource constraints tend to limit the availability of
qualified sign language interpreters [2]. VRI aims to overcome
communication barriers in health care. DHH persons are more
likely to avoid health care providers than those who can hear,
partially because of the lack of means of communication with
these providers and the dearth of available interpreters [3,4].
Even if interpreters are available, the pool of sign language
interpreters tends to be relatively narrow, even in high-income
contexts [5]. Forthcoming research suggests that general sign
language training does not cover skills to work effectively within
the health care context; therefore, issues arise from the limited
number of interpreters and their lack of skills [6-8]. Furthermore,
health care personnel tend to lack awareness about working
with sign language interpreters, alongside limited awareness of
deaf communities in general. This results in poor
communication, and ultimately, patients do not obtain the
information they need to decide on their health or treatment [5].

DHH populations tend to be particularly disadvantaged
compared with other persons with a disability. They tend to
occupy poorer socioeconomic positions, hold lower health
literacy, have insufficient knowledge of health-related
vocabulary, and are often unaware of their family medical
histories, all of which prevent them from outlining risk factors
for their health [9]. DHH individuals have a greater prevalence
of obesity, higher levels of hypertension, and higher levels of
self-reported depression compared with hearing persons [6,9,10].
There is also a particular concern of underdiagnoses of raised
blood pressure and undertreatment of hypertension, diabetes,
hyperlipidemia, and cardiovascular disease, among others, due
to the lack of effective means of communication between health
personnel and deaf patients [6,9-11]. Recent studies claim that
by improving communication between deaf persons and nondeaf
persons hearing health personnel would have a positive impact
on preventive care [12-14].

Objective
The rapid adoption of VRI technology in health care opens up
opportunities to set up more accessible health care. Thus, we
need to learn more about how this technology could effectively
engage with and respond to the priorities of its users. Emerging
literature shows that DHH users tend to prefer in-person to VRI
interpretation [15-17]. Furthermore, satisfaction with VRI
interpretation tends to be low [15]. We do not have evidence
on whether users are comparing interpreters with the same level
of skills one via VRI and one in-person, so they are comparing
the sentiment of indeed like with like or not. Thus, we need
more clarity on the elements of VRI systems that have been
examined, such as procedures, available protocols, challenges,
and successes. Having detailed data, all elements regarding
in-person and VRI interpretation protocols would allow
determining the technology that holds some constraints more
clearly or the protocol could be improved and made more
efficient. It is also necessary to identify the essential elements
of VRI as a precondition to encourage rigorous studies and
ensure fidelity when implemented. The scoping review approach
chosen for this study will allow us to determine the state of
available evidence, which is needed before rigorous empirical
studies are conducted. Therefore, for the purpose of this study,
we used the guidance for conducting systematic scoping reviews
by Peter et al [18] to determine the following with respect to
the use of VRI in the health care context: does the existing
literature provide sufficient evidence on how VRI can enable
deaf users to overcome interpretation barriers and improve
communication outcomes between them and health care
personnel within health care settings?

Methods

Overview
In this review, we identified relevant studies in English, Spanish,
and French published between 2006 when the first relevant
publication in the area was identified and March 2021 in
PubMed, Web of Science, Embase, MEDLINE, and Google
Scholar. The key search terms used were as follows: Sign
language user*s, Deaf, Hard of Hearing, Deafblind and VRI,
video remote sign language interpretation, video interpreting
service, video conference interpreting and community health,
health system, and health personnel. The search also covered
all types of health-related activities that are often linked to
community health. See search strategies in Multimedia
Appendix 1.

Study Selection
Articles were included for full-text reviews if they were about
the use of VRI for DHH users for, or within, health care. Titles
and abstracts were screened, and if an article was considered
representative of the inclusion criteria, the full text was
reviewed. Data extraction was conducted by 2 reviewers,
independently, on 20% of the papers. The discrepancies were
minimal.
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If the paper was selected for full review, data related to the use
of VRI for sign language users within the health care context
were extracted. Data extracted from the articles that reported
on the analysis, use, or implementation of VRI within the health
care context were entered into an Excel (Microsoft Inc) form.

Key findings were extracted in a summary format. Information
on authorship, publication year, article type, methodology,
population, lessons learned, and recommendations regarding
the use of VRI were recorded in this form (Figure 1).

Figure 1. PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) flow diagram of study selection.

Analysis
We conducted an inductive content analysis of the selected
records following the steps outlined by Elo [19]. The extracted
findings from each study were subjected to open coding, and
similar codes across articles were then identified as concepts
coded inductively into the key concepts. Finally, in line with
the aims of the study, the concepts were grouped into either the
advantages of VRI or the challenges or limitations of VRI.

Patient and Public Involvement
This study was performed without the involvement of DHH
patients. However, it does involve organizations for DHH
individuals as well as persons with a disability. The National
Deaf Federation of Colombia (FENASCOL) advised MRV on
the pertinence of this research. JC, a DHH scientist, has
coauthored this paper, contributing to its conceptualization,
interpretation of the results, and attainment of clarity and
accuracy of the writing.

Ethics Approval
The research protocol of this study was approved by the ethics
committee of the University of Geneva (CUREG_2021-05-50).

Results

Overview
From the original 176 articles identified, 120 were eliminated
after reading the article title and abstract, and 41 articles were
excluded after they were fully read. In total, 15 articles were
included in this study: 4 studies were literature reviews, 4 were
surveys, 3 were qualitative studies, and 1 was a mixed methods

study that combined qualitative and quantitative data, 1 brief
communication, 1 quality improvement report, and 1 secondary
analysis. Table 1 includes summaries of the articles that met
our inclusion criteria.

There is limited research on the use and efficiency of VRI to
improve communication between DHH individuals and health
personnel within health settings. The current published scientific
literature does not allow us to understand either the use of this
technology or its impact on quality of care, patient satisfaction,
or health outcomes. Nearly half (n=7, 46%) of the articles
included empirical evidence on adult DHH VRI users, 1 (6%)
on DHH children, 1 (6%) on sign language interpreters, and 1
(6%) on subject matter experts working with older DHH adults.
Less than half (n=6, 40%) of the articles explicitly addressed
the role of DHH persons as coauthors of the articles and steps
followed to fulfill ethical and moral obligations of putting the
voice of the DHH population at the center of their research,
promoting well-being and the human rights of this population.

A limitation of the available literature is the lack of
representation of the DHH population as a whole, given that all
the articles are from high-income countries, namely 12 from
the United States, 1 from Denmark, 1 from Norway, and 1 from
Canada. This is a significant gap, given that 80% of persons
with disabling hearing loss live in LMICs [19]. Currently,
resource constraints and other social and political barriers in
LMICs that could affect the availability, use, and efficiency of
sign language interpretation via VRI within health care are not
included in the published literature.

The current literature shows the key advantages of pursuing
improvements in this technology as well as some recurring
challenges and limitations (Textbox 1).
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Table 1. Summaries of studies included in this review.

Main findings that related to the use

of VRIa within health care

Duration of the
intervention

DesignStudy population
and sample size

AimsCountryStudy

No informationLiterature reviewD/deafTo outline challenges

that D/deafb people

United
States

Berry and
Stewart, 2006
[20]

• Suggest capacity building for
medical staff regarding commu-
nication needs of D/deaf pa-
tients. It provides a protocol to

face within health
care. It outlines recom-

identify interpreters, as well asmendations to ensure
a list of tips for working witha successful medical

visit. an interpreter, such as speaking
to patients when using an inter-
preter.

No informationQualitative studies
(semistructured fo-

Participants were
deaf, communication

To better understand
the health care experi-

United
States

Steinberg et
al, 2006 [21]

• It points out that fear, mistrust,
and frustration were prominent
in participants’ descriptions ofcus group meet-

ings)
preference for ASL,
and willingness to
share health care ex-
periences

ences of deaf people
who communicate in

ASLc
health care encounters, as well
as a list of inadequate common
practices such as writing notes
and using family members as
interpreters.

No informationBrief communica-
tion

Published and unpub-
lished literature on
the interpretation in
health care

This study reviews
published literature
and unpublished data,
documenting the use
of telephonic and

United
States

Masland et al,
2010 [1]

• This study looks at the cost-ef-
fectiveness of VRI for all lan-
guage translation including
sign language.

• VRI advantages outlined in the
study are flexibility, conve-video interpretation

methodologies to im- nience, quality of interpreta-
prove health care
communication.

tion, and cost. Some arguments
are made that the savings in
hiring an ASL interpreter can
pay for the installation of video
interpretation networks in
some hospitals.

• The results linked the use of
VRI to fewer tests, less visits
to the hospital, and better
treatment adherence. However,
evidence represented is in spo-
ken leagues not sign language.

June 15A cross-sectional
survey

ASL interpretersThis research aimed
to identify ASL inter-
preters’perceptions of

United
States

Hommes et al,
2018 [22]

• The results indicated that VRI
technology in the absence of
an ASL interpreter is consid-
ered a better option by manybarriers to effective
deaf and HOH patients thancommunication be-
note-writing or lip-reading;tween deaf and HOHd

however, the occasional tech-patients and health
care providers. nology malfunctions limit it as

a consistently reliable tool.
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Main findings that related to the use

of VRIa within health care

Duration of the
intervention

DesignStudy population
and sample size

AimsCountryStudy

• This study found that sign lan-
guage users, both children and
adults, prefer VRI over other
communication technology.
Adults with a bachelor’s de-
gree or higher reported more
frequent use of mobile video
interpretation and texting de-
vices.

• This study underlines the need
for a user-centered approach
and user involvements to ad-
dress environmental and per-
sonal factors affecting assistive
technology use. It recommends
that deaf people may benefit
from accessing well-trained
personnel who understand the
individual’s needs and facili-
tate technology-person match.

2014National surveys of
children and adults
with hearing loss

269 children (0-15
years of age) and
839 adults (16-65
years of age)

This study examined
the prevalence of
technology use and
interpreting services
use among people
with hearing loss as
they relate to demo-
graphic characteristics
of this population.

Den-
mark

Dammeyer et
al, 2017 [23]

• The study found that accessible
communication was associated
with 81% lower odds of dissat-
isfaction with communication.

• Better communication was
linked to better relationships
with the health providers. The
study claims that improving
communication would have a
positive impact on preventive
care.

• The study identifies several is-
sues with the use of VRI. One
of the most common barriers
to accessible communication
via VRI were technical prob-
lems, as well as quality of sign
language interpreting services.

• Communication via VRI was
considered not user-friendly,
creating frustrations for both
deaf individuals and their pro-
fessional health care providers.
Health providers attempted to
adapt to VRI issues by
lipreading or speech or writing
notes back-and-forth, both
methods were inadequate and
did not lead to improved com-
munication.

• The study made specific techni-
cal recommendations on when
and how to use VRI in clinical
settings.

May 2018 until
March 2019

Web-based survey
(cross-sectional
study)

ASL users in North
Carolina

To examine the extent
to which communica-
tion aids and services
used by ASL users
and their health care
providers aligns with
preferences, satisfac-
tion, and unmet needs
and to elicit from
stakeholders’ strate-
gies to address dispar-
ities

United
States

Myers et al,
2021 [16]

Between 2016
and 2018

Secondary Analy-
sis of National
health trends Sur-
vey in ASL

Persons that use
ASL as a primary
language, age of 18
years or above, and
presence of bilateral
hearing loss

United
States

Kushalnagar
et al, 2019
[15]
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Main findings that related to the use

of VRIa within health care

Duration of the
intervention

DesignStudy population
and sample size

AimsCountryStudy

This study aimed to
investigate the nation-
al trends of deaf pa-
tients’ satisfaction
with the quality of
VRI in health settings
and recommend ac-
tions to improve VR
quality and deaf pa-
tients’ satisfaction
with VRI in health
care settings.

• The study shows that almost
half of the people reached by
the survey did not have access
to VRI over the last 12 months.

• It also shows that those who
have access were largely dissat-
isfied with the quality of the
service. About 41% (n=228) of
the deaf patient sample rated
the quality of VRI as satisfacto-
ry. The rest (n=327, 59%) rated
their VRI experience as unsat-
isfactory.

• VRI tends to be cost-effective
and its flexibility is of great
advantage to service providers,
users, and interpreters.

• The study claims that if D/deaf
ASL health care users are pro-
vided with a fully functioning
VRI system with qualified in-
terpreters, this system can po-
tentially reduce the number of
emergency visits and unneces-
sary diagnostic tests, all of
which are associated with cost
burden.

• This study provides the views
of both health workers and sign
language users—the findings
pointed out that VRI is the
preferred way of communica-
tion of patients and health
providers for noncritical care.

• VRI offers preparedness
unattainable with in-person in-
terpretation. Furthermore, in-
person interpretation is limited
in its availability and repre-
sents at times economic loss.

• It outlines technical limitations
regarding VRI and recommen-
dation for its use.

• It points out that patient’s ac-
ceptance of VRI was linked to
time constraints and type of
care. Thus, acceptance was
limited as it was described as
waste of money as it did not
prove effective for communica-
tion.

• For providers, its convenience
and flexibility were very impor-
tant.

No informationMixed methods de-
sign incorporating
both an online sur-
vey and qualitative
interviews

1. Health care
providers who had
used VRI in clinical
settings in the past
10 years were 18
years or older and
spoke English. 2.
DHH patients who
had used VRI in
clinical settings in
the past 10 years
were 18 years or
older and used ASL

This study identifies
health care providers’

and DHHe patients’
interpreting prefer-
ences for VRI and in-
person interpretation
during critical care
and noncritical care

United
States

Yabe, 2020
[17]

• This article outlines the proto-
col of cultural adaptation na-
tional survey items exploring
VRI.

• Linguistic adaptation of items
related to time, explanation of
illness and use of diagrams,
captions and videos is very
useful for validation studies
using sign language.

N/AgQualitative studies
(cognitive inter-
views)

Deaf adults (ages
18-90 years and
above) who use ASL

United
States

Kushalnagar
et al, 2017
[24]
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Main findings that related to the use

of VRIa within health care

Duration of the
intervention

DesignStudy population
and sample size

AimsCountryStudy

The objectives of this
study are (1) to cultur-
ally adapt and linguis-
tically translate the

HINTSf items to ASL
(HINTS-ASL) and (2)
to gather information
about deaf people’s
health informa-
tion–seeking behav-
iors across technolo-
gy-mediated plat-
forms.

• Older adults are moving away
from TTYj and TDDk to em-
brace VPsl and VRSm; 51% of
respondents use VRI. They
noticed that consumer service
and support such as free deliv-
ery and personnel to set tech-
nology up had a very positive
impact on the consumer experi-
ence.

• Participants reported difficulty
keeping up with software up-
dates and other technology
maintenance activities that re-
quire a higher level of comput-
er literacy. Thus, many older
adults in the deaf community
appear to be comfortable with
daily technologies and ATs and
especially video-based internet
technologies that support com-
munication accessibility such
as VP and VRS.

—iOnline or paper
copy questionnaire

Participants had to
be 50 years of age or
older and self-identi-
fy as DHH

This study explored
technology use among
older deaf adults with
regard to attitudes,
adoption style, and
frequency of use for a
wide range of tech-
nologies, including

ATsh for persons with
hearing loss and gener-
al everyday technolo-
gies.

United
States

Singleton et
al, 2019 [25]

• This article reviews some rele-
vant literature and points out
recommendations to use VRI.
However, it does not include
any empirical evidence.

• They recommend using VRI
when an in-person interpreter
is not available and only in
agreement with the patient.

• It lays out the recommendation
of the National Association of
the Deaf Seniors of America
for the use of VRI for ASL
communication.

N/ALiterature review
(descriptive re-
view)

Descriptive reviewThe goal of this re-
view is to help mem-
bers of the breast cen-
ter team better under-
stand (1) the mandates

of the ADAn and the
challenges faced by
patients with select
communication dis-
abilities.

United
States

Kasales et al,
2020 [26]

N/ALiterature review
(conceptual analy-
sis)

VRI deaf usersTo critically assess the
impact and role of

SLISo in those coun-
tries where SLIS have
been institutionalized

NorwayMeulder and
Haualand,
2019 [27]
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Main findings that related to the use

of VRIa within health care

Duration of the
intervention

DesignStudy population
and sample size

AimsCountryStudy

• This article presents an analy-
sis of the role that sign lan-
guage interpretation has in so-
cial services including health
care.

• The paper makes a strong argu-
ment for the importance of
language-concordant services.

• It does refer broadly to sign
language interpretation includ-
ing VRI. It highlights that ac-
cess and communication in the
health care setting are mainly
conceptualized and arranged
with a hearing person’s perspec-
tive. Little has been done to
allow health settings or person-
nel to be bilingual and there-
fore more accommodating to
the sign language users, cultur-
al gaps, discriminatory set up,
and other issues might not be
apparent to the interpreter and
shall be considered.
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Main findings that related to the use

of VRIa within health care

Duration of the
intervention

DesignStudy population
and sample size

AimsCountryStudy

• Findings of the study revealed
challenges faced by deaf per-
sons as they age. These chal-
lenges include access to social
services, adequate housing, and
technology.

• The findings state that access
to interpreters is an issue in
most health settings. Experts
interviewed pointed out that
this shortage of qualified sign
language interpreters can be
overcome by using VRI. Thus,
they also pointed out that VRI
may be inappropriate when
people are dealing with high
levels of stress such as a medi-
cal emergency. In these cases,
in-person interpretation may
be more appropriate, if avail-
able.

• The findings show that device
maintenance and software up-
dates are difficult for this pop-
ulation. The study recommends
one-to-one training for uptake
of new technologies, as well as
mixed available technologies
such as haptic devices as medi-
cation reminders.

—Qualitative study
(interviews)

Interviews with sub-
ject matter experts
working with older
deaf adults

The goal of this study
was to identify the
range of challenges in
everyday activities
that might be experi-
enced by older adults
aging with preexisting
impairments in vision,
hearing, or mobility.

United
States

Preusse et al,
2016 [28]

• This paper offers an overview
of good practices and questions
regarding health service provi-
sion for DHH patients.

• It lays out that DHH patients
are more likely to experience
poverty and less likely to ac-
cess ICTp including smart-
phones.

• VRI is mentioned as a tool to
overcome communication bar-
riers and improve satisfaction,
quality of care, and health out-
comes. However, it also men-
tioned that evidence on the
impact of interpretation and
VRI is lacking. These recom-
mendations assume that inter-
pretation availability either via
VRI or in person is an efficient
way forward.

N/ALiterature review—The aim of this paper
is to summarize evi-
dence and good prac-
tices on how to enable
better communication
between DHH and
health personnel, par-
ticularly physicians.

United
States

McKee et al,
2015 [29]

March 30 and
May 31, 2020

Quality improve-
ment report

—This report documents
the experience in us-
ing web-based technol-
ogy in an emergency
department to meet
communication needs
of our patients who

have LEPq including
deaf sign language
users during the
COVID-19 pandemic.

CanadaKwok et al,
2021 [30]
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Main findings that related to the use

of VRIa within health care

Duration of the
intervention

DesignStudy population
and sample size

AimsCountryStudy

• This study focuses on the use
of VRI more generally for pa-
tients of linguistic minorities
including sign language.

• It reports on the cost-efficiency
of the intervention, laying out
prices of VRI inclusive of sign
language and claiming that
such a cost is not problematic
to absorb by the hospital.

• VRI technical issues were eas-
ily overcome and personnel
became acquainted to its use
relatively easily. Furthermore,
the study claims that the use of
VRI also complies with securi-
ty protocols in place during the
COVID-19 pandemic and al-
lows the protection of inter-
preters and others from expo-
sure.

• The authors of the paper
judged that this intervention
was successful for both hearing
patients and DHH patients.
Thus, there is no evidence that
it was the case.

aVRI: video remote interpretation.
bD/deaf: “Deaf” refers to the linguistic minority while “deaf” refers to persons with hearing impairment.
cASL: American Sign Language.
dHOH: hard of hearing.
eDHH: deaf or hard of hearing.
fHINTS: Health Information National Trends Survey.
gN/A: not applicable.
hAT: assistive technologies.
iData not available.
jTTY: (teletypewriter) is a communication device used by people who are deaf, hard-of-hearing, or have severe speech impairment.
kTDD: test-driven development.
lVPs: videophones.
mVRS: video relay service.
nADA: Americans with Disabilities Act.
oSLIS: Nottinghamshire Sign Language Interpreting Service.
pICT: information and communications technology.
qLEP: limited English proficiency.
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Textbox 1. Summary of advantages and disadvantages.

Advantages

• Convince

• Preparedness unattainable with in-person interpretation

• Access to qualified interpreters

• Possibility to work remotely for interpreters

• Safety, limiting social contact in health care environment

• Cost

• Flexibility

Disadvantages

• Technology malfunctions

• Inaccessible to deaf patients in certain physical positions and those with vision impairment

• Requires higher level of computer literacy

• Not user-friendly

• For some it might limit patient-provider relationship

• Relays on the availability of reliable internet access and adequate devices

Advantages of Using VRI Interpretation
Early literature [1,20,21] described sign language interpretation
using VRI in health care settings as equally efficient as in-person
interpretation. Advantages attributed to the technology, such as
flexibility and affordability, encourage the idea that this
technology could help overcome the shortage of qualified sign
language interpretation in health care settings. It also pointed
out that the use of VRI could help to override the use of
inadequate techniques such as lipreading and note-reading,
which are often used in health consultations with DHH patients.
DHH sign language users prefer to use VRI over these
techniques primarily because it allows them to communicate in
their preferred language, sign language [22,26]. Lipreading and
note-reading often assume that sign language users are proficient
in reading and writing in a spoken language, which is often not
the case. The literacy rates of DHH communities are at a sixth
grade reading level or lower [29,31,32].

Articles exploring technology preferences highlight that sign
language users (both children and adults) prefer VRI to other
communication technology over texting devices (sign language,
text, and speech interpretation linked by a call center or voice
recognition technology) [16,23]. As the proliferation of VRI
technology increases, consumer choices increase. With this
technology, deaf patients have the possibility to choose
communication tools and assistance that they deem more
appropriate for their medical consultation [15-17,27]. For some
noncritical medical services, VRI is preferred over in-person
interpretation [16,17,24].

Sign language interpreters saw a significant advantage to this
technology as it allowed them to eliminate time for
transportation, given that most of their time assisting in a
medical consultation is consumed by traveling to the location
[22]. Saving in traveling time often translates to saving in the
total cost of the interpretation. This is a key advantage often

mentioned in the literature and an underlying motivation to
continue expanding the use of VRI in health care settings
[1,15,17,20-22,25,28,30]. VRI has also proven advantageous
during the COVID-19 pandemic, allowing qualified interpreters
to be available at emergency services while protecting both
parties from risking potential exposure at the emergency room
and complying with access restrictions [30].

The current literature suggests that the use of VRI to use
qualified sign language interpreters, despite where they are
located, has the potential to help overcome the scarcity of sign
language interpretation and enable better communication
between deaf patients and health care personnel. The advantages
offered by VRI are likely to be enhanced as technology devices
such as tablets, laptop computers, and smartphones become
more affordable and reliable internet bandwidth becomes more
available [15,17,25].

Challenges and Limitations of the Technology
As evidence grows, we are learning more about VRI technology
because of its shortcomings, particularly with regard to the
specificities of health care settings. A national survey conducted
in the United States showed that only almost half of the
representative sample did not have access to VRI during health
care appointments over the last 12 months [15]. It is not clear
whether the technology was needed but not available, suggesting
that even in a high-income context, the availability of this
technology remains limited or if participants chose not to use
VRI because they had access to in-person interpretation or
preferred to use other communication techniques.

Several articles in the hospital context in the United States
showed that VRI was not user-friendly and led to frustration
for both DHH individuals and their professional health care
providers. The most common barriers noted were technical
problems and poor quality of sign language interpreting services
[16]. Although VRI is preferred for noncritical care, it is
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considered inappropriate for critical care or stressful situations
[16,25]. A second article reiterated the issues found in the first
study and laid out other technical issues, such as limited
placement and positioning of devices, negatively impacting the
experience of using this technology [17]. They also found that
VRI was seen as inconducive to enriching patient-health
provider relationships and that providing VRI without previously
notifying, seeking, and obtaining the agreement of the patient
first was bothersome [17].

A national survey from the United States also looked at
preferences of the DHH population between VRI or in-person
interpretation within health care settings and found that 59% of
their respondents rated their VRI experience as unsatisfactory
and preferred in-person interpretation. Sign language interpreters
have also reported concerns regarding technology. According
to interpreters’ views, in-person interpretation is more efficient
at identifying when users do not understand a diagnosis, medical
instructions, or other information compared with VRI.
Interpreters also pointed out that the extra time before and after
the appointment is useful for reviewing information available
in the lobby and preparing for consultation, which enables them
to provide better interpretation services [22]. The VRI does not
allow interpreters to prepare or debrief DHH patients before
and after consultations [31]. In turn, VRI could be more prone
to incomplete communication between DHH and hearing health
personnel. Capacity building among health personnel was noted
as a significant communication barrier for DHH patients but
also as a hindrance to technology development [20].

The efficiency of this technology is partially determined by the
appropriateness of the video device used. The recommended
screen of a minimum of 49.5 cm (19.5 in) is often not available
[26]. Keeping up with software updates among other
technologies, maintenance was considered burdensome among
older DHH adults [25]. Other reported limitations of the
technology included constraints due to the physical position of
the patient. VRI is not accessible for patients undergoing clinical
examination that requires them to be face down; VRI is also
not accessible for DHH persons who are blind or have low vision
[16]. The use of electronic means of communication for health
information also raises security and privacy concerns. We found
no information on whether the video feeds were encrypted.

The literature also shows methodological shortcomings of using
health research instruments, such as surveys that explore VRI
on DHH individuals, which have been developed and tested
only with hearing participants. Given the cultural and linguistic
differences between DHH and hearing populations, some
concepts, questions, and wording may be inappropriate or
incomprehensive for DHH individuals [24].

Adding to the technical and methodological issues, a more
troubling challenge was assuming that an efficient VRI
technology would be sufficient to overcome barriers to health
care for DHH individuals (or communities). Research has shown
that the use of VRI services alone is not fully accessible to DHH
communities. Little research has been conducted to promote
bilingualism or language-concordant practices across health
settings or personnel and accessibility in broader health-related
communication practices [27]. Furthermore, there is a risk that

the VRI could be conceptualized and put in place from a hearing
person’s perspective. This limited, 1-sided view ignores issues
related to cultural differences and discrepancies, discriminatory
practices, intrinsic bias, and intersectionality issues related to
hearing status, ethnicity, race, or multiple disabilities.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This scoping review provides an overview of the current
evidence on the efficiency of the use of VRI with deaf users
within health care settings. It shows that this area is under
research, and the evidence is scant. It is particularly concerning
that all articles found were from high-income countries, given
that most DHH people live in LMICs. There is a dearth of
evidence on the use of VRI and its efficiency and potential
across LMICs. This reflects the long-lasting absence of voices
of persons with disabilities from non-Western nations on both
disability scholarship and technology innovation [33-35]. The
lack of knowledge regarding the needs and realities of DHH
individuals in LMICs extends beyond VRI technology.
Technological progress has often overlooked the experience of
disability and the everyday needs and constraints of DHH
persons from the Global South. Nearly all research on assistive
technology and ICT accessibility for DHH individuals and for
persons with disabilities, whether from the legal, technical, or
development fields, has focused on high-income countries and
very little to no attention has been paid to LMICs [36].
Technological progress has often overlooked the experience of
disability and the everyday needs and constraints of persons
with disabilities from the Global South, among other reasons,
because it is perceived as nonprofitable [34]. Failing to address
this gap will cause persons with disabilities in LMICs to
continue to be left behind in relation to universal health
coverage.

At present, 164 countries are signatories to the Convention on
the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD). CRPD Article
25 on health and Article 9 on accessibility provided the legal
basis for ensuring the right to the highest attainable standard.
Thus, the implementation of the CRPD remains limited,
particularly in LMICs. The dominant presence of the literature
from the United States may be linked to the Americans with
Disabilities Act of 1990 [37], which lays the legal grounds for
accessibility and nondiscrimination, as well as for the adoption
of reasonable accommodation. However, similar legal
frameworks have been adopted in other high-income countries
with sufficient infrastructure to provide VRI services, such as
the Disability Discrimination Act 2005 [38] in the United
Kingdom, and we did not observe the same level of engagement
on behalf of either public health or disability scholars.
Nevertheless, the implementation of such CRPD rights to health
and accessibility in health care settings will require robust
evidence regarding the priorities, needs, and constraints of
persons with disabilities in LMICs.

A major strength of this review is the use of a comprehensive
search in 3 languages in a rapidly expanding technology and a
focus on highlighting available evidence and gaps. A key issue
highlighted by the available literature is that the availability of
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VRI technology has the potential to address communication
barriers within the health care setting, in addition to other
available services and tools aside from, inter alia, in-person
interpretation, telephone typewriters, and telecommunications
relay services. The views, needs, and rights of the DHH
community should be at the core of the development of these
technologies. However, the VRI is not a quick fix to overcome
accessibility issues [15,27,39]. It is important that its expansion
and convenience do not undermine the possibility for DHH
communities to choose whichever means of communication
they prefer or which is more appropriate for the type of care
they seek.

This review also pointed out a knowledge gap regarding the
quality of interpretation and training in sign language
interpretation for health care. It is not clear if poor-quality
interpretation is a recurring issue when using in-person
interpretation or if it is only an issue when using VRI [15-17].
There are no data on whether in-person interpretation, as
requested in advance, the assigned interpreter is likely to use
time before the consultation to undergo a prescreening for
interpretation competencies, allowing better preparation for
their job. Perhaps interpreters are better matched at the time of
assigning the task; thus, we do not know whether this could
improve the quality of interpretation. Nor do we know if such
prescreening for qualification takes place for VRI interpreters
or if such practice would lead to better outcomes and positive
experiences across DHH users. There is a gap in the evidence
on this issue, although most articles mentioned the pertinence
of training for sign language interpreters on health interpretation
for better communication outcomes.

The challenges documented in the literature highlight recurring
technical issues regarding internet reliability, availability, and
adequacy of devices in hospital settings. Although the internet
is growing globally [40], it is clear that internet reliability has
imposed utmost complex infrastructural challenges that could
hamper VRI development in LMICs. The literature is not clear
on whether, when VRI is used, users use their own devices or
if they have to personally purchase internet data (and devices).
This raises questions and concerns, as persons with disabilities
are more likely to experience poverty in both high- and
low-income countries. The financial challenges of DHH
communities will have an impact on access to devices and the
internet, and in turn, these challenges will impose further barriers
to communication and health care. This is perhaps more acute
in the Global South.

For future research, there is a need to raise awareness and build
capabilities across health systems to improve accessibility for
DHH individuals. The literature suggests that having more
bilingual health workers, language-concordant services, better

technologies, and raising awareness will contribute to better
communication between DHH communities and health
personnel [41-47]. New developments include technologies
such as intelligent personal assistants such as Alexa, which can
be used with sign language to improve communication [48].
Thus, we need to learn more about how to make health systems
more accessible to DHH individuals. Accessible communication
in health settings has been linked to fewer hospital visits, better
treatment adherence, more cancer screening, and better oral
health [10,12,14,41,42,49,50].

Comparison With Previous Literature
There have been no similar publications in this area. This study
provides a well-needed analysis regarding knowledge gaps and
the need for future research on the efficiency of VRI technology
for sign language users in the health care context.

Limitations
Our study has a few limitations. We looked at articles examining
VRI in health care settings, including hospitals, preventive care,
and community health. Few rigorous articles have studied VRI
for sign language users in the health care context. The protocols
used and examined regarding the use of VRI for sign language
are not generalizable at a national level or international level.
We attempted to map and assess the available scientific
literature.

Conclusions
The available literature shows that VRI may enable deaf users
to overcome interpretation barriers and can potentially improve
communication outcomes between them and health personnel
within health care services. Communication between DHH
health care users and personnel shall improve if sign language
users are provided with a VRI system supported by devices with
large screens and a reliable internet connection, as well as
qualified interpreters trained on medical interpretation. Perhaps
issues regarding lack of preparation for interpreters could be
overcome by providing VRI interpreters with a brief summary
of the purpose of the visit, as well as the background of the
consultation before the discussion. Such preparation may allow
interpreters and users to develop a rapport during health visits,
and research is needed in this area.

Furthermore, our understanding of the use of VRI technology
is pertinent and relevant. All articles mentioned that sign
language interpretation is a scarce resource within health care
systems, even in high-income countries. Thus, learning more
about the possibilities and limitations of VRI is even more
urgent in LMICs, because the dearth of data and in-person
interpretation are largely unavailable and perhaps unfeasible in
the near future in resource-constrained contexts.
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Abstract

Background: Users with experience of eating disorders use the internet as a source of information, whether for prorecovery
activities (such as web-based treatment, looking for information, support, and sharing) or activities that promote eating disorder
behavior as a desirable lifestyle choice (such as pro–eating disorder communities and reading and creating pro–eating disorder
posts). Their assessment of web-based eating disorder–related information is crucial for understanding the context of the illness
and for health professionals and their web-based interventions.

Objective: This study aimed to understand the criteria young women with the experience of eating disorders use in evaluating
eating disorder–related web-based information and what eating disorder–related characteristics of these women are involved in
their evaluation.

Methods: We analyzed 30 semistructured individual interviews with Czech women aged 16 to 28 years with past or present
eating disorder experience using a qualitative approach. Thematic analysis was adopted as an analytical tool.

Results: The specifics of eating disorder phases (the disorder stage and the treatment process) emerged as important aspects
in the process of information assessment. Other specific characteristics of respondents (eg, motivation, abilities, and resources)
addressed how the respondents arrived at certain web-based information and how they evaluated it. In addition, the respondents
described some content cues as features of information (eg, novelty and social information pooling). Another finding is that other
users’ attitudes, experiences, activities, and personal features are involved in the information evaluation of these users and the
information presented by them. Finally, the respondents evaluated the websites’ visual look and graphic components.

Conclusions: This study shows that web-based information evaluation reported by women with experience of eating disorders
is a complex process. The assessment is influenced by current personal characteristics related to the illness (mainly the motivation
for maintaining or curing the eating disorder) using cues associated with information content, other users, and website look. The
study findings have important implications for health professionals, who should ask their clients questions about web-based
communities and their needs to understand what information and sources they choose.

(J Med Internet Res 2022;24(6):e31148) doi: 10.2196/31148
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eating disorders; web-based health information; Czech women

Introduction

Background
During the past 2 decades, the internet has been integrated into
our lives as an everyday tool that opens the gate to an unlimited

amount of web-based information. In this content-rich
environment with almost no quality control [1], the burden of
information assessment shifts toward the information seeker.
The internet provides user-generated content where
nonspecialists offer health tips or information based on personal
experiences [2], which can be highly relevant, especially in
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health-related web-based searches. Wilson et al [3] revealed
that among people with eating disorders (EDs) experience, 75%
used the internet as a source of information, 40.8% reported
visiting prorecovery sites, and 35.5% reported visiting sites that
promote ED behavior. Health providers often use the internet
as a tool for prevention and as an environment for ED treatment
programs [4]. Consequently, for people with ED experience,
web-based information can be potentially beneficial and helpful
(eg, web-based treatment [5]) but also dangerous and harmful
(eg, anorexia-related misinformation on YouTube [6]). For these
reasons, this study aimed to deepen the knowledge of users’
web-based activities with ED experience by examining their
evaluation of web-based information relevant to ED topics.
Specifically, the aim was to investigate the individual
characteristics that shape this process and the cues used for
information assessment.

EDs and Internet Use
EDs are part of the spectrum of pathological eating patterns and
are perceived as either a medical illness with psychiatric features
or a psychiatric illness with medical indications [7]. Regardless
of the subtypes (the most known are anorexia nervosa [AN],
bulimia nervosa [BN], and binge ED), EDs are burdensome in
terms of significantly impaired health-related quality of patients’
lives [8], not only because of the impact that the disorder can
have on all body systems. The lifetime prevalence of any
threshold ED among adolescents and young adults is 2.9%
among women and 0.1% among men [9]. In 2020, there were
5167 patients with EDs treated in outpatient departments and
hospital admissions, and the number has increased by
approximately 15% in 10 years. Most patients (87%) were
women and girls [10]. However, these statistics do not include
people with EDs who seek help without a psychiatric context
(eg, clients of nonprofit organizations) or, for instance, people
who do not seek help at all. Both male and female patients with
ED have high rates of psychiatric comorbidity [11]. These
disorders are challenging for caregivers within the family
system, as well as for health care professionals [12,13].
Moreover, EDs are egosyntonic—the person sees the disorder
as part of themselves, might attribute positive valuations to ED
consequences, and may perceive ED not only as an illness but
also as a meaningful behavior [14]. Recovery from an ED is a
long and potentially life-threatening process [15]. Despite the
severity of the illness, patients with ED symptoms do not
necessarily seek treatment [16].

At different levels of illness, patients have different motivations
and goals for changing their ED-connected behavior. The stages
of change model [17,18] proposes 6 stages of motivation for
recovery. This model is particularly relevant to understanding
the phases of EDs as relapses are regarded as integral parts of
the change cycle, and an application to the ED context has been
examined [18]. The first 2 stages are described as
precontemplation (ie, nonexisting or limited intention to change
behavior) and contemplation (ie, willingness to think about the
change but not commit to it). These 2 stages resemble the
earliest phases of ED as bounded by limited or lacking
motivation to change ED-connected behavior. Following are
the stages of preparation (ie, intention to change the behavior),
action (ie, actively modifying the behavior), maintenance (ie,

work on the prevention of relapse), and termination (ie, zero
temptation to relapse). This study presumes that people with
EDs often switch between stages of illness, although the
distinction between these stages might be blurred or even
overlapping. Moreover, this study acknowledges that motivation
plays an important role in the behavior of people with ED
experience, including web-based praxes, and that motivations
differ with respect to the stage of illness.

Prior research has explored the role of the internet and
communication technologies in the lives of people with ED
experience from various perspectives. On a general level, media
are studied as one of the sociocultural risk factors that contribute
to the etiology of EDs through the cultural ideals of appearance
and weight [19]. Other lines of research have focused on
exposure to ED-promoting websites. Such exposure is associated
with a reduction in the number of calories, restriction in food
consumption, greater body dissatisfaction, and a greater drive
for leanness and musculature, especially among vulnerable
individuals [20]. In contrast, the treatment of EDs has also
moved to the web-based environment, as the anonymous internet
provides a safe environment for people with EDs who may
experience high levels of secrecy, shame, and stigma [21].
Internet-based treatments may offer self-assessment,
self-monitoring, information about EDs, and advice for
systematic treatment plans. People with ED experience also use
the internet and visit web-based groups to seek information, get
support, and share experiences [22].

Information Evaluation in the Web-Based
Environment
Although tools for the assessment of web-based health
information have been developed (eg, a study by Beaunoyer et
al [23]), to the best of our knowledge, little attention has been
paid to how web-based information is evaluated by users with
health-related problems. This study aims to fill this gap by
examining the information quality assessment by people with
ED experience within their specific ED-relevant web-based
activities. The construct of information quality is broad and
lacks conceptual clarity. For instance, Tao et al [24]
distinguished 5 dimensions of information quality on health
websites: completeness, understandability, relevance, depth,
and accuracy. However, other indicators of the quality of
web-based information have also been identified, such as
perceived aesthetics, credibility, reliability, security, consistency,
usefulness, and worth [25-27]. This study defines information
quality assessment as an evaluation of web-based information
and materials, with a focus on both web content (including
web-based information and features) and its design (the
representation of the content for users) [28]. Accuracy, currency,
and credibility may be among the content quality criteria, and
aesthetics, cultural sensitivity, or accessibility be among the
design-related criteria [29]. However, the definition of quality
can also differ interindividually depending on the specific
context and purpose of the information.

Another presumption of this study is that the web-based
environment is highly diverse and can be assessed differently
in terms of quality. For example, an environment (presumably)
controlled by expert editors, such as websites, can be perceived
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as more credible than a personal blog [30]. User characteristics,
such as personal traits, abilities, previous knowledge, and topic
familiarity, are also considered. The assessment process also
depends on interindividual differences between users and the
perceived type and context of information [31-34]. For example,
the dual processing model of credibility focuses on individual
factors and depicts how factors independent of message quality
can affect our evaluation [35,36]. According to this model, when
the user has the motivation and ability (eg, the level of literacy
skills) to evaluate the quality of information, they are likely to
use an analytical strategy to assess credibility systematically
and rigorously. The lack of motivation inhibits users from
putting effort into credibility evaluations. However, if they lack
the ability and yet have motivation, they will rely more on
peripheral cues (eg, the appearance of the site) and heuristics
to form a judgment. Such heuristics can take the form of relying
on the reputation of the source or endorsement from others [37].

User Characteristics Connected to EDs
Although research evidence about the specifics of web-based
information evaluations made by people with ED experience is
limited, their assessment may, in some moments, contrast that
of people without ED experience. For example, their motivation
for evaluation may differ according to the current state of their
illness (ie, affected by the egosyntonic feature of the illness,
where people with ED experience might see information
congruent with their pro-ED values). Thus, to understand how
people with EDs process and evaluate information, it is crucial
to consider their psychological traits and cognitive
characteristics. For example, a review by Cassin and von Ranson
[38] revealed that both AN and BN are characterized by
perfectionism, obsessive compulsiveness, neuroticism, negative
emotionality, harm avoidance, low self-directedness, low
cooperativeness, and traits associated with avoidant psychiatric
disorders.

Moreover, some of the cognitive challenges may affect how
people with the experience of EDs process web-based and
offline information. Current research has demonstrated an
attentional bias for disorder-salient stimuli (related to food and
the body), which indicates that people with ED experience have
a potential overall deficit in processing conflicting information
[39]. Another cognitive deficit is a weak central coherence when
attention is focused on detail, resulting in global understanding
deficits [40]. Furthermore, poor set shifting (ie, a lower ability
to move back and forth between tasks) results in cognitive
inflexibility [41,42]. This inflexibility may manifest in rigid
and concrete problem solving, reliance on strict habits and rules,
and difficulties with multitasking [43].

Aims of the Study
To the best of our knowledge, no study has focused on the
evaluation of web-based health information in the context of
ED topics among people with an ED experience. This qualitative
study intends to enhance knowledge about this topic and help
us understand how women with ED experience evaluate
web-based information. This study uses previous knowledge
related to information evaluation. Specifically, it presumes that
individual characteristics, including personality, abilities, and
motivation, shape the formation of judgments about information.

Moreover, information assessment can be more or less thorough.
Finally, this study considers that the web-based environment
provides different cues that may be used in the process. On the
basis of this knowledge, the following research questions were
formulated: what ED-related characteristics of young women
with the experience of EDs are involved in their evaluation of
web-based information, and what criteria do young women with
the experience of EDs use in evaluating web-based information?

Methods

Recruitment
The data were obtained from a research project that examined
the role of new technologies among young people with ED
experience in the Czech Republic. Respondents were recruited
via leaflets handed out at universities in large Czech cities and
in the waiting rooms of health care professionals working with
people with EDs (mainly in hospitals and ED-focused nonprofit
organizations in the Czech Republic). Owing to the seriousness
of the illness, some respondents were available only via
web-based means. Thus, the outreach was gradually expanded
during the sampling process, with invitations to participate on
websites relevant to EDs (both supporting ED behavior and the
treatment of EDs). From the previous quantitative part of the
research [44], we had a list of 307 Czech websites (including
blogs and Facebook groups) that focused on healthy lifestyles
(including fitness and nutrition) and professional help for EDs
and promoted ED behavior (mainly pro-ED blogs and groups).
These websites were found via search engines using keywords
connected to a healthy lifestyle (ie, exercise, diet, and healthy
eating), ED problematics (ie, professional help and informational
websites), and ED promotion (ie, keywords identified in
previous pro-ED research, such as pro-ana, thinspo, and
bonespo). Finally, we posted an invitation on 15 websites
(including Facebook groups) that focused mainly on ED
information, recovery, and ED promotion and that ranked
highest in website traffic. Research has shown that EDs are
most prevalent among women [9], and risk factors are present
in early adolescence, although anorexia and bulimia tend to
emerge in late adolescence and early adulthood. However, the
onset of EDs is individual [45]. Thus, the criterion for
respondents was to be aged between 13 and 28 years and have
experienced (now or in the past) a form of an ED.

Sample
The final sample comprised 30 Czech women aged 16 to 28
(mean 22.4, SD 3.9) years. Although EDs are increasing among
men [46], and we actively recruited respondents of all genders,
the recruitment of men was not successful. All participants
claimed to experience or have experienced various EDs (AN
13/30, 43%; BN, 3/30, 10%; binge ED 1/30, 3%; or multiple
ED diagnoses 13/30, 43%). Some of them had reached out for
the help of health professionals and had an official diagnosis
(27/30, 90%), whereas others did not (3/30, 10%). Respondents
reported the presence of an ED in their current life (22/30, 73%)
or that they were in full recovery (8/30, 27%). Experiences with
the illness varied from 1 to 16 (mean 6.3, SD 4.5) years.
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Procedure
A total of 30 semistructured interviews were conducted face to
face (23/30, 77%) or via Skype web-based sessions (7/30, 23%),
which lasted 41 to 118 (mean 61.0, SD 21.1) minutes. The
interviews focused on the use of new technologies, including
questions about the role of the internet in respondents’ lives;
for example, “What helps you orient in health-related online
information?”; “From where do you retrieve the online
information?”; and “What are the most common online
activities?” The interviewers also asked about the criterion for
information relevance and quality and on what cues respondents
adopted the information and acted on it.

All participants were informed of the ethical aspects and purpose
of the research, and they provided written informed consent. In
the case of respondents aged <18 years, parents provided written
consent. The interviewers had psychotherapy training and at
least 2 years of psychotherapy practice as a condition for
reducing potential stress among respondents.

Ethics Approval
This study was approved by the Ethical Committee of the
Faculty of Social Studies of the Masaryk University, Brno,
Czech Republic.

Data Analyses
The thematic analysis developed by Braun and Clarke [47] was
used as the analytic method and was conducted by the first
author of the study (HD). The inductive approach of analysis
was used when the themes were content (data) driven and
emerged from the interaction between the researcher and
respondents, regardless of the specific questions. Therefore,
researchers could capture the complexities of meaning within
a text and understand the more tacit content.

During the analysis, we were inspired by the steps in the
guidelines presented by Braun and Clarke [47] and Guest et al
[48]. First, researchers became familiar with the data and text
segmentation by rereading the transcripts and noting their initial
ideas in a logbook. Passages related to information evaluation
were segmented. In creating the initial codes, the authors entered
the transcripts into the qualitative analytic software NVivo
(version 10) and started to generate a codebook for codes and
their labels. The code represents the specific, interesting, and
essential elements of the text, and it has a greater level of
abstraction than the themes [47,48]. The labels of these codes
were mainly in the form of in vivo phrases used by respondents
and a simplified description of the code content. These codes
were discussed during research team meetings to create common
categories for an initial category structure. Subsequently,
continuing the analysis of the second half of the transcripts, the
authors merged the codes into subthemes based on their
similarities. Next, revisions were made to avoid the overlapping
of the meanings. According to Chang et al [49], researchers
included only subthemes with ≥3 respondents to prevent
fragmentation. During the phase of defining and naming the
themes, the authors reread the existing codes to better understand

their meaning and created corresponding labels and descriptions.
Saturation was reached, with the occurrence of redundancy,
after 30 interviews. The last 4 interviews confirmed saturation
of the themes as they did not create new categories.
Subsequently, the researchers checked whether the themes and
subthemes were internally coherent and consistent. As some of
the subthemes still overlapped, they merged some such
subthemes. In addition, the themes were renamed to better
correspond to their meanings. The final list of themes and
subthemes is presented in the Results section.

The following steps were applied to ensure the validity of the
results. First, all researchers followed an interview guide to
standardize the data collection. Furthermore, remarks regarding
the content of the interviews were discussed. Second, the first
(HD) and third author (MS) consulted on emerging themes
during the entire analytical process. Third, the study’s third
author (MS) conducted an audit comprising reading the related
parts of the data and validating the final analyses. Fourth, the
second author (HM) advised on the final presentation of the
results to clarify the meaning of the themes. Examples supported
the transparency of the interview results. Finally, the researchers
applied the verbal labels of frequencies in the Results section
to state how many respondents mentioned a particular subtheme.
Instead of using the number of respondents, a verbal label (a
pronoun connoting an indeterminate quantity) was attached to
enhance the qualitative methodology. Inspired by the verbal
counting of Sandelowski [50], the researchers operationally
define, for example, few as something occurring among 3 to 8
respondents (see the Results section).

Results

Overview
A total of 4 themes and 10 subthemes were identified, as
summarized in Table 1. The theme respondent characteristics
represents respondents’ characteristics that influenced their
information evaluation. Themes of content cues, characteristics
of other users, and website cues present the respondents’ cues
mentioned in their evaluation. The results cover the findings
relevant to the entire information assessment process. It
encompasses the initial phases of information seeking, including
factors that affect preferences for diverse sources and further
evaluation of the found information.

The specifics of the EDs phases emerged as important aspects
of respondents’characteristics. Some respondents spontaneously
categorized themselves as being in the disorder stage or in the
treatment process during the interviews. Respondents who
described themselves as being in the disorder stage had
statements and descriptions that fit in the precontemplation and
contemplation stages of the stages of change model [17],
whereas those seeing themselves as being in the treatment
process described more processes connected to the preparation,
action, maintenance, and termination stages of the model. These
dimensions were emphasized for each theme and subtheme, as
shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. The final list of themes and subthemes and their occurrence in EDa phaseb.

Frequency labelED phase (disorder stage and treatment process)Theme and subtheme

Respondent characteristics

MostBothMotivation

FewBothAbilities and resources

SomeBothCongruence between personal experience and information

Content cues

FewBothVerification

FewOnly in the disorder stageNovelty

SomeMore in the disorder stageSocial information pooling

Characteristics of other users

MostBothSource expertise

MostBothSimilarity to respondent

Website cues

FewUnclearReputable look

SomeMore in the disorder stagePhotographs of people relevant to ED

aED: eating disorder.
bFrequency labels in Table 1 and further in the text describe how many respondents mentioned each subtheme. Few indicates 3 to 8 respondents, some
indicates 9 to 17 respondents, most indicates 18 to 29 respondents, and all indicates 30 respondents.

Respondent Characteristics

Overview
This theme captures how the characteristics of respondents,
including their web-based behavior patterns, are involved in
information evaluation. Specifically, it addresses how
respondents arrived at certain web-based information and how
they evaluated it. The following subthemes emerged: motivation,
abilities and resources, and congruence between personal
experience and information.

Motivation
Most respondents described 2 main motivations relevant to their
illness: maintaining their disorder in the disorder stage or getting
cured during the treatment process. The particular type of
motivation affected what information the respondent chose, as
one respondent revealed the following:

If someone, I think, has the motivation, that she can
cure herself, then she is able to filter on the internet
to what she wants to read, what she doesn’t want to
read, and what she lets influence her and what not.
[R13]

For respondents in the disorder stage, the vision of a skinny
body was so strong that they looked up and accumulated as
much information as possible to maintain their goals. However,
they were not concerned with its evaluation. They read and
eventually “tried everything” (R2). One of the respondents piled
up information instead of analyzing it, and although the
information was labeled as nonsense, they read and used it
anyway. They also talked about their passive role in choosing
information when their disorder decided what was needed. A
respondent experienced the following:

I know what is right, what is really right, I know it.
But of course, anorexia chooses what she likes, not
how it’s supposed to be like. So I believe more or less
in almost everything. [R29]

In contrast, respondents in the treatment process did not read
or seek proana and promia information as they were afraid of
being pulled back into the disorder stage. However, they
described their persistent sensitivity to disordered relevant
information, such as diet commercials. Nevertheless, they used
different information checks, as a respondent pointed out the
following:

When the person is in an acute stage, then she blindly
follows what she wants to gather. Now I follow what
I want to gather, that I want to be healthy. But in that
acute phase, I don't think about if it will hurt me. And
now I want to verify all information with someone
responsible, with a professional who tells me “it is
appropriate for you, it is not appropriate for you.”
[R6]

Abilities and Resources
For a few respondents, their current situation in terms of abilities
and resources affected their information selection. For instance,
respondents at the disorder stage chose exercise and weight
reduction tips based on their physical state. Financials played
a role as well, leading to choosing diet tips and menus suited
to their monetary situation. One of the respondents in the
disorder stage also mentioned that the criterion for information
selection was the time spent applying particular advice to her
life.

Information choice was also influenced by the
information-seeking strategies and skills of the respondents.
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Some actively used search engines and keywords, such as
anorexia, bulimia, and eating disorders or questions such as
“How to do away with bulimia” (R2) or “How to throw up”
(R4). They then mainly clicked on the first link. Active searches
also included clicking on links on blogs and forums that led to
similar websites.

For others, disorder-related information had appeared
unwelcomely when information was “jumping out” (R10) at
them against their will. Respondents discussed how the
information was “attacking them” (R27) and how it was almost
impossible to avoid. For respondents in the treatment process,
it was proana or promia blogs or information about eating. For
respondents in the disorder stage, it was information about
treatment or dieting.

Congruence Between Personal Experience and
Information
The knowledge and experience gathered through their disorder
helped some to assess the relevance of information about EDs.
The information that corresponded to personal experiences was
credible and relevant. For example, respondents in the disorder
stage said that they did not trust diets as they already knew what
weight loss strategies were good for them:

I was always using my experience. So, for example,
when I knew that by that [caloric] intake I had lost
weight, or by eating that food I had lost weight, then
I simply ate it, because I had tested it. And I did not
trust anything else. [R8]

Respondents in the treatment process viewed healthy lifestyle
information as appropriate because of their experience with
professionals and with new nutrition information.

Content Cues

Overview
According to the respondents’evaluation of information, content
cues described the qualities (in the sense of features) of the
information found on websites. The following subthemes
emerged within this theme: verification, novelty, and social
information pooling.

Verification
Information was approved by a few respondents when it was
consistent across websites.

However, some respondents needed to verify the web-based
information in the offline environment by comparing the
information with books or, as mentioned by respondents in the
treatment process, via consultation with professionals.

Novelty
Another cue for some respondents was whether the information
was new. This subtheme was mentioned more by respondents
in the disorder stage:

How should I behave towards the food, how to hide
the food, what should I avoid, how to deal with
various situations, what to do and what not to do. Any
new information was good information for me. [R27]

Consequently, other users’ long-term sharing of new posts was
considered beneficial rather than the sharing of a few posts once
in a while: information posted “every day or every other day
was more credible” (R25).

Social Information Pooling
The subtheme most cited by some respondents was how others’
experiences helped them judge information. This subtheme was
mentioned more by respondents in the disorder stage and
represented sharing opinions, recommendations, and feedback
on desirable topics between respondents and other users (eg,
comments below articles, reactions on forums, and liking some
posts via social network sites). Respondents saw others’
recommendations as helpful and worthy, although they had
never met them on the web or offline:

It is weird that I took their advice a lot. One doesn’t
know the other person at all, but still follows what is
written there. [R7]

However, other respondents saw recommendations as valuable
if they knew the users from the web-based environment (eg,
following the blog of a friend).

In this process, the number of reactions was also significant.
Testimonials, positive responses, and the number of thumbs-ups
increased the chance of seeing information as trustful, whereas
their absence had the opposite effect:

I read the comments if [pro-ana advice] works or not.
But if there was no comment, then I did not trust it.
Or I wouldn’t try it unless there was something
written there, some opinion. [R7]

For respondents in the disorder stage, if some information
worked for others (ie, was used and acted upon), it was good:

But when she reads “try this and that,”’then she says
to herself “when others do it, it must be really cool.”
[R4]

For respondents in the treatment process, social pooling was
essential for the assessment of the treatment procedures and
practice of helping professionals.

Characteristics of Other Web-Based Users

Overview
This theme captures how other users’ attitudes, experiences,
activities, and personal features are involved in the information
evaluation of these users and the information presented by them.
Other users were mostly seen as post contributors or members
of web-based communities. Their characteristics were expressed
in the subthemes of source expertise and similarity to the
respondent.

Source Expertise
The perception of who is an expert in an ED field served as a
hint for information assessment. Respondents distinguished
whether the information was provided by users who are currently
experiencing or had experienced EDs or by ED specialists. The
specialists were mentioned without further explanation or
specified as professionals, such as psychologists, physicians,
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and nutrition specialists, and were connected to institutions,
such as universities, hospitals, and ED treatment centers.

The most mentioned aspect for most respondents was whether
users had experience with EDs. Those who did were seen as
experts in ED problems and credible as they better understood
the respondents’ issues and feelings. Respondents who preferred
this expertise sometimes set experience with EDs as a
cornerstone:

Certainly, there were some important basic factors.
That person had to have an eating disorder, or at
least not be OK with food, such as people with obesity.
[R24]

Specifically, one of the respondents in the disorder stage said
that she ignored notes by professionals on a self-help website
and read only the text passages written by people with EDs.

In both stages, the mentoring and labeling of respondents by
professionals discouraged respondents from looking up and
reading the information presented by these professionals.
Professionals could not be trustworthy for a respondent in the
disorder stage as they wanted her to gain weight and, therefore,
did not provide complete information. In contrast, the entire
community of users with ED experience was considered
trustworthy. The goodwill of this community was described as
being open, welcoming, and accepting, creating the feeling of
an alliance.

The valuable characteristics of ED specialists on the internet
were described simply as being professional, providing verified
information to respondents, understanding EDs, having healthy
opinions about EDs, and being selflessly helping respondents.
Those who saw professionals as credible (although some
questioned their expertise) perceived the ED information written
by experts and treatment groups supervised by them as
trustworthy.

For some respondents, the view of the expertise cue had changed
over time. Those who started treatment looked more or only for
information written and shared by professionals. Respondents
uncertain about their willingness to be cured could have
ambivalent feelings, as one respondent pointed out the
following:

If I listened to the doctor, I would eat well. I know
she gives me the right advice, that she is a
professional. However, unfortunately, I adopt what
suits me more. Rather from the Internet. [R29]

Similarity to Respondent
Most respondents wanted to know many details about other
users to better evaluate whether they were similar and,
consequently, whether they were trustworthy, which in some
respondents led to trying to find as many details as possible.

Respondents specifically mentioned similarity cues connected
to their illness, including the same type of ED, a similar stage
of the disorder, similar problems, and similar attitudes toward
food. The cues not strictly linked to ED were described as
similarities in current mood, humor, age, and writing style.

Website Cues

Overview
This theme reveals a representation of the visual look and
graphic components of the website. Two subthemes were
identified: reputable look and photographs of people relevant
to ED.

Reputable Look
Respondents named a reputable look as a good sign for further
selection. This look was not defined by the specific features of
a website but rather by broad general characteristics, such as
clarity, lack of bias, and good organization.

Photographs of People Relevant to ED
Pictures, videos, advertisement photos of diet products, and
especially photographs of people with experience of EDs were
important for respondents, mostly in the disorder stage. Before
and after images helped respondents assess the actual effect of
others’aims and provided tips to lose or gain weight. Moreover,
the photographs acted as proof that the people in them were real
and not lying. Specifically, respondents in the disorder stage
believed in what was presented in the photographs:

I saw a picture of a woman with a gorgeous figure,
so I believed that she is on that diet [from a
commercial]. [R23]

A few respondents mentioned that they no longer took
advertisement information for granted when they shifted to the
treatment stage of ED.

Discussion

Principal Findings
The purpose of this study was to explore how young women
with ED evaluate web-based information and how the specifics
of their illness contribute to this evaluative process. Respondents
mentioned several cues for information assessment within the
websites’ content, the characteristics of other users, and the
website characteristics while stressing the influence of the
current phase of their illness.

First, respondents’ characteristics played an integral role in the
evaluation, intervening in the entire process from exposure to
information to final judgment. As Hargittai et al [32] suggested,
obtaining information and its evaluation are more often handled
as 2 separate research interests. However, our respondents
holistically depicted these 2 steps. They explained how their
abilities and resources affected this process and, importantly,
what role motivation played in grounding their illness.
Motivation turned out to be a vital part of the assessment,
confirming the justified emphasis within the dual processing
model of credibility by Metzger [36] and the stage of change
model [17]. For respondents in the disorder stage, the motivation
to lose weight was their biggest goal. They were not concerned
about information evaluation and saw every piece of information
as automatically good. This strategy could be a consequence of
their congruence between personal experience and information
(ie, EDs): the more experienced the respondents were, the more
certain they were about the accuracy of their information
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selection. Another explanation for the automatic assessment of
information may be cognitive rigidity, which is more
pronounced in people with ED experience (eg, see the study by
Tchanturia and Hambrook [43]). As a result, when a particular
type of information is already assessed as quality, additional
information from a similar topic can also be considered
appropriate without further evaluation. Although such quick
evaluation strategies are convenient, they may generate bias. A
study by Guardiola-Wanden-Berghe et al [51] suggested that
the information quality of websites on dieting and EDs was
poor. Viewing them as automatically believable may lead to
the risk of adopting and behaving on harmful information.

The social element attached to quality cues was also prevalent
throughout most themes. The characteristics of others was the
most frequently mentioned theme, although web-based sources
and other users are often masked or missing for evaluation [35].
However, reliance on social features is part of the evaluative
process, as shown in other studies [37]. Similarly, social
information pooling was a social-connected cue whereby other
users’ opinions and feedback were hints for information
selection and evaluation. In particular, for respondents in the
disorder stage, the information confirmed and approved by other
users was seen as trustworthy. Weight reduction was the primary
goal for respondents in the ED stage; therefore, they looked for
fast and effective weight reduction information. However, this
search could be limited in 2 aspects: as the subtheme abilities
and resources revealed, they were tired and probably less
inclined to put much energy into it; in addition, some of them
did not perceive health professionals as credible. Thus, the
opinions and reviews of others served as quick and less effortful
tools for information evaluation. The more those testimonials
were presented, the more chance the information was viewed
as valid. These assumptions are similar to the bandwagon
heuristic of Sundar [52], whereby people suppose that if many
others think something is correct, then it must be. However,
heuristics may lead to problems with crowd behavior, especially
for young people with EDs, who are at greater risk of peer
pressure [53]. Moreover, quality may be falsely connected to
popularity when unpopular topics and information are discarded
[2]. In addition, popular users may be perceived as falsely
trustworthy. Thus, when and from whom people with EDs seek
support and advice might be crucial for understanding their
information evaluation and selection.

User ED expertise was another socially relevant cue in which
information from others who had experience with EDs was
perceived as appropriate. Boero and Pascoe [54] suggested that
other users in pro-ED communities use their experiences to
demonstrate their authenticity and offer advice about, for
example, how to get through recovery programs without actual
recovery. They also answered the questions of new members
using their nutritional and medical knowledge. The respondents’
positive perception of the information presented by these users
may be partly understood by the Situated Identity Enactment
Model of Cruwys et al [55], highlighting the role of socially
bonded norms, identity, and context. Being a member of a social
group may moderate conformity with the group’s social norms.
For example, these norms may be to follow a lifestyle presented
by the group or to trust more experienced members. Being a

member of an ED-experienced group is also vital in the
treatment stage because of the transformation of illness identity
to treatment identity [56]. If a member fails to follow the norms,
they may be rejected [57]. Thus, one of the possible group norms
may be to see ED-experienced group members as reliable, and
respondents comforted by this norm seek to avoid group
rejection. Studies suggest that communities of ED-experienced
users represent a safe place for sharing experiences and a means
of support and understanding [58]. The respondents in this study
indeed saw their ED-related web-based communities as full of
goodwill and, thus, were trustworthy.

The similar stage of an ED or the same ED type was another
marker for user quality, reflecting studies showing that people
seek and see information that matches what they already know
[59,60]. Accordingly, respondents stated that users who were
similar to respondents and supported respondents’ opinions
might have similar opinions and are plausible. Metzger and
Flanagin [2] described a self-confirmation heuristic whereby
credible information confirms pre-existing beliefs. In the case
of an ED, this heuristic may enhance the egosyntonic feature
of the illness, whereby respondents value their ED and see the
information as good if it supports its maintenance. This
confirmation of established opinions may place a burden on
treatment, especially at the disorder stage. In the disorder stage,
respondents ignored health professional advice and followed
prodisorder tips, which enabled them to pursue an ED lifestyle.
In contrast, similar experiences of recovery and treatment
strategies may be supportive for those who decide to treat
themselves. Consequently, health professionals should be aware
of the identification needs of their clients and how their
selectiveness may influence what is considered credible.

Finally, respondents also mentioned cues related to websites
(specifically the reputable look and photographs associated with
EDs); however, mentions of such elements were relatively
scarce. This could suggest that, within the self-report context
of the testimonies, respondents consciously reflected that
website cues were not as significant as to be named and instead
focused on social aspects in the overall evaluation.

Limitations of the Study
This study had several limitations. First, the sample was
relatively homogenous as it comprised only women, although
they differed in age, region, and illness experience.

Thus, the testimonies might not represent other demographics,
such as men or different ethnicities. Next, the respondents
reported the condition of the ED diagnosis, and not all of them
had experience with professional health care. It is possible that
although respondents claimed to have an ED themselves, they
would not meet the diagnostic criteria of psychological
diagnostic manuals, such as the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders. Similarly, experience with
technology was not measured and might have varied for different
illnesses and ages. In addition, the 2 stages of EDs (disorder vs
treatment process) derived from the respondents were often
blurred, unclear, sometimes overlapping, or even missing.
Although some processes of these stages might resemble the
stage of change model [17], respondents were not further asked
for their motivation to change. Finally, respondents’ browsing
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history was self-reported, and researchers did not retrieve the
browsing history data. Thus, respondents’ internet use and
information were unique to each and based and customized on
their previous web-based activities, which can vary substantially
among individuals. For future studies, we suggest using more
accurate measures to use the level of change and consider
different contexts and settings for respondents’ information
evaluation.

Conclusions and Implications
This study showed that the web-based information evaluation
reported by women with the experience of EDs is a complex
process. The assessment is influenced by current personal
characteristics related to the illness (mainly the motivation to
maintain or cure the ED) using cues associated with information
content, other users, and website look. The study findings have
important implications for health professionals, who should ask
their clients questions about web-based communities and their
needs to understand what information and sources they choose.

They should support clients by consulting their judgments and
uncertainties about information evaluation. Further investigation
into the role of consulting web-based information with
professionals in information assessment by users might benefit
future therapeutic practices. Who and what is positive regarding
quality and how it changes within the ED phases may help to
understand the illness. Moreover, quality cues may serve as
merits for designing an ideal website for health providers who
use the internet for prevention and intervention. Future research
might benefit from the experimental design of these websites
and their evaluation by people with ED experience. For example,
the personal stories of people experiencing EDs, their tips about
treatment, and web-based peer groups on websites may increase
the perceived quality of information and providers. However,
the perceived quality of information might not be associated
with the direct application and use of this information in an
offline environment. Thus, the dynamism of the transfer between
perceptions of information quality and acting on this information
might be another research interest for the future.
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Abstract

Background: Early recognition of severely injured patients in prehospital settings is of paramount importance for timely
treatment and transportation of patients to further treatment facilities. The dispatching accuracy has seldom been addressed in
previous studies.

Objective: In this study, we aimed to build a machine learning–based model through text mining of emergency calls for the
automated identification of severely injured patients after a road accident.

Methods: Audio recordings of road accidents in Taipei City, Taiwan, in 2018 were obtained and randomly sampled. Data on
call transfers or non-Mandarin speeches were excluded. To predict cases of severe trauma identified on-site by emergency medical
technicians, all included cases were evaluated by both humans (6 dispatchers) and a machine learning model, that is, a
prehospital-activated major trauma (PAMT) model. The PAMT model was developed using term frequency–inverse document
frequency, rule-based classification, and a Bernoulli naïve Bayes classifier. Repeated random subsampling cross-validation was
applied to evaluate the robustness of the model. The prediction performance of dispatchers and the PAMT model, in severe cases,
was compared. Performance was indicated by sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value, and
accuracy.

Results: Although the mean sensitivity and negative predictive value obtained by the PAMT model were higher than those of
dispatchers, they obtained higher mean specificity, positive predictive value, and accuracy. The mean accuracy of the PAMT
model, from certainty level 0 (lowest certainty) to level 6 (highest certainty), was higher except for levels 5 and 6. The overall
performances of the dispatchers and the PAMT model were similar; however, the PAMT model had higher accuracy in cases
where the dispatchers were less certain of their judgments.

Conclusions: A machine learning–based model, called the PAMT model, was developed to predict severe road accident trauma.
The results of our study suggest that the accuracy of the PAMT model is not superior to that of the participating dispatchers;
however, it may assist dispatchers when they lack confidence while making a judgment.
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Introduction

Background
Trauma is a leading cause of accidental death globally.
According to the World Health Organization, injuries contribute
to >5 million deaths each year. Road traffic accidents accounted
for most injuries and were the ninth leading cause of death in
2012 [1]. Severe trauma is a time-sensitive emergency condition.
Prompt transport is beneficial for patients with neurotrauma
and penetrating injuries with unstable hemodynamic features
[2]. Delays in transportation are associated with poor functional
outcome [3].

Prehospital triage allows severely ill patients to receive
appropriate time-sensitive management. For cardiac arrest and
stroke victims, dispatchers can obtain critical information on
the phone, such as the patient’s level of consciousness, breath
patterns, or prehospital stroke scales [4,5]. However, no
standardized questions have been designed for dispatchers when
they encounter severe trauma. Only a few studies on helicopter
emergency medical services have addressed the accuracy of
dispatch for trauma victims [6]. Current trauma scales for
predicting severity require either physiological or anatomical
assessments [7]. Therefore, a victim’s condition cannot be
identified or evaluated until the first batch of emergency medical
technicians (EMTs) arrives at the scene.

Motivation
Content analysis has been conducted on emergency calls to
discover the factors that affect dispatch and have the potential
to assist prehospital triage [8,9]. Specifically, text classification
has demonstrated the effectiveness of classifying events recorded
during phone calls [10]. In addition, natural language processing
has been used in emergency medicine. Text mining techniques
have been used to predict the triage level, length of stay,
disposition, and mortality in emergency department patients
[11-16]. A textual analysis–based machine learning framework
was developed to assist dispatchers during the prehospital phase
in out-of-hospital cardiac arrest (OHCA) recognition; this
framework has been commercialized [17-20]. These techniques
make it possible to stratify the risk to patients when structured
questions are unavailable, similar to the assessment of trauma
patients over the phone.

The classic process of text classification includes text
preprocessing, feature extraction, and classifier construction.
Text preprocessing aims to remove noise and effectively retrieve
information through text cleaning and organization [21].
Common feature extraction approaches can be loosely divided

into two domains: word frequency and semantics [22,23].
Machine and deep learning models, such as k-nearest neighbors,
decision trees, support vector machines, multilayer perceptron
classifiers, and naïve Bayes, are widely used as classifiers
[24-28].

Aim
We hypothesized that severe trauma cases could be recognized
based on the content of communication between callers and call
takers during emergency calls. The main research question and
objective of this study was to develop a machine learning–based
model through text mining of emergency calls to automatically
identify severely injured patients in road accidents. We focused
on road accidents instead of all trauma cases because they are
the major cause of trauma, and compared with other types of
injuries, the content of emergency calls for road accidents is
homogeneous. As there are no suitable previous studies for
comparison, our second objective was to compare the results
of the model with 6 participating dispatchers’ judgment.

Methods

Study Design and Setting
This paper describes a cross-sectional study on identifying
severely injured patients in road accidents by analyzing
Mandarin text of emergency calls using machine learning. The
results were compared with those of human judgment. We
defined severely injured patients as those who fit the major
trauma criteria of the EMT trauma triage protocol, that is,
prehospital-activated major trauma (PAMT).

Data Acquisition
Data were obtained from the Taipei Trauma Registry, which is
a database of trauma accident information from 8 out of 18
hospitals with first aid capabilities. A random sample of
one-fourth of the total cases considered as PAMT in 2018 was
retrieved. After excluding cases without complete information,
92 PAMT patients (92 of 377 registered cases) were enrolled.
As control cases, 3 consecutive non-PAMT road accident calls
were matched with each PAMT on the same day from the
dispatch system. If the number of non-PAMT cases to be
matched on a given day was insufficient, only 1 or 2 calls were
included. A total of 92 PAMT calls and 255 non-PAMT calls
were considered in this study. The exclusion criteria were as
follows: the caller was not by the side of the victim, the caller
did not speak Mandarin, the accident was not vehicle-related,
and the calls did not provide sufficient information. The final
data for analysis included 114 cases in total, which comprised
42 PAMT and 72 non-PAMT cases (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Data acquisition and study design. PAMT: prehospital-activated major trauma.

Ethics Approval
This study was approved by the institutional review board of
the National Taiwan University Hospital (case number
201902043RINB).

Model Development
As shown in Figure 2, formal model development comprises
four steps: (1) text preprocessing, (2) feature engineering, (3)
model classification, and (4) model enhancement, which was
conducted to improve model performance.
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Figure 2. Model development. PAMT: prehospital activated major trauma; TF-IDF: term frequency–inverse document frequency; KNN: k-nearest
neighbors; SVM: support vector machine; MNB: multinomial naïve Bayes; BNB: Bernoulli naïve Bayes; MLP: multilayer perceptron; SENS: sensitivity;
SPEC: specificity; PPV: positive predictive value; NPV: negative predictive value; ACC: accuracy. Repeated random subsampling-cross validation
(RRS-CV) for 100 times were performed in the step of model enhancement. All training data include 39 PAMT and 65 non-PAMT cases; testing data
included 3 PAMT and 7 non-PAMT cases.

Text Preprocessing (Step 1)
The purpose of text preprocessing is to organize the data such
that useful information can be retrieved. This process includes
word segmentation, stop word removal, and synonym grouping
(Figure 2). First, each emergency call was manually converted
into a text form. The continuous text string was then segmented
into words, which were the shortest units of meaning, consisting

of at least one character. Segmentation was performed using
the Chinese word segmentation system developed by the
Institute of Information Science and the Institute of Linguistics
of Academia Sinica [29,30]. To eliminate segmentation errors
caused by ambiguous Chinese compound words, a dictionary
of special terms with specific weights was manually constructed
based on experience and trial and error. The segmentation
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system refers to the weight required to force certain words to
merge or separate. Subsequently, stop words were removed to
remove insignificant words, such as conjunctions, pronouns,
and articles. Then, synonyms were grouped and regarded as the
same word, potentially reducing the model overfitting to specific
words, thus providing a means for bias-variance control. From
>27,000 characters in the original 114 texts, approximately 7000
different word meanings were identified.

Feature Engineering (Step 2)
In feature engineering, the segmented words were transformed
into a machine-readable format by feature extraction (step 2.1,
Figure 2). As emergency calls are often short, and conversations
are urgent, important words are frequently mentioned
(Multimedia Appendix 1). Thus, we used term
frequency–inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) to weigh each
word. The TF-IDF calculation consists of two sections: TF and
IDF (Multimedia Appendix 2). TF illustrates the word
frequency, whereas IDF explains the rarity of words appearing
in the entire document. A higher frequency of occurrence of a
word in one specific text indicates its importance. In contrast,
a higher frequency of occurrence of the word in the entire body
of texts lowers its importance. By considering these 2
frequencies simultaneously, we ranked all words by importance
to conduct feature selection (step 2.2, Figure 2). The most
important 160 out of 7000 words were chosen based on the
experiments. The selected features were placed in a feature
space to reduce the number of dimensions and to make the
results more explanatory. The feature space included the selected
features used to develop the model.

Model Selection (Step 3)
For model selection, we evaluated several commonly used
machine learning models for text classification, including

k-nearest neighbors, decision tree, support vector machine,
multilayer perceptron, multinomial naïve Bayes, and Bernoulli
naïve Bayes (BNB). Repeated random subsampling
cross-validation (RRS-CV) was conducted 100 times to avoid
overfitting and to obtain more stable and reliable classification
results. RRS-CV splits samples in a randomized and repeated
manner without replacement. The performance of the different
models used for comparison was the average of 100 RRS-CV
scores. According to Table 1, among these, the BNB-based
model achieved the best results. The BNB classifier, which is
a supervised learning model, is based on Bayes’ theorem. It
assumes that each input variable is independent of the other
variables. According to the BNB equation in Multimedia
Appendix 2, the calculation concentrates on binary information
of whether the word appears in a document. The Boolean
expression of the selected features forms the feature vector for
each document. The category estimation of a document depends
on the maximum a posteriori of each class k, which consists of
the likelihood of the document being given by class k and its
prior probability. The category with the highest maximum a
posteriori labeled the classified documents. To avoid a
zero-probability situation, Laplace smoothing was used to set
the additive smoothing parameter to one. Consequently, no
hyperparameter tuning was required for BNB. Compared with
other text classification models, the BNB model has the
advantages of simplicity, efficient computational speed, and
ability to achieve a high level of accuracy without
hyperparameter tuning. Furthermore, this model is suitable for
processing small-scale data and short texts [31,32]. The results
and hyperparameter tuning of other models are presented in
Multimedia Appendix 3.

Table 1. Comparison of machine learning models.

Youden indexACCe (%)NPVd (%)PPVc (%)SPECb (%)SENSa (%)Model

0.07767.972.132.689.018.7KNNf

0.08763.072.935.976.032.7Decision tree

0.29768.580.349.374.055.7SVMg

0.15173.073.842.296.119.0MNBh

0.397 j76.6 j81.6 j67.0 j86.7 j53.0 jBNBi

0.32771.480.655.679.053.7MLPk

aSENS: sensitivity.
bSPEC: specificity.
cPPV: positive predictive value.
dNPV: negative predictive value.
eACC: accuracy.
fKNN: k-nearest neighbors.
gSVM: support vector machine.
hMNB: multinomial naïve Bayes.
iBNB: Bernoulli naïve Bayes.
jBNB-based model achieved the best ACC and Youden index.
kMLP: multilayer perceptron.
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For the split of training and validation data, we set a fixed ratio
of PAMT to non-PAMT cases in the validation data. As shown
in Figure 3, when the amount of training data becomes larger
than that of the validation data, the training score gradually
decreases and the validation score increases. The 2 lines were
closest when the training and validation data sizes were 104
and 10, respectively. The convergence illustrates that, at this
number of training samples, adding more training data does not
significantly improve the classification performance. Therefore,
for all text classification models, 104 texts were randomly
selected as training data and the remaining 10 texts were used

as validation data (Figure 2). The training data included 39
PAMT and 65 non-PAMT cases, and the validation data
included 3 PAMT and 7 non-PAMT cases. The ground truth of
model classification is the on-scene judgment of the EMT, which
is presented in the form of binary labels. Figure 4 shows the
scalability of the BNB-based model. As the training data
increased, the model-fitting time fluctuated moderately around
0.002 seconds but significantly increased when the training data
size was >104. In addition, 104 training data points with 10
validation data points had the highest validation score and the
third shortest model-fitting time (Figure 5).

Figure 3. Learning curve of the Bernoulli naïve Bayes.
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Figure 4. Scalability of the Bernoulli naïve Bayes.

Figure 5. Performance of the Bernoulli naïve Bayes.

Model Enhancement (Step 4)
To optimize the final performance of our model, we enhanced
the BNB-based models using feature addition (step 4.1) and
rule-based judgment (step 4.2). In feature addition, we gathered
37 keywords provided by the experts and combined them with
the 160 words chosen in step 2.2 to form a new feature space
(Figure 2). The experts included 6 participating dispatchers and
2 emergency physicians. After they had listened to the 114 audio
recordings, they were asked, “Which keyword in an emergency

call indicates whether a patient is a PAMT or non-PAMT
patient?” They then provided keywords based on their personal
experience. The 37 keywords were expected to expand the
important feature set, which may be limited by the small amount
of data. The feature space created by the union of 160 and 37
words was used to develop enhanced models. Although
important features must be included, their contribution to the
classification may be small if their frequencies are not
significant. Therefore, a rule-based judgment (step 4.2) was
designed to highlight the importance of the 37 suggested
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keywords. Specifically, any text used in the validation that
contained at least 2 of the 37 words provided by the experts was
classified as PAMT. Texts that did not fit this rule were further
examined by a BNB classifier (Figure 2).

The enhanced BNB-based model was compared with various
derivative models based on combinations of different steps. The
4 derivative versions of the BNB-based model are presented in
Table 2. Model A comprised manually selected features and

rule-based judgment. Model B was a classical text classification
model that included TF-IDF feature extraction and selection
with BNB classification. Model C comprised feature engineering
steps and manual feature addition with BNB classification.
Finally, we named the best version as the PAMT model. It
comprises steps 1 to 4.2, including text preprocessing, feature
engineering, model classification, and both model enhancement
approaches.

Table 2. BNB-based models of different combinations of steps.

BNBb classificationSteps includedaPerformanceModel

4.24.121Youden in-
dex

ACCg (%)NPVf (%)PPVe (%)SPECd (%)SENSc (%)

✓✓✓0.36873.980.956.882.154.7Model A

✓✓✓0.39776.681.667.086.753.0Model B

✓✓✓✓0.41377.382.167.887.354.0Model C

✓✓✓✓✓0.46075.085.860.678.068.0PAMTh model

aStep 1, text preprocessing; step 2, term frequency–inverse document frequency feature extraction and selection; step 4.1, manual feature addition; step
4.2, rule-based judgment.
bBNB: Bernoulli naïve Bayes.
cSENS: sensitivity.
dSPEC: specificity.
ePPV: positive predictive value.
fNPV: negative predictive value.
gACC: accuracy.
hPAMT: prehospital-activated major trauma.

Human Participants
For a reference comparison with the PAMT model, we
conducted a survey to collect severe trauma judgments from 6
volunteer dispatchers. They were from the fire departments of
Taipei City and New Taipei City (Table 3). The participants
were asked to listen to 114 road accident audio clips. As we
focused on text analysis, the participants were not allowed to
receive any information other than the text. Therefore, the audio

clips were transcribed into a computer-synthesized voice using
a text-to-speech tool. The audio clips were played randomly in
both female and male voices. In this way, the tone, speed, and
emotions of the speech were neutralized. While listening to the
clips, each participant classified the cases as PAMT or
non-PAMT depending on their personal experience and
intuition. They also shared information regarding their certainty
(certain or uncertain) in each case.

Table 3. Profiles of the participating dispatchers.

Dispatch experience (year)EMTa experience (year)Service cityAge (years), rangeSexParticipant

613New Taipei City30-39MaleA

210New Taipei City40-49FemaleB

114New Taipei City30-39MaleC

110New Taipei City30-39MaleD

410Taipei City30-39MaleE

49Taipei City30-39MaleF

aEMT: emergency medicine technician.

Data Analysis
The analysis determined the accuracy, positive predictive value,
negative predictive value, sensitivity, and specificity of the
PAMT model prediction and average judgments of the
participants [33,34].

Accuracy refers to the proportion of correctly predicted PAMT
and non-PAMT cases. The proportion of cases with
true-predicted PAMT and non-PAMT results can be presented
as positive predictive value and negative predictive value,
respectively. sensitivity and specificity represent the ability of
a classification system to correctly identify PAMT and
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non-PAMT cases, respectively. The Youden index was
calculated using different models and can be expressed as the
sum of sensitivity and specificity minus 1.

All 114 cases were categorized into certainty levels from 0 to
6, depending on how many participants regarded a case as
certain. For example, a case with certainty level 4 indicated
that 4 participants were certain of their judgment, whereas the
other two were not. The accuracy was also calculated for
different certainty levels.

Data management and statistical analyses were performed using
Python (Python Software Foundation) and Excel (Microsoft
Corporation).

Results

Sample
In total, 114 patients were included in the final analysis. The
transcribed texts ranged from 84 to 652 characters, with a mean
of 241.4 (SD 106.7) characters; the mean character count of
PAMT cases was greater than that of non-PAMT cases (266,
SD 102 vs 227, SD 107). The transcribed computer-synthesized
audio ranged from 24 to 145 seconds in length, with a mean of
58.9 (SD 24.5) seconds, and the mean call length of PAMT
cases was longer than that of non-PAMT (64, SD 24 vs 54, SD
24 seconds) cases (Multimedia Appendix 4).

Outcome Data
In this study, the machine learning model was trained on a
random sample of 104 cases and validated on the remaining 10
cases. RRS-CV was conducted 100 times to obtain greater
unbiased validation results; moreover, no external data were

used to test the performance of the trained models. According
to Table 1, BNB outperformed the other models because it had
the highest overall metrics: accuracy (76.6%) and Youden index
(0.397). The mean sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive
value, and negative predictive value for BNB were 53.0%,
86.7%, 67.0%, and 81.6%, respectively. As there was still room
for improvement, model enhancement was performed based on
BNB to increase the performance. The enhanced BNB-based
model, known as the PAMT model, exhibited the best
performance. Its Youden index was 0.460, and it achieved a
mean sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, negative
predictive value, and accuracy of 68.0%, 78.0%, 60.6%, 85.8%,
and 75.0%, respectively (Table 2). The performance of model
C, which was only enhanced by adding the features provided
by the 6 volunteer dispatchers, was ranked after the PAMT
model. The mean sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive
value, negative predictive value, accuracy, and Youden index
of model C were 54.0%, 87.3%, 67.8%, 82.1%, 77.3%, and
0.413, respectively. Model A contained only the features
provided by the experts and was classified based on rule-based
judgment. It achieved the worst results (sensitivity 54.7%;
specificity 82.1%; positive predictive value 56.8%; negative
predictive value 80.9%; accuracy 73.9%; Youden index 0.368).

In contrast, the mean sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive
value, negative predictive value, and accuracy of the 6
participants were 63.1%, 85.0%, 71.7%, 80.3%, and 76.8%,
respectively (Multimedia Appendix 5). The PAMT model with
the best performance had a higher sensitivity and negative
predictive value but a lower specificity, positive predictive
value, and accuracy than the participants. Overall, the PAMT
model did not surpass the performance of the participating
dispatchers (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Overall performance of participating dispatchers versus prehospital-activated major trauma (PAMT) model. ACC: accuracy; NPV: negative
predictive value; PAMT: prehospital activated major trauma; PPV: positive predictive value; SENS: sensitivity; SPEC: specificity.

In the subgroup analysis, as shown in Figure 7, the mean
accuracy of the participants at certainty levels from 0 to 6 was
66.7%, 64.3%, 68.2%, 76.4%, 56.9%, 79.8%, and 87.1%. The
mean accuracy of the PAMT model at certainty levels from 0
to 6 was 83.3%, 70.4%, 72.7%, 91.7%, 58.3%, 64.3%, and
81.3%. After all cases were categorized based on different
certainty levels, the accuracy of the participants for levels 0 to
6 generally increased, except for level 4, whereas the accuracy
of the PAMT model did not show such a linear pattern. The

results of the PAMT model did not display a clear trend; that
is, they were affected by the certainty level because the BNB
model classified cases according to the feature distribution. If
we define levels 5 and 6 as certain cases and levels 0 to 4 as
uncertain cases, we can observe that, although the accuracy of
the PAMT model was lower than that of the participants in
certain cases (77.52% vs 85.48%), it was greater than the
accuracy of the participants in uncertain cases (73.57% vs
66.34%; Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Accuracy of predicting prehospital-activated major trauma (PAMT) by participating dispatchers and PAMT model over different certainty
levels.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Our study makes 3 major contributions to the field. First, this
is the primary study to use a machine learning–based model to
identify severely injured patients during the dispatch phase.
Second, the overall performance of the model was similar to
that of human dispatchers (Figure 6). Third, the model produced
favorable results for cases in which dispatchers were uncertain
(Figure 7).

With no suitable previous studies as a reference, we enrolled 6
volunteer dispatchers in our study. Their judgment was regarded
as a reference for comparison with the models. Although such
a small sample size cannot represent all dispatchers, we were
still able to observe heterogeneity in human performance. As
shown in Multimedia Appendix 5, three participants (A, B, and
E) had a high specificity and low sensitivity, whereas the other
three (C, D, and F) had more balanced figures between
specificity and sensitivity. We can speculate that different
experiences may affect judgment, and that the policy each
participant chose, either aggressive or conservative, also made
a difference. With the assistance of the proposed model, which
is more stable and adjustable, it is possible to narrow the range
of human discrepancies and decrease the uncertainty.

The proposed machine learning models are text classification
models. As important words were repeatedly mentioned in often
short and intermittent emergency calls (Multimedia Appendix
1), the frequency-based feature extraction method, TF-IDF,
demonstrated the ability to select representative words in severe
trauma calls. In addition, feature correlation analysis was
performed for these words (Multimedia Appendix 6). Features
with high correlation coefficients were words that frequently
appeared together in Mandarin, or in the question required to

be asked during a call. In contrast, low correlation words
indicated that they appeared independently. Despite varying
degrees of correlation, all the selected features are meaningful
and have the potential to be keywords for judging PAMT.
Therefore, the occurrence of these words was the main input
for the machine learning models. Furthermore, we analyzed the
length of the texts and the accuracy between the PAMT and
participants. As each text was represented by a feature vector
formed by word occurrences, the original length may be one of
the factors affecting accuracy. Multimedia Appendix 7 presents
further results.

To explore why machine learning performed better in classifying
uncertain cases, we compared the words suggested by experts
and the words selected by the model. Of the 37 words provided
by the experts, 23 were regarded as keywords specifically for
PAMT. In Multimedia Appendix 8, we compare these 23 words
and the top 23 decisive words selected by the model that were
most likely to occur in the PAMT texts. In the left column, most
words are aggregated in the “Patient status” and “Patient basic
information” categories; few are in the “Geographic
information” and “Auxiliary words and other information”
categories. In contrast, the words in the right column are grouped
not only in the “Patient status” category but also in “Geographic
information” and “Auxiliary words and other information.” This
phenomenon shows that the participants focused more on the
situations and injury mechanisms of the patients, whereas the
proposed model was able to capture other information such as
the location of an accident or wording in a conversation. In
uncertain cases, there may be fewer obvious keywords for
PAMT, which is possibly why the proposed model is more
helpful.

In addition to the PAMT model, we tried different feature
combinations and classification approaches to develop three
other models. Models A, B, and C refer to manual feature
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addition with rule-based judgment, TF-IDF feature engineering
with BNB classification, and TF-IDF feature engineering plus
manual feature addition with BNB classification, respectively
(Table 2). The PAMT model consisted of steps 2.1 to 4.2. It is
important to consider sensitivity and specificity while
developing a triage tool; therefore, we chose the model with
the highest Youden index as our final model, which was the
PAMT model. The sensitivity of the PAMT model was also the
highest, making it suitable for use as a triage tool.

Our results demonstrate that it is necessary to combine machine
learning (steps 2.1 and 2.2) and human experience (steps 4.1
and 4.2) to develop a prehospital dispatching triage tool (Table
2). A purely manual model using the features provided by
experts with rule-based judgment, such as model A, or a
classical machine learning–based text classification model, such
as model B, did not perform sufficiently well. Although the
features of model C are composed of the TF-IDF selection and
are provided by experts, without rule-based judgment to increase
the importance of these keywords, it failed to outperform the
PAMT model. Rule-based judgment makes the added feature
of experts suggesting words more significant in classification,
which is a complement of limited data. Although the best
classification performance of the BNB model indicates that the
occurrence of words in a call is key to identifying PAMT cases,
there is currently no machine learning model that can completely
replace human dispatchers.

Comparison With Prior Work
Abundant research has been conducted on field triage and
prognosis prediction using prehospital data for the early
recognition of severely injured trauma patients. However, the
dispatching accuracy has seldom been addressed in previous
studies [35,36]. The predictors used in these studies, either
physiological data or injury mechanisms, were difficult to
acquire through telephone calls. In the few studies regarding
the accuracy of dispatching, most dealt with helicopter
emergency medical services dispatching [6,37-40]. In another
study, all trauma emergency calls were included and compared
between clinicians and nonclinicians in a prehospital critical
care team in Scotland [41]. The sensitivity of the two groups,
in the study, for identifying major trauma (injury severity
score>15) were 0.112 and 0.259 and the specificity was 0.998
and 0.995. Our model had a significantly higher sensitivity and
lower specificity. However, the results varied as the gold
standards differed. We chose the judgment of the on-scene EMT
as the gold standard as it represents comprehensive prehospital
information, whereas injury severity score is prognostic data
that can only be obtained in the hospital. Moreover, a higher
sensitivity, which avoids undertriage, allows us to apply the
model as an early triage tool that can determine the priority of
dispatching based on patient severity.

For a machine learning dispatch support system, a
commercialized model for the recognition of OHCA through
dispatching was proposed [17]. The model consists of an
automatic speech recognition and textual analysis. In 2
retrospective studies conducted in Denmark and Sweden,
positive results were reported in terms of both accuracy and
time [18,19]. In a randomized controlled trial in Denmark, the

performance of this model surpassed human recognition;
however, no significant improvements were found in
dispatchers’ ability to recognize OHCA with model assistance
[20]. Although there are numerous differences in recognizing
OHCA and severe trauma, this model also uses machine
learning–based text analysis. Another machine learning–based
voice analysis model was proposed to recognize the emotional
state of OHCA callers [42]. Although the goal differed from
our approach, the study also had a small sample size, and the
data source was the audio of emergency calls. It is reasonable
to expect that the performance of future models may improve
with a combination of semantic and emotional analyses.

Limitations
Our study had several limitations. First, human intervention is
required for text preprocessing. Conversations in the recordings
were often in fragments without a complete grammatical
structure and contained specific terms. A customized dictionary
for word segmentation, stop word removal, and synonym
grouping must be constructed according to the specific medical
domain, regional features, and culture. Although there are
references, applying these procedures requires researchers to
fully comprehend phone conversations [29]. We assumed that
everyone who understood the conversation would process the
audio and text materials in the same way; otherwise, the features
we used in the later steps would be different. This limitation
can be overcome by replacing this step with an automatic
program [10]. Second, the dispatchers listened to 114 audio
clips before providing the keywords. Although they did not
know the answers and were asked to provide their opinions
based on their experience, they might have chosen words from
the audio that they had just heard. Third, owing to strict
protocols and the administration’s concern for this novel study
concept, the recordings of the emergency calls were not allowed
to be copied, and only a limited number of crews were permitted
to access them over a short period. Given that the preprocessing
steps were labor intensive, we could not enroll a large sample
size. To compensate for this shortage, we randomly sampled
the PAMTs during the entire year of 2018 in the Taipei Trauma
Registry. For text classification, the main factors that affect the
results may not be determined by data size [43]. Another
innovative study with a small amount of data contributed to
specific fields [42]. This study serves as a proof of concept and
aims to reveal the potential of this methodology for target
applications. Nevertheless, some advanced text classification
models, such as deep learning models with semantic feature
extraction methods [44], may be limited by the size and
characteristics of the data. Therefore, research should be
conducted on a larger scale with more participants and integrated
data to develop a more mature model for actual deployment.

Conclusions
The results of our study suggest that the applied machine
learning model is not superior to dispatchers in identifying road
accident calls in severe trauma cases; however, the model can
assist dispatchers when they lack confidence in the judgment
of the calls. A study conducted on a larger scale is required for
further model development and validation.
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Abstract

Background: Lack of physical activity (PA) and sedentary behaviors are leading risk factors for noncommunicable diseases
(NCDs). Web- and smartphone-based interventions are effective in increasing PA in older adults and in patients with NCD. In
many countries, spa therapy, commonly prescribed to patients with NCD, represents an ideal context to initiating lifestyle changes.

Objective: This study aimed to evaluate, in patients attending spa therapy, the effectiveness of an intervention combining a
face-to-face coaching and, when returning home, a web- and smartphone-based PA program on the achievement of PA guidelines
(PAG) 12 months after the end of spa therapy.

Methods: This was a 12-month, prospective, parallel-group randomized controlled trial. Patients were enrolled during spa
therapy and randomized 1:1 to intervention or control group who received PA usual advice. From the end of spa therapy, PA,
weight, waist circumference, and quality of life of the participants were assessed by phone every 2 months. Primary outcome
was meeting PAG (PA ≥600 metabolic equivalent of task) at 12 months. Secondary outcomes were meeting current PAG at 6
months; sedentary time, weight, waist circumference, PA, and quality of life at 6 and 12 months. Objective use data of the web-
and smartphone-based PA program were collected. Analytic methods included intention to treat and constrained longitudinal
data analyses.

Results: The study sample included 228 participants (n=176, 77.2% females) with a mean age of 62.4 (SD 6.7) years and a

mean BMI of 28.2 (SD 4.2) kg/m2. Approximately 53.9% (123/228) of the participants were retired. No group differences were
found for any baseline variable. At 12 months, the proportion of patients achieving PAG was significantly higher in intervention
group than in the control group (81% vs 67% respectively, odds ratio 2.34, 95% CI 1.02-5.38; P=.045). No difference between
intervention and control group was found neither in achieving PAG at 6 months nor for sedentary time, weight, and waist
circumference at 6 and 12 months. Regarding quality of life, the physical component subscale score was significantly higher at
12 months in the intervention group than in the control group (mean difference: 4.1, 95% CI 1.9-6.3; P<.001). The mean duration
use of the program was 7.1 (SD 4.5) months. Attrition rate during the first 2 months was 20.4% (23/113) whereas 39.8% (45/113)
of the participants used the program for at least 10 months.
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Conclusions: PA increased in both the intervention group and the control group. However, at 12 months, more participants met
PAG in the intervention group compared with the controls. This indicates that the web- and smartphone-based program could
have maintained PA in the intervention group. In addition, a spa therapy seems to be an ideal time and framework to implement
PA education.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT02694796; https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02694796

(J Med Internet Res 2022;24(6):e29640) doi: 10.2196/29640
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physical activity; spa; mobile phone; older adults; internet; exercise; aged; sedentary behavior; quality of life; follow-up studies

Introduction

Background
Lack of physical activity (PA) and excess sedentary behaviors
are now recognized as leading risk factors for noncommunicable
diseases (NCDs), such as cardiovascular diseases, chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease, cancers, and type 2 diabetes,
which, taken together, are the primary causes of death worldwide
[1]. Insufficient PA, or physical inactivity, is defined as a level
of PA below the recommended 150 minutes of moderate PA
per week, and sedentary behaviors are defined as “any waking
behaviors characterized by an energy expenditure <1.5 metabolic
equivalents of task (METs), while in a sitting, reclining or lying
posture” [2]. In 2017, of the 41 million NCD-related deaths,
1.26 million were because of insufficient PA [3]. In 2016, >1
in 4 (27.5%) adults worldwide were physically inactive [4]. In
2015, a national survey in France showed that among adults
aged 55 to 74 years, 42.2% of women and 28.4% of men did
not achieve the recommendation of 150 minutes of moderate
PA per week [5]. Engaging people in healthy behaviors such
as stopping tobacco use, reducing alcohol consumption, adopting
healthy diets, increasing PA, and limiting sedentary time is
crucial to tackling the rise of NCDs [1]. Although the health
benefits of PA are widely recognized [6], engaging older adults
and those with NCDs in long-term lifestyle modifications is
very challenging. Although many studies have shown the
benefits of PA interventions on the health of patients with NCDs
[7], a decrease in PA adherence is frequently observed in the
long term, leading to a loss of the acquired health benefits [8].

To maintain adherence to PA, information and communication
technologies appear to be promising tools that provide
personalized follow-up, real-time feedback, and
recommendations. Recent reviews and meta-analyses have found
that web- and smartphone-based interventions are effective in
increasing PA in the general population [9,10], in older adults
[11,12], and in patients with an NCD [13,14]. However, another
systematic review [15] suggested that multicomponent
interventions, where the use of an app was one of several
intervention components such as physical education, provision
of PA equipment, parental education, face-to-face counselling,
might be more effective than stand-alone app interventions.

In many countries (continental Europe, Japan, China, South
America, and North Africa), a course of spa therapy is accepted
as treatment by the health insurance system and is commonly
prescribed to patients with chronic diseases such as rheumatic
conditions, respiratory diseases, and skin diseases and patients

convalescing from cancer, as well as to those who are
overweight or obese. In France, the 3-week courses of therapy
delivered in spa centers are reimbursed by the national social
security. The context and environment of a stay in a spa therapy
center have been shown to be conducive to educating patients
about their disease and initiating lifestyle changes, including
increasing PA, through patient therapeutic education in PA
programs [16-20].

Objectives
We hypothesized that an intervention combining individual
face-to-face coaching during spa therapy with a subsequent
12-month web- and smartphone-based PA program would
improve PA in patients undergoing spa therapy. The main
objective of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of the
intervention compared with the usual advice (ie, standard advice
on PA provided during spa therapy) on the achievement of PA
recommendations 12 months after the end of spa therapy.
Secondary outcomes were to evaluate, throughout the 12-month
follow-up, at 6 and 12 months, the effectiveness of the
intervention on PA, sedentary time, weight, waist circumference,
quality of life of the patients, and engagement with the program
(the number of performed PA sessions and frequency of use of
the program).

Methods

Study Design
This was a 12-month, prospective, parallel-group, open,
multicenter, single-blinded randomized controlled trial (RCT)
that enrolled patients attending a 3-week spa therapy treatment.
It evaluated the effectiveness of individual face-to-face PA
coaching during the stay at the spa therapy facility followed by
a 12-month web- and smartphone-based PA program, including
a connected wrist pedometer and a connected weighing scale.
Participants were randomized 1:1 to either the intervention
group or the control group. The participants were enrolled in 1
of 8 French spa therapy facilities: Amélie-les-Bains,
Bourbon-Lancy, Brides-les-Bains, Le-Boulou, Chaudes-Aigues,
Eugénie-les-Bains, Vals-les-Bains, and Vichy.

Participants and Recruitment
Enrollment and follow-ups were conducted between September
2015 and December 2017. Patients were recruited through
posters and flyers displayed in spa therapy facilities and spa
physicians’ surgeries. A PA instructor was allocated to each
spa center to prescreen all potential patients and evaluate their
eligibility. Spa physicians participating in the study could also
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refer their patients to the PA instructor for prescreening. The
inclusion criteria were as follows: age of 50 to 79 years,
diagnosis of a stabilized chronic disease (cardiovascular disease,
obesity, type 2 diabetes, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease,
rheumatic conditions, and breast cancer), BMI between >19

kg/m2 and <35 kg/m2, undertaking PA for <150 minutes per
week, and having smartphone access to the internet. Exclusion
criteria included having a cardiac pacemaker, nonstabilized
chronic disease, locomotor disability, evolving metastatic cancer,
or a contraindication to PA. Eligible participants underwent a
medical examination with the spa physician, who after checking
that they could safely follow the study protocol, included them
in the trial after the participants provided informed consent.
Randomization of the participants to the intervention or control
group was stratified by gender and center (thermal spa resort)
and performed by the spa PA instructor using a centralized
secured management system, REDCap (Research Electronic
Data Capture; Vanderbilt University).

Intervention and Control
The intervention comprised a 1-hour individual coaching session
with a PA instructor during the 3-week spa therapy stay in 1 of
the 8 spa care facilities and then access to the web- and
mobile-based PA program and associated connected devices
for the 12 months following the end of the spa therapy. All PA
instructors received the same training and used the same
material. The first part of the consultation aimed to introduce
or remind the participants of the benefits of PA for health and
disease management. The PA instructor provided advice on
how to reach the recommended level of PA and examples of
PA adapted to the patient’s particular condition. Subsequently,
the PA instructor presented the automated web and mobile-based
PA program (Thermactive, BIOMOUV SAS Inc) together with
the use of connected devices (weighing scales and wrist
pedometer; Multimedia Appendices 1 and 2). The PA instructor
downloaded the mobile app onto the patient’s smartphone and
showed him or her how to log into the mobile app and connect
and use the weighing scale. The PA instructor also explained
access to the website and showed participants the main
functionalities of the program. The patients were registered in
the program by the PA instructor who completed a web-based
questionnaire to determine the patient’s PA profile: age, weight,
height, physical fitness (endurance, strength, flexibility, and
balance measured by the PA instructor), PA, joint disabilities,
and pathology. The patient also declared his availability for PA
sessions, his PA preferences, and his sports material (such as
dumbbells, yoga mats, bands, and wrist weights). Participants
in the intervention group followed the web- and mobile-based
PA program for 12 months from the end of their 3-week stay
in the spa therapy center.

The automated program aimed to help patients achieve
recommended levels of PA in 2 ways: by proposing personalized
and structured PA sessions and by increasing daily PA (number
of steps). The PA sessions were automatically generated based
on the patient’s profile. To generate personalized PA sessions,
an algorithm was developed to select and associate exercises
from a database of >1500 different exercises. Each exercise was
classified according to its nature (aerobic, strengthening, and

balance), part of the body concerned (leg, arm, and trunk),
exercise intensity, and duration. The algorithm selected exercises
appropriate to a patient’s physical capacity and availability and
constructed a PA session adapted to the patient. Each PA session
comprised 3 phases: a 5-minute warm-up period; either 10 to
35 minutes of exercise to develop muscle strength and flexibility
or 10 to 50 minutes of endurance during walking or cycling
(mixing continuous and intermittent effort); and finally, a
5-minute recovery phase comprising stretching and relaxation
or a return to calm after walking sessions. The PA sessions were
either automatically compiled videos or PDF files. The program
of PA sessions followed international guidelines regarding the
number of sessions per week, resting periods, type of exercise
(resistance and endurance), duration, and intensity of each
exercise [21]. For each participant, their PA sessions evolved
during the course of the intervention taking into account the
number of PA sessions completed (recorded by the patient) and
any difficulty perceived at the end of the PA sessions (collected
using a Borg scale [22]). To increase daily PA, the program
generated a daily goal of the number of steps to be achieved
based on data from the pedometer over 7 consecutive days. The
achievement of these goals determined the subsequent goals,
and every day, participants received a notification on their
mobile app about the achievement of their personal goals. They
also received emails about new PA sessions available on the
website and emails reminding them whether a PA session had
not been performed and inviting them to do it when possible.
Participants had the possibility to record or add activities on the
mobile app, which were not planned in the program, such as
walking, cycling, swimming, or fitness sessions. The website
and the mobile app also allowed participants to record their
daily PA and amount of sedentary time to visualize their
evolution over time.

Patients allocated to the control group received the usual advice
on PA and a booklet providing advice and examples of PA
suited to their pathology. At the end of the 12-month follow-up
period, the patients included in the control group received free
connected devices and access to the Thermactive program for
12 months.

Measurements and Follow-up
Data collected during the study and follow-up were recorded
using an electronic case report form in a centralized secured
management system, REDCap.

Demographic variables of the participants, including sex, age,
weight, waist circumference, highest level of formal education
(high school or less and higher education), occupation
(nonworking [retired or unemployed], manager [artisan or
intellectual profession], and employee [employee, intermediate
occupation, and worker]), condition treated by spa therapy,
medical-surgical and family history, medical treatments,
physical fitness, PA, and quality of life were collected at
baseline (month 0 [M0]) by the PA instructor. PA was assessed
using the validated International Physical Activity Questionnaire
(IPAQ)-short version [23]. The IPAQ measures the frequency
(days per week) and duration (minutes) of PA during the past
7 days in the following domains: work, transportation, work at
home, and leisure activities [23]. Different levels of PA
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(walking, moderate, vigorous, and total) were calculated and
expressed in METs minutes per week (a product of PA intensity
and duration). PA was classified as low (<600 MET minutes
per week), moderate (600-3000 METs), or high (>3000 METs)
[23]. Meeting current PA guidelines (PAG) was defined as a
total PA of ≥600 METs [23].

At inclusion (M0), physical fitness was evaluated in both groups
using validated physical fitness field tests from Eurofit for Adults
[24] and the Senior Fitness Tests [25], with the 6-minute walk
test to assess cardiorespiratory fitness (endurance), the arm curl
test, the 30-second chair stand test for muscle strength, the
lateral side–bending test for flexibility and patients’ balance by
the one-leg standing test, and the timed up and go test for
balance. Quality of life was assessed using the Short Form
Health Survey-12 (SF-12; version 2) [26]. The SF-12 assesses
limitations in role functioning with 12 items. It consists of 2
subscales measuring physical health (physical component
subscale [PCS]) and mental health (mental component subscale).
The presence and severity of different impairments over the
past 4 weeks are rated. Subscale scores can vary between 0 and
100, with higher scores indicating less impairment or greater
health well-being.

From the end of the 3-week spa therapy, PA, body weight, waist
circumference, and quality of life of the participants in both
groups were assessed at month 2 (M2), month 4, month 6 (M6),
month 8, month 10, and month 12 (M12) by interviewers
(masked to the participant’s randomization group) by phone.
Data were collected every 2 months to avoid a loss to follow-up
and to allow more precise measurement of change in outcome
over time.

To limit missing data, participants were contacted 3 times for
each follow-up phone interview. First, the participants were
contacted by email to plan the phone interview; in case of no
answer, an SMS text message was sent to his or her cell phone
within 7 days, and after failing to respond within 3 days of the
SMS text message, he or she was contacted directly by phone.
The interviewer tried to contact nonresponders for 1 month after
the theoretical follow-up date.

Outcomes
The primary outcome was meeting the current PAG at 12
months after the end of spa therapy, defined as reporting total
PA ≥600 METs [23] measured by the IPAQ short form.

Secondary outcomes were meeting the current PAG at 6 months
after the end of spa therapy; sedentary time, weight, waist
circumference, PA, and quality of life at 6 and 12 months; and
changes in these indicators evaluated every 2 months during
the 12-month follow-up.

The use of the program was evaluated by the number of
connections to the Thermactive website, number of PA sessions
conducted (structured PA sessions+recorded PA sessions), and
number of months for which use of the program was maintained.

Sample Size
With a risk of 0.05, a power (1-b) of 0.90, and assuming a
detectable difference in patients meeting the PAG of 15%

between the 2 groups [27], the sample size required was 462,
with 231 participants in each study arm.

Statistics
Continuous variables were described as mean (SD or 95% CI)
or median (IQR). The normal distribution of continuous
variables was checked using the Shapiro-Wilk test. To compare
between-group differences, a Student t test (2-tailed) was used
for variables with normal distribution; otherwise, the
Mann-Whitney test was used. Categorical variables are
presented as frequencies and percentages and were compared
between groups using a chi-square test. To test effectiveness,
the data were analyzed using intention-to-treat principles [28].
As all randomized patients were included in the analyses and
considering that assessment every 2 months should limit the
loss to follow-up, attrition was not considered to increase the
sample size [29]. To compare between-group differences from
baseline for repeated outcomes, a constrained longitudinal data
analysis (CLDA) was used. This mixed model is a constrained
full-likelihood approach, whereby both the baseline and
postbaseline values are modeled as dependent variables (the
constrained model assumes that both the baseline and
postbaseline measurements are jointly multivariate and normally
distributed as the baseline value is treated as part of the response
vector), and the true baseline values are constrained to be the
same for the 2 treatment groups. Such methods based on
maximum likelihood are consistent under the missing at random
assumption. This model allows the inclusion of patients for
whom either the baseline or postbaseline measurements are
missing, thereby increasing efficiency [30]. Hence, this analysis
provides an adjustment for the observed baseline difference in
estimating the intervention effects. Time was treated as a
categorical variable so that no restriction was imposed on the
trajectory of the means over time. In addition to adjusting for
baseline covariates, the analysis model was also adjusted for
the intervention, time, sex, and interaction of time and
intervention. Random effects at the patient and center levels
were also included. The results are expressed as odds ratios
(ORs) with 95% CI and P values for categorical variables and
as differences in mean change from baseline to 1 year with 95%
CI for continuous variables. All statistical tests were 2-sided,
and P<.05 was considered statistically significant. Data were
analyzed using Stata 12.

Safety
All serious adverse events (AEs) were recorded and notified to
the French clinical trials pharmacovigilance system.

Ethics Approval
The trial, funded by Association Française pour la Recherche
Thermale (grant number 2015-02), a nonprofit independent
organization, was approved by the National Agency for the
Safety of Medicine and Health Products and the regional ethics
committee (Comité de Protection des Personnes Sud-Est N 6;
registration number: CPP AU1196; registration number
IDRCB:2015-A00855-44) and registered at ClinicalTrials.gov
(NCT02694796) before enrollment of the participants began.
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Results

Patients
Recruitment was conducted from September 2015 to December
2016. Of the 304 patients screened, 230 (75.6%) were enrolled
and randomly assigned to either the control group (n=114,
49.6%) or intervention group (n=116, 50.4%; Figure 1). After

randomization, 0.9% (2/230) of patients (1 in each group)
withdrew their participation; thus, a total of 228 patients were
included in the analyses. Patient characteristics are presented
in Table 1. More than 3 participants out of 4 were women
(176/228, 77.2%). The mean age of the sample was 62.4 (SD
6.7) years, and 53.9% (123/228) of the participants were retired.
The 2 groups did not differ in any variable recorded at baseline.

Figure 1. CONSORT (Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials) flowchart. IPAQ: International Physical Activity Questionnaire.
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Table 1. Baseline characteristics of the participants in the control and intervention group (N=228).

TotalIntervention group (n=115)Control group (n=113)Characteristics

176 (77.2)90 (78.3)86 (76.1)Female, n (%)

62.5 (6.7)62.6 (6.6)62.3 (6.9)Age (years), mean (SD)

76.7 (14.6)77.0 (14.3)76.3 (15.1)Weight (kg), mean (SD)

28.3 (4.2)28.2 (4.0)28.3 (4.4)BMI, mean (SD)

95.8 (13.0)95.0 (12.4)96.7 (13.6)Waist circumference (cm), mean (SD)

Educational level, n (%)

117 (51.3)55 (47.8)62 (54.9)High school or less

111 (48.7)60 (52.2)51 (45.1)Higher education

Occupation, n (%)

151 (66.2)74 (64.3)77 (68.1)Nonworking (retired, unemployed, housewife or househusband, disabil-
ity, or long-term leave)

34 (14.9)16 (13.9)18 (15.9)Manager (artisan, trader, senior executive, or intellectual profession)

41 (18)24 (20.9)17 (15)Employee (intermediate occupation or worker)

Indication for spa treatment, n (%)

165 (72.4)83 (72.2)82 (72.6)Arthrosis

25 (11)11 (9.6)14 (12.4)Cardiovascular diseases

36 (15.8)19 (16.5)17 (15)Obesity

20 (8.8)12 (10.4)8 (7.1)Diabetes (type 1 and type 2)

3 (1.3)1 (0.9)2 (1.8)COPDa

7 (3.1)4 (3.5)3 (2.7)Cancer

48 (21.1)22 (19.1)26 (23)Other

Physical fitness, mean (SD)

70.6 (10.3)71.1 (10.7)70.1 (9.8)Resting heart rate (beats per minute)

463.8 (95.9)464.6 (94.6)463 (97.6)6-minute walk test (minutes)

22.0 (7.0)22.1 (7.2)22 (6.9)Arm curl test (number of flexions)

14.0 (4.2)13.8 (4.4)14.3 (4.1)30-second chair stand test (number of up-and-down)

15.6 (3.9)15.2 (3.5)15.9 (4.2)Lateral side–bending test (right side; cm)

15.7 (4.0)15.4 (3.7)16 (4.3)Lateral side–bending test (left side; cm)

6.1 (7.8)6.0 (6.3)6.2 (9.0)One-leg standing test (seconds)

6.2 (1.6)6.2 (1.7)6.2 (1.5)Timed up and go test (seconds)

PAb (IPAQc; METd minutes per week), median (IQR)

0 (0-960)0 (0-480)0 (0-960)Continuous score for vigorous intensity

130 (0-360)240 (0-360)120 (0-240)Continuous score for moderate intensity

198 (66-396)198 (66-346.5)198 (66-396)Continuous score for walking

396 (198-686)419 (238-720)396 (198-664)Continuous score for overall activity

Sedentary time (IPAQ; minutes), median (IQR)

360 (240-480)360 (270-480)300 (240-420)Time spent sitting on a week day

300 (240-360)300 (240-360)300 (240-360)Time spent sitting on a weekend day

120 (120-180)120 (120-180)120 (120-180)Time spent watching television on a week day

120 (120-180)120 (120-180)120 (120-240)Time spent watching television on a weekend day

120 (60-210)120 (60-240)120 (60-180)Time spent in front of computer or tablet on a week day

60 (30-120)60 (45-150)60 (30-120)Time spent in front of computer or tablet on a weekend day
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TotalIntervention group (n=115)Control group (n=113)Characteristics

Quality of life (SF-12e; 0-100), mean (SD)

43.2 (8.5)43.3 (8.5)43.2 (8.5)Physical health (PCSf)

47.6 (9.2)48.1 (8.9)47.0 (9.5)Mental health (MCSg)

aCOPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.
bPA: physical activity.
cIPAQ: International Physical Activity Questionnaire.
dMET: metabolic equivalent of task.
eSF-12: Short Form Health Survey-12.
fPCS: physical component subscale.
gMCS: mental component subscale.

Primary Outcome
The change in the percentage achieving PAG marginal values
according to CLDA modeling for each group is presented in
Figure 2, and the statistical comparison between the groups for
PAG achievement is shown in Table 2. The achievement of
PAG significantly increased in both groups from M0 to M12

(Table 2), with the greatest increase occurring between M0 and
M2 (Figure 2). At 12 months, the proportion of patients
achieving PAG was significantly higher in the intervention
group than in the control group (64/79, 81% vs 61/91, 67%,
respectively; Figure 2; OR 2.34, 95% CI 1.02-5.38; P=.045;
Table 2). The CLDA analysis also showed that significantly
fewer women achieved PAG than men (P=.005; Table 2).

Figure 2. Change in the percentage of PA guidelines achievement (total PA MET≥600) marginal values according to constrained longitudinal data
analysis model for each group over time. MET: metabolic equivalent of task; PA: physical activity.
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Table 2. Constrained longitudinal data analysis model of the achievement of physical activity guidelines (total physical activity metabolic equivalents
of task ≥600) over time.

P valueOdds ratio (95% CI)Characteristics

.0050.52 (0.33-0.83)Female

N/AN/AaInclusion visit (month 0)

<.0016.3 (3.55-11.17)2-month visit (month 2)

<.0015.49 (3.05-9.87)4-month visit (month 4)

<.0017.41 (3.97-13.85)6-month visit (month 6)

<.0018.37 (4.5-15.55)8-month visit (month 8)

<.0015.79 (3.2-10.48)10-month visit (month 10)

<.0016.29 (3.45-11.46)12-month visit (month 12)

.211.58 (0.77-3.23)Intervention group×month 2

.651.18 (0.58-2.41)Intervention group×month 4

.890.95 (0.45-2.01)Intervention group×month 6

.931.04 (0.47-2.26)Intervention group×month 8

.072.12 (0.95-4.74)Intervention group×month 10

.0452.34 (1.02-5.38)Intervention group×month 12

aN/A: not applicable.

Secondary Outcomes

PA and Sedentary Times
At 6 months follow-up, the achievement of PAG did not differ
between the intervention and control groups (63/91, 69.2% and
59/84, 70.2% of patients reached the PAG, respectively; Figure
2; OR 0.95, 95% CI 0.45-2.01; P=.89; Table 2). Regarding the
PA level (Figure 3), the IPAQ score of total PA at M12 was
significantly higher in the intervention group than in the control
group (intervention group total PA 1618 METs, 95% CI
1491-1744 METs vs control group total PA 1275 METs, 95%
CI 1140-1385 METs; P=.04), whereas no significant difference

was observed at M6 (intervention group total PA 1427 METs,
95% CI 1303-1564 METs vs control group total PA 1274 METs,
95% CI 1146-1392 METs; P=.30).

There were no statistically significant differences between the
2 groups at M6 or M12 regarding the IPAQ scores for walking,
moderate, and vigorous PA (Figure 3) or for sitting time or time
spent in front of a screen (television or computer) during
weekdays or weekends (Figure 4).

Nevertheless, the time spent in front of a screen (computer or
television) decreased significantly over the follow-up in both
the groups during both weekdays and weekends (Table 3).
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Figure 3. International Physical Activity Questionnaire scores for total, moderate, intense, and walking physical activity margin values according to
constrained longitudinal data analysis model for each group over time. MET: metabolic equivalent of task; PA: physical activity.

Figure 4. Sedentary times marginal values according to constrained longitudinal data analysis model for each group over time.
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Table 3. Change in time spent in front of screens (computer or television) for control and intervention groups pooled.

P valueChange between month 12 and month 0, mean (SE; 95% CI)Duration of time

<.001−75.2 (10.2; −95.3 to −55.2)Time spent in front of a computer during the week (minutes)

<.001−47.2 (7.8; −62.6 to −31.8)Time spent in front of a computer during the weekend (minutes)

<.001−39.7 (9.3; −58.0 to −21.4)Time spent in front of a television during the week (minutes)

<.001−61.9 (10.8; −83.0 to −40.7)Time spent in front of a television during the weekend (minutes)

Body Weight and Waist Circumference
There was no statistically significant difference between the 2
groups for body weight or waist circumference at M6 and M12

(Figure 5). However, the mean waist circumference for the 2
groups had significantly decreased at 6 months by 1.9 cm (95%
CI −3.0 to −0.8 cm; P=.001) and at 12 months by 2.4 cm (95%
CI −3.5 to −1.3 cm; P<.001).

Figure 5. Weight and waist circumference marginal values according to constrained longitudinal data analysis model for each group over time.

Quality of Life
The quality of life assessment showed that the PCS score was
significantly higher at M12 in the intervention group than in
the control group (Figure 6; mean difference at M12 4.1, 95%

CI 1.9-6.3; P<.001). At M6, the PCS score tended to be higher
in the intervention group than in the control group (PCS score
2.1, 95% CI 0.0-4.3; P=.06). There were no statistically
significant differences between the 2 groups in the mental
component subscale score at M6 or M12 (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. SF-12 scores (PCS and MCS) marginal values to constrained longitudinal data analysis model for each group over time. MCS: mental
component subscale; PCS: physical component subscale; SF-12: Short Form Health Survey-12.

Use of the Program
Monitoring of the program use results is presented in Table 4.
The patients used the program for an average of 7.1 (SD 4.5)
months. Approximately 20.4% (23/113) dropped out of the

program before 2 months of use; however, 39.8% (45/113) of
the participants used the program for ≥10 months (Table 4).
Among the participants, 62.8% (71/113) had at least one
structured PA session.
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Table 4. Use of the program (N=115).

Intervention groupCharacteristics

Logging into the program

113 (98.3)Patients who logged into the program at least once, n (%)

16,325Total number of log-ins into the program, N

143.2 (179.4)Number of log-ins by patients, mean (SD)

76 (24.3-208.8)Number of log-ins by patients, median (IQR)

Duration of program use

7.1 (4.5)Duration of use (months), mean (SD)

23 (20.4)Patients who used the program for <2 months, n (%)

14 (12.4)Patients who used the program for 2 to 4 months, n (%)

13 (11.5)Patients who used the program between 4 and 6 months, n (%)

8 (7.1)Patients who used the program between 6 and 8 months, n (%)

10 (8.8)Patients who used the program between 8 and 10 months, n (%)

45 (39.8)Patients who used the program for >10 months, n (%)

Total PAa sessions (recorded+structured)

81 (71.7)Patients who conducted at least one PA session, n (%)

2588Total number of PA sessions conducted, N

16 (3-47)Number of PA sessions conducted, median (IQR)

Structured PA sessions

71 (62.8)Patients who conducted at least one structured PA session, n (%)

1836Total number of structured PA sessions conducted, N

8 (2-34)Number of structured PA sessions conducted, median (IQR)

25 (35.2)Patients who conducted <1 structured PA session by month of use, n (%)

26 (36.6)Patients who conducted 1 to 4 structured PA sessions by month of use, n (%)

16 (22.5)Patients who conducted 4 to 8 structured PA sessions by month of use, n (%)

4 (5.6)Patients who conducted >8 structured PA sessions by month of use, n (%)

aPA: physical activity.

Safety
AEs recorded during the study are presented in Table 5. None
of the severe AEs were attributed to the intervention. One patient

reported an aggravation of lymphedema in the left arm because
of wearing a wrist pedometer. This adverse effect was resolved
by physiotherapy.

Table 5. Adverse events recorded during the follow-up (N=228).

Intervention group (n=115), n (%)Control group (n=113), n (%)Adverse events

70 (60.9)102 (49.6)Adverse events

11 (9.6)13 (11.5)Severe adverse events

0 (0)2 (1.8)Increased arthrosis

11 (9.6)11 (9.7)Hospitalizations or care for a disorder unrelated to the spa indication

Discussion

Principal Findings and Comparison With Prior Work
This RCT aimed to assess the effectiveness of an intervention,
including an initial face-to-face coaching and a web- and
mobile-based PA program, to meet PAG among patients

attending a 3-week spa therapy treatment. The results showed
that significantly more participants met the PAG at the 12-month
follow-up in the intervention group than in the controls;
however, no difference was observed between the 2 groups for
reaching PAG at 6 months. The intervention significantly
improved the physical component of the quality of life at 12
months. Sedentary times and waist circumference were
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significantly reduced in both groups at 6 and 12 months of
follow-up without significant differences between the groups.

The level of PA increased in both groups but was significantly
higher at 12 months in the intervention group. The increase in
PA in the control group might be explained by the usual advice
on PA and lifestyle changes provided during the 3-week spa
therapy by health care professionals. Indeed, a number of studies
have shown that the context and environment of spa treatments
represent an opportunity to educate patients on their chronic
diseases and initiate behavioral changes [16-20], such as PA.

Our analyses showed that the effect of usual advice on PA in
the control group was the highest during the first 2 months after
the spa therapy; subsequently, this tended to stabilize and finally
slightly decreased after 8 months. Although the PA in the
intervention group followed the same dynamic for the first 8
months, it increased after 8 months and became significantly
higher at 12 months.

The maintenance of the level of PA to reach the PAG at 12
months in the intervention group could be explained by the web-
and mobile-based PA program. This result is in line with the
results observed in other RCTs aimed at improving PA among
older adults using web-based PA interventions [31,32]. A
systematic review and meta-analysis evaluated the effects of
eHealth interventions on promoting PA in older adults [12].
The results of this meta-analysis showed that the effects of the
eHealth intervention (vs controls) on PA time measured by
questionnaires and objective wearable devices on energy
expenditure and step counts were all significant with minimal
heterogeneity.

Our findings also highlight that the intervention significantly
improved the physical component of quality of life at 12 months,
which is consistent with the increase in physical abilities because
of the improvement in PA level. Limited studies have reported
on the effect of web- or mobile-based PA interventions on
quality of life among older adults. A randomized control trial
that included 235 participants indicated that after 3 months, an
internet-based intervention aimed at increasing PA significantly
improved the quality of life of inactive older adults [33]. Another
study conducted by Irvine et al [34] also showed a significant
improvement in the SF-12 PCS among sedentary older adults
aged >55 years who engaged in a web-based PA program.

Our results indicate that waist circumference was significantly
reduced in both groups at 6 and 12 months of follow-up without
a significant difference between the groups.

A meta-analysis [35], including 31 RCTs, emphasized that
internet-based interventions showed a significant reduction in
waist circumference (mean change −2.99 cm, 95% CI −3.68 to

−2.30 cm; I2=93.3%) compared with minimal interventions
such as information-only groups. Our findings indicate a similar
mean change in waist circumference in the 2 groups (−2.4 cm;
95% CI −3.5 to −1.3 cm). Therefore, this reduction did not seem
to be explained by the intervention. The inclusion in a research
study and the focus on their medical conditions should motivate
them to adopt better health behaviors. The time spent sitting
was higher at M2, month 4, and M6 in both groups than that at
baseline. This could be because of fatigue related to the increase

in PA [36], which induced compensatory time spent being
sedentary, probably at the expense of light PA (unassessed by
the IPAQ questionnaire, but which can represent most PA in
older adults). This hypothesis should be confirmed in future
studies.

Our results also indicate that men were more likely to
successfully reach the PAG than women. The present findings
are consistent with those of previous studies. Blanchard et al
[37] evaluated PA levels in patients with heart disease over 12
months (with or without cardiac rehabilitation) and showed a
more pronounced decline in PA over time in women than in
men. Jenkins and Gortner [38] specifically examined gender
disparity in PA in people living with heart disease who did not
receive cardiac rehabilitation. The results showed that men
walked significantly more than women at 1, 2, 6, and 12 months
after hospitalization. However, analyzing the determinants of
parameters that establish which factors predict which
participants are successful in reaching PAG was not a part of
our research question. Such a determinant analysis will be
performed in forthcoming studies and will address different
research questions with the ultimate aim of better targeting
different populations.

Limitations and Strengths
The effect of the intervention on maintaining long-term PA and
reaching PAG needs to be viewed cautiously as, despite an
extension of the enrollment period, the a priori sample size was
not met. Two main reasons explain the difficulties in including
participants in the trial. First, it appeared that many patients
with a web connection and smartphone were already meeting
the PAG. Second, we encountered difficulties in the recruitment
of qualified PA instructors who played an essential role in the
prescreening of participants and face-to-face coaching of the
intervention group.

Another limitation of our trial is the self-reported assessment
measures, making them potentially subject to social desirability
bias [39]. Furthermore, the Hawthorne effect [40] (referring to
a tendency in some individuals to alter their behavior in response
to their awareness of being observed) along with contamination
bias could also affect the magnitude of the differences observed
in the results. However, the contamination bias cannot call into
question our main result as it reduced the size of the difference
between the 2 groups. Therefore, we can hypothesize that
without contamination bias, the difference between the 2 groups
would have been greater.

The Hawthorne effect and the repeated assessment of outcomes
every 2 months could motivate participants to become more
active, leading them to overestimate the report of PA and
consequently bias our findings. Although this bias could have
occurred in both the control and intervention groups and,
therefore, would not bias the comparison between the 2 groups,
the proportion of participants achieving PAG might be
overestimated. Moreover, we cannot exclude that participants
in the intervention group may be influenced by the expectation
that they will perform better as they received the promising PA
program, especially at the end of the program, resulting in an
overestimation of their PA level.
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A greater number of patients was assessed at M12 in the control
group (91/113, 80.5%) than in the intervention group (79/115,
68.7%). One of the reasons for this higher compliance of the
control group may be the promise to have free access to the
program at the end of the follow-up.

The use of the program can be considered satisfactory as patients
used the program for an average of 7.1 (SD 4.5) months; 78.3%
(90/115) of the patients used the program for at least 2 months
and 39.1% (45/115) for at least 10 months. Approximately
61.7% (71/115) of patients reported engaging in structured PA
sessions (median 8 sessions), emphasizing the clear interest of
participants in the value of the program, as well as its
acceptability and usability. Indeed, the attrition rate for web
and smartphone interventions in PA is often quite high [41]
(ranging from 30% [42] to 80% [43]), and declining rates of
engagement over time are often reported by researcher-led
web-based health interventions.

In a secondary analysis of a randomized trial [42], attrition at
3 months of a 100-day PA intervention delivered via an app
ranged from 32% to 39%. Another RCT found that 80% of
participants ceased using a web-based PA intervention by week
80 (20 months), and the attrition rate was approximately 70%
to 75% at 12 months [43].

The percentage of patients who stopped using the web
application and mobile app before 4 months was 32.8% (37/113)
in this study.

Thus, the attrition rate observed in our study was consistent
with that reported in the literature.

A recent study [44] examined the effect of individualized
follow-up with an app for 1 year on peak oxygen uptake in
patients undergoing cardiac rehabilitation. The results of this
study showed high levels of use of the app in the intervention
group: 84% (46/55) of the patients used it to set and achieve
personal goals and tasks. The intervention group improved in
the peak oxygen uptake to a larger extent than the control group
(without the app). Adherence to app use was more than twice
the web and app adherence estimated in this study (45/113,
39.8%). This could be mainly explained by the fact that in the
study of Lunde et al [44], monitoring and feedback were
provided by a real person to the patients, whereas in our study,
the PA program was fully automated. The authors explained
that the high level of individualization (having a real person
behind the app, as well as quite simple technology) may have
been crucial to maintaining adherence to app use.

Therefore, adherence in the long term (>10 months) to the web-
and mobile-based PA program studied here would be enhanced
by introducing engagement with a real PA instructor in the
follow-up of the patients.

In our analyses (not shown in the manuscript), we compared
the respondents and those with missing data at 12 months by
baseline characteristics.

Those with missing data differed from the respondents by the
baseline declaration of high PA and sitting time during the

weekend. The proportion of those with missing data who
declared practicing high PA at baseline was higher than the
proportion of the respondents (4/58, 6.9% vs 3/170, 1.8%,
respectively; P=.05). For sitting time, those with missing data
declared, at baseline, to spend less time sitting during the
weekend than the respondents (280 vs 320 minutes, respectively;
P=.046). Nevertheless, those with missing data were more
frequent in the intervention group than in the control group
(36/115, 31.3% vs 22/113, 19.5%, respectively). Therefore, if
we hypothesized that those with missing data were more active
than the respondents, the level of PA of the intervention group
would have been higher if we had been able to collect data from
those with missing data.

Finally, in the present analyses, we did not investigate the
determinants of which participants were adherent to the program.
Such analyses, along with the presentation of the results on the
step counts, will be the topic of ongoing analyses.

This clinical trial provided results on the PA of participants
attending spa treatment. The generalizability of the results to
the general population of older adults with NCDs without spa
treatment or rehabilitation programs might be limited. Thus,
attending a spa treatment or rehabilitation program is proof of
interest in one’s health.

To our knowledge, this study is the first to combine education
during a spa treatment and the use of a web- and mobile-based
PA program over a 12-month follow-up. The 3-week stay at a
spa resort favors the building of strong relations and exchanges
with health care professionals and other patients and has an
educational dimension [16,20]. This could help explain why
various studies have shown that coaching and information on
PA administered during spa therapy produces a lasting benefit
on PA [17-20] in the intervention groups and also produces an
improvement in the controls [20]. Thus, these findings could
partly explain why no large differences in PA were observed
among patients receiving information in different forms.
Moreover, the periodic follow-up by the interviewers in the 2
groups could also be a potential reason for the increasing
motivation to practice PA.

Conclusions
The limitations, especially the impossibility of reaching the
required sample size, indicate that it is necessary to interpret
the results with caution. Nonetheless, this study demonstrates
the potential of a web- and mobile-based PA program associated
with an initial face-to-face coaching during a spa treatment to
maintain PA in older adults over a 12-month period to achieve
PAG and improve quality of life. A spa treatment appears to
offer the ideal time and setting to implement education in PA
and initiate patients to the use of web- and mobile-based PA
programs.

Increasing PA and reducing the excessive sedentariness of
inactive patients reduce the risk of NCD aggravation and pain
in some nonmalignant chronic conditions, favoring a lasting
improvement in personal physical capacity and quality of life.
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